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ACCIDENT DATA ANALYSIS TO DEVELOP TARGET GROUPS
FOR COUNTERMEASURES

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

An important issue which emerged during the development of the 1991 Road Safety
Strategy for Victoria was the need for new and better definitions of target groups for
countermeasures. Research to define new target groups has not kept up with the rapid
implementation of countermeasures. This report describes a major project which aimed to
further develop methods of identifying target groups, and to demonstrate those methods by
application to a number of key road safety problems.

The general objective was to disaggregate the road accident problem using mass accident
data to find groups of road users, vehicles and road segments which would be suitable
targets for countermeasures.

However this project was confined to identifying target groups and potential
countermeasures. It has not considered fully the range of problems in the implementation
of such countermeasures nor' the expected benefits and costs. This would be a necessary
next step.

Successful development of a countermeasure requires a clear understanding of where it
can potentially break the chain of events leading to traumatic injury on the road. A
countermeasure is a measure which attempts to break the road trauma chain before one of
the undesirable steps can occur (eg. accident involvement, injury or death). A target
group for a countermeasure is a group of entities (humans, vehicles or roads) for which
the chain can be broken effectively and, desirably, cost-effectively.

Methods and Data

Mass accident data needs to be analysed to find target groups for countermeasures in a
way which maximizes the chances that the countermeasure will be cost-effective. The
study has developed general principles for analysis which meet this aim. These have led
to four specific methods of mass data analysis, depending on the nature of the road
trauma problem being addressed in the search for countermeasure target groups, namely:

High Risk Groups (groups with high rates of accident involvement per opportunity
to be involved)

High Severity Groups (groups with high rates of severe injury per accident
involvement)

Accident Involvement Clusters (groups involved in accidents who are homogeneous
on a number of factors relevant to countermeasure design and as large as possible)

Severe Injury Clusters (groups associated with severe injury who are homogeneous



on a number of factors relevant to injury countermeasure design and as large as
possible).

Large data files of Police accident reports and Transport Accident Commission claims from
accidents in Victoria during the 1980's were obtained and merged. The four methods have
each been applied to the data to address one or more key problem areas. Target groups for
countermeasures were identified and, where possible, accident and injury mechanisms were
suggested, and countermeasures to address these mechanisms were proposed.

As each was completed, the analysis reports were sent to MUARC's baseline sponsors for
comments and immediate use, if appropriate. The final versions of these reports are
included in Volume 2 of the project report (available on request). Volume 1 covers the
methods and conclusions of the project, as well as including Executive Summaries of the
analysis reports. The major findings of the analysis reports are summarised below.

Articulated Trucks

Articulated trucks have a high risk of casualty accident involvement compared with other
types of trucks. An earlier study showed that in Australia, articulated trucks were involved
in 7.4 fatal accidents per 100 million kilometres travelled, compared with an involvement
rate of 1.7 for rigid trucks.

Semi-trailers and their drivers were substantially over-involved in a large number of
specific crash circumstances compared with rigid trucks. Many of these over-involvements
were potentially explainable by the truck size and load mass differences, and by the
different usage patterns of semi-trailers (relatively greater use on rural highways, in the
highest speed zones, and at night). However the following factors associated with
substantial over-involvements of semi-trailers are apparently not fully explainable by the
above differences between the two vehicle types:

crashes in the low speed zones in rural towns
at traffic lights and roundabouts in the low speed zones
running off straight roads in the low speed zones
side swipe and overtaking crashes
driver's seat belt not fitted or not worn if available

impacts to the front and left side of the semi-trailer in the low speed zones
impacts to the front corners of the semi-trailer in the high speed zones
death or serious injury to the semi-trailer driver from crashes in the high speed
zones.

These factors represent target groups for potential countermeasures to address the high
over-involvement rate of articulated trucks in casualty crashes. These countermeasures
could address the crash involvement of articulated trucks, and/or also the risk of severe

injury to the truck driver and other road users involved, as there appear to be high risk
factors operating in both stages which influence whether a casualty crash occurs.

Cars Struck by Heavy Vehicles

Occupants of passenger cars struck by heavy vehicles frequently sustain much higher
severity injuries compared with car occupants struck by other types of vehicle. Injured car
occupants are four to seven times more likely to be killed when the striking vehicle is a
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heavy vehicle, compared with being struck by another car.

Higher injury severities were observed in the higher speed zones and when the heavy
vehicle was a semi-trailer. A large number of other environmental, crash, occupant, vehicle
and impact factors were also found to be related to higher levels of injury severity of the car
occupants. These factors define target groups for countermeasures which should be
designed to reduce injury severity, with priority given to severity reduction in the specific
circumstances and characteristics of the target group. The target groups also define
car/truck crash types and circumstances which should be priority areas for countermeasures
aimed at preventing collisions involving trucks.

An exponentially increasing relationship between injury severity and the truck to car mass
ratio was found. The analysis also found that nearly 40% of car occupants killed or
seriously injured in car/truck collisions resulted from front to front impacts. Some 60% of
these collisions involved impacts with the front corners of the truck, with more than half of
these corner impacts being to the right front corner.

A priority area for a countermeasure to reduce car occupant injury severity is improved
frontal structures of trucks, especially the front corners outside the frame side members and
especially the right front corner. There are developments in Europe to improve the front
corners of trucks by structures which absorb energy and also reduce over-ride of the struck
car in off-set front to front impacts. A study of these developments has recently been
completed by MUARC.

Motorcyclists

A number of target groups for the motorcycle accident problem were identified by finding
sub-groups which were over-involved in the following crash situations which previous
research had shown to be of high risk: novice motorcyclists, motorcyclists on curves, and
intoxicated motorcyclists. Further target groups were added by identifying sub-groups
which were associated with higher injury severity than the overall average for all injured
motorcyclists.

The target groups were reviewed collectively and mechanisms for the crashes or injuries
occurring were suggested. This in turn led to a number of potential countermeasures for
motorcyclist trauma, which included the following:

1. Random breath testing supported by publicity emphasising the focus on
motorcyclists, during the "alcohol times" (and slightly earlier) on weekends in
Spring and Summer, targetting riders of the larger and older motorcycles, and
including licence checks. The problem is greatest for motorcyclists operating in
residential areas of Melbourne and in rural areas outside towns.

2. A curve treatment program aimed at motorcycle accident blackspots on curves,
involving warning signs, improved skid resistance and super-elevation, increased
roadside recovery areas and the removal or shielding of fixed objects. As part of the
cost-benefit assessment of this proposal, an investigation is needed of the extent to
which such curves are also accident blackspots for other vehicles.
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3. Visible mobile police patrols and stationary enforcement of speeding and BAC
levels, located in the residential streets of the outer suburbs of Melbourne.

4. (a) Inclusion or increased emphasis in the motorcycle pre-licence testing manual
of the dangers due to the low conspicuity of motorcycles, and the need to
compensate for braking difficulties while gaining experience

(b) Adding a higher speed curve negotiation test to the skills test for a
Probationary motorcycle licence

5. A requirement that motorcycles be operated with front headlamps alight at all times.

Intoxicated Pedestrians

Previous research has shown that there is a 15 times higher risk of serious injury for
pedestrians who are intoxicated (ie. those with a BAC above 0.15) compared with those
who are sober.

Sub-groups of intoxicated pedestrians who were substantially over-involved in accidents
compared with sober pedestrians were identified as suitable targets for countermeasures.
The mechanisms explaining the over-involvement of each target group were suggested.
The target groups could be addressed through VIe ROAD's existing Pedestrian Safety
Program. The focus of each of the three program strategies aimed at intoxicated
pedestrians should include:

Strategy 1: To prevent pedestrians reaching high blood alcohol levels

drinkers who start early in the night, consume a relatively large amount of alcohol,
and finish their drinking relatively early (before Midnight)
drinkers who start drinking at lunchtime or during the afternoon
drinkers on weekends

drinkers on Fridays in the Melbourne suburbs
adults aged between 30 and 60 drinking during the day
adults aged between 30 and 50 drinking at night in the inner Melbourne suburbs

Strategy 2: To prevent intoxicated pedestrian exposure

male drinkers in hotels and other licensed premises
public education messages in these venues emphasising the high risk of death if an
intoxicated pedestrian is struck by a vehicle, especially at the higher speeds travelled
in the outer suburbs

Strategy 3: To reduce intoxicated pedestrian risk

T-intersections in the inner Melbourne suburbs (treatment to be applicable during all
times of day, especially daytime)
roads in 75 kmIh speed zones (treatments such as pedestrian crossings, supported by
pedestrian fencing to encourage their use, and median refuges and improved
lighting, to assist the pedestrian to cross a wide road and improve their conspicuity
to drivers).
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Elderly Pedestrians

Elderly pedestrians aged 60 and above have a high rate of casualty accident involvement
which reaches three times the rate of younger adults for pedestrians aged in the mid-70's.
Injury severity also increases with age, with pedestrians aged 65 and above having
substantially higher rates of death or hospitalisation when injured in accidents.

Very few factors were found to be related to the over-involvement of the elderly
pedestrians. However, a large number of factors were found to be related to the injury
severity of pedestrians aged 65 and above who were killed or injured during the same
period. These factors define sub-groups of the elderly pedestrian accident problem which
should be target groups for countermeasures.

The target groups related to substantially higher injury severities were examined and
mechanisms to explain their accident involvement or high severity were suggested. The
target groups should be addressed through countermeasures in four general categories, with
the focus in each category being as follows:

Category 1: Education of elderly pedestrians

their poor conspicuity during darkness and dawn/dusk lighting conditions
pedestrians aged 75 and above should be particularly careful in avoiding accident
involvement because of their high injury susceptibility
difficulties for drivers to brake rapidly on wet roads, and their poor visibility during
raining conditions
additional care needed when crossing divided arterial roads in Melbourne at major
intersections

the higher risk of death when intoxicated if an elderly pedestrian is struck by a
vehicle

additional care needed when crossing to or from a tram

Category 2: Education of drivers

awareness of the poor conspicuity of elderly pedestrians during darkness and
dawn/dusk lighting conditions
difficulties in braking rapidly on wet roads
poor visibility during raining conditions
awareness of the unexpected presence of elderly pedestrians on roads in the
residential areas of Melbourne, and areas outside Melbourne

lack of awareness of elderly pedestrians to the presence of approaching vehicles,
especially when intoxicated
need to look out for elderly pedestrians at intersections in the residential areas of
Melbourne, especially at STOP signs

Category 3: Enforcement of driving offences

random breath testing to deter drink driving in the "alcohol times of the week",
especially on arterial roads
speed enforcement on divided arterial roads (especially in 75 km/h speed zones) in
Melbourne

speed enforcement on arterial roads in the vicinity of tram stops
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Category 4: Road engineering

improved street lighting in the vicinity of places frequented by elderly pedestrians at
night

pedestrian crossings on divided arterial roads at locations frequented by elderly
pedestrians

pedestrian refuges at intersections in residential areas with STOP signs
speed warning signs on arterial roads in the vicinity of tram stops.

Speeding Drivers

Drivers involved in serious casualty accidents were categorised into three populations of
crashes considered likely to be speed related:

Drivers running off the road on curves (Population 1)
Drivers hitting another vehicle in the rear (Population 2)
Drivers involved in pedestrian accidents resulting in death or serious injury
(Population 3).

Eight large clusters of drivers were found within Population 1 and six large clusters for each
of both Populations 2 and Population 3. For each population, the corresponding clusters
together represented at least 70% of the total drivers involved in a speed related accident
type.

The drivers in Population 1 were involved in most of their accidents on rural roads (52%)
compared with the drivers in Populations 2 and 3 (12% and 6%, respectively). These two
populations of drivers were more frequently involved in accidents in the inner and middle
areas of the Melbourne Statistical Division (MSD). Population 1 drivers were also. more
likely to be aged 18-25 (52%), have a BAC above zero (43%), to crash at night (55%) or on
wet roads (32%), and to drive older cars (48% more than ten years old) than the other
populations.

The largest cluster in Population 1, representing 21% of the total drivers running off the
road on curves, was :

mostly drivers with zero BAC
mostly during day time
mostly on weekdays
mostly on dry roads
more often female drivers than the population average
more often in middle MSD locations than average
more often drivers of small cars than average.

The largest cluster in Population 2, representing 31% of drivers hitting another vehicle in
the rear, was :

only drivers with zero BAC
mostly during day time
mostly on weekdays
mostly on dry roads
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more often driving a car less than 6 years older than the population average
more often in middle MSD locations than average.

The largest cluster in Population 3, representing 29% of drivers hitting pedestrians resulting
in death or serious injury, was:

only on dry roads
mostly in inner MSD locations
otherwise similar to the population in total.

Speed enforcement supported by mass media publicity, if focussed on the identified clusters
and aimed at deterring excessive speeding behaviour, would be expected to be effective.

Unrestrained Occupants

Occupants of cars and station wagons involved in crashes and considered by the recording
Police officer to be unrestrained were clustered into homogeneous groups to form the basis
of countermeasures. The occupants were clustered on the basis of their age, sex, and
seating position, and the time of day, day of week, speed zone and location of the crash.
The seven largest clusters covered 69% of the unrestrained occupants.

The total group of unrestrained occupants were 58% male and spanned all age groups with
39% aged 17 to 25. Drivers represented 41%, left front passengers 26% and rear
passengers 32% of the total. 61% crashed in speed zones up to 75 km/h, and 63% of their
crashes occurred in the Melbourne Statistical Division (MSD) while 28% occurred on the
open road in rural areas. Weekdays accounted for 62% of the unrestrained occupants, while
59% were involved in crashes during daytime.

The two largest clusters, which together covered 24% of the unrestrained occupants, were
both mostly drivers crashing in speed zones up to 75 km/h, but they differed in other
characteristics. The largest cluster mostly crashed at night and more often at weekends than
the total group of unrestrained occupants. The second largest cluster were mostly male
occupants and mostly crashed during the day. In other respects, these two clusters
resembled the total group of unrestrained occupants.

The other five identified clusters each covered 8-10% of the unrestrained occupants. Each
differed from the total group in relatively unique ways, but the clusters were homogeneous
in themselves.

Each of these clusters provide suitable targets for integrated enforcement and publicity
aimed at encouraging restraint use. Countermeasures which aim at reducing the impact
severity or preventing the crash involvements of each of the cluster groups should also be
considered.
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MONASH UNIVERSITY ACCIDENT RESEARCH CENTRE

ACCIDENT DATA ANALYSIS PROJECT

HIGH RISK GROUP: ARTICULATED TRUCKS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Articulated trucks have a high risk of casualty accident involvement compared with other
types of trucks. In 1983 in Australia, articulated trucks were involved in 7.4 fatal
accidents per 100 million kilometres travelled, compared with an involvement rate of 1.7
for rigid trucks. A higher level of involvement rate holds across all categories of
accident severity, but the difference is relatively greater for the more severe accidents.

The over-involvement of articulated trucks was examined by comparing 2962 semi
trailers involved in casualty accidents in Victoria during 1984-89 with 5542 rigid trucks
involved during the same period. It was recognised that semi-trailers operate over longer
distances than rigid trucks and hence that they will be used and be involved in crashes on
rural roads with the higher speed limits to a greater extent. For this reason the
comparison of semi-trailer and rigid truck accidents was made within each of two groups
of speed zones at the accident location (up to 75 kmJh; 80 kmJh and above).

Semi-trailers and their drivers were substantially over-involved in a large number of
specific crash circumstances compared with rigid trucks. Many of these over
involvements were potentially explainable by the truck size and load mass differences,
and by the different usage patterns of semi-trailers (relatively greater use on rural·
highways, in the highest speed zones, and at night). However the following factors
associated with substantial over-involvements of semi-trailers are apparently not fully
explainable by the above differences between·the two vehicle types:

crashes in the low speed zones in rural towns
at traffic lights and roundabouts in the low speed zones
running off straight roads in the low speed zones
side swipe and overtaking crashes
driver's seat belt not fitted or not worn if available

impacts to the front and left side of the semi-trailer in the low speed zones
impacts to the front corners of the semi-trailer in the high speed zones
death or serious injury to the semi-trailer driver from crashes in the high speed
zones.

These factors represent target groups for potential countermeasures to address the high
over-involvement rate of articulated trucks in casualty crashes. These countermeasures
could address the crash involvement of articulated trucks, and/or also the risk of severe

injury to the truck driver and other road users involved, as there appear to be high risk
factors operating in both stages which influence whether a casualty crash occurs.



MONASH UNIVERSITY ACCIDENT RESEARCH CENTRE

ACCIDENT DATA ANALYSIS PROJECT

HIGH RISK GROUP: ARTICULATED TRUCKS

INTRODUCTION

The Accident Data Analysis Project has the general objective to disaggregate the road

accident problem using mass accident data to find groups of road users, vehicles and road

segments which would be suitable targets for countermeasures. Its specific objectives

include finding high risk groups, ie. groups with high rates of accident involvement per

opportunity to be involved.

Ideally these high risk groups should be identified by deriving accident involvement rates
per "exposure" (kilometres or time travelled, intersection conflicts, roads crossed), or
rates per "population" (drivers licensed, vehicles registered, total population). In
practice, this is not generally possible except at a gross level, because "exposure" and
"population" data are not available in sufficiently disaggregated form. Articulated trucks
as a whole are one group which has been found to have a high risk on a per exposure
basis, but exposure data is not available to derive the involvement rates of sub-groups of
articulated trucks.

Hence the method was confined to seeking sub-groups which are over-involved or highly
represented in the articulated truck group. These sub-groups would be suitable targets
for countermeasures, because either:

the target group has a relatively high level of exposure to circumstances which
lead to articulated truck accidents, or

the target group has a higher level of accident risk when exposed to the specific
circumstances, compared with other groups.

BACKGROUND

Information compiled for Australia in 1983 showed that articulated trucks were involved
in 7.4 fatal accidents per 100 million kilometres travelled, compared with an involvement
rate of 1.7 for rigid trucks (National Road Freight Industry Inquiry, 1984; Vulcan 1987).
Table 1 shows that the ratio of involvement rates holds across all levels of accident

severity, but is greatest for the more severe accidents.

Table 1: Accident Involvement Rates per 100 million km (Australia 1983)

Accident resultin,g in: Articulated TrucksRi~id Trucks
Fatalitv

7.41.7

Hospital Admission

19.010.3

Other Iniury

23.018.4

Property damage only

71.356.6
All accidents

120.787.0



This data confirms that articulated trucks in aggregate are a high risk group. To establish

over-involved sub-groups, comparison was made with rigid trucks because they do not

have an excessively high accident involvement rate (National Road Freight Industry
Inquiry, 1984) and are reasonably well matched with articulated trucks on factors such as

gross size, driver type and road use.

DATA

Information from Police accident reports covering drivers of heavy vehicles involved in

casualty accidents was extracted for this study. The information was extracted from a

larger file of all persons killed or injured, plus drivers involved in casualty accidents,

during 1984-89. This file covers casualties and casualty accidents defined by the new

injury scale adopted by the Police in 1989, and applied retrospectively to the 1984-88

data. Table 2 summarizes the information extracted. However, only the drivers of semi

trailers (articulated trucks) and rigid trucks were considered in the analysis.

Table 2: Heavy Vehicle Drivers Involved in Casualty Accidents (Victoria)

Vehicle Type 198419851986198719881989Total

Semi-trailer

3834014175235876512962

Ri2id Truck

7107621046920103910655542

Bus or Coach

1471591622202892661243

The data included potentially valuable information related to the trucks involved such
as registered weight, rated horsepower, year of manufacture and point of collision on
the truck. However weight and power were added to the Police report by matching
with the vehicle register and were present for less than 50 % of the vehicles. Point of
collision was collected by the Police from 1987 onwards and was present for 46% of
the heavy vehicles.

METHOD

The method was to seek factors which were represented among semi-trailer crashes to a
larger extent than among rigid truck crashes. These factors would then define sub-groups
which are over-involved in semi-trailer crashes. The factors considered covered road

user, vehicle, situational and road environment factors, plus factors related to accident
type and outcome.

Where a factor was related to the type of truck with statistical significance (Chi-square
test; p < 0.1), the factor category or categories which were over-represented among semi
trailer crashes is reported in the results section. For completeness, a few critical factors
(driver BAC level and experience, and wet road and raining) have also been included in
the overall results even though semi-trailers were not over-represented on these factors.

It is known that semi-trailers operate over longer distances than rigid trucks and hence it
may be expected that they will be used and involved in crashes on rural roads with the
higher speed limits to a greater extent. This difference in usage pattern will result in
differences in "exposure" to the risk of involvement in accidents of various types, which
may in turn result in certain factors being over-represented due predominantly to
differences in exposure rather than differences in accident risk (however, as noted earlier,
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the inability to separate exposure and risk is an inherent limitation of any mass accident

data analysis in the absence of disaggregated exposure data). In an attempt to control for

exposure differences between semi-trailers and rigid trucks at least at a gross level, a

detailed analysis was conducted sub-dividing the data into two groups of speed zones at
the accident location (up to 75 km/h; 80 kmIh and above).

RESULTS

Overall Findings

Semi-trailers were found to be over-represented on a large number of factors compared

with rigid trucks. These factors were grouped according to whether they described the

road environment, the situation (time of day, etc.), the driver, the vehicle, the accident

type, or the crash outcome.

1. EnvironmentalFactors

Figure 1 shows that semi-trailers were over-involved in crashes outside of Melbourne
(45% of semi-trailer crashes) and especially in non-urban rural areas outside of towns
(35%). They were also over-involved in 100 kmIh speed limit zones (36%) and in the
former 110 kmIh zones (3%) compared with rigid trucks.

Curved road alignments account for 16% of semi-trailer crashes, which is twice the level
of involvement of curves in rigid truck crashes. However, semi-trailers were not
significantly over-represented on divided roads compared with rigid truck involvements.

FIGUREl

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

Outside Melbourne

Rural Non-urban Area

100kmh Zone

110 kmh Zone

Curved Alignment

44.5

• Semi-trailer

• Rigid Truck

o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Percentage of Trucks Involved

Semi-trailers involved = 2962

Rigid trucks involved = 5542

2. SituationalFactors

Semi-trailers were over-involved in crashes during the period 6 pm to 6 am (29%), and
were especially over-represented in dark conditions without street lights present (15%)
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compared with rigid trucks (Figure 2). However, they were not substantially over
involved in wet road or raining conditions.

Perhaps associated with their over-involvement outside urban areas, semi-trailers were

also over-involved in crashes at locations away from intersections (51%) and without
traffic controls (61%).

FIGURE 2

SITUATIONAL FACTORS

6 pm to 6am

Dark, no Street Lights

Not at Intersection

No Traffic Control

Wet Road

Raining

• Semi-trailer

67.5 I • Rigid Truck

o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

3. Driver Factors

Percentage of Trucks Involved

Semi·trailers involved = 2962

Rigid trucks involved = 5542

Some 48% of semi-trailer drivers were aged 26-40 compared with 39% of rigid truck
drivers (Figure 3). Semi-trailer drivers were over-represented among the group recorded
as holding non-Victorian licences (30%) and conditional licences (4%).

Semi-trailer drivers were more often recorded as not having a seat belt fitted (6%) or not
wearing an available seat belt (4%) than rigid truck drivers.

However, semi-trailer drivers were under-represented compared with rigid truck drivers
on two driver factors known to be associated with high risk, namely BAC above 0.05
(6% compared with 12%) and holding a probationary licence (2% compared with 5%).

4. Vehicle Factors

Semi-trailers were over-represented in the class of truck weighing more than 30,000 Kg
(42%) and among trucks with rated horsepower over 40 (89%) compared with rigid
trucks (Figure 4).

Some 78% of semi-trailers were manufactured in the years 1970-84 compared with 71 %
of rigid trucks; however semi-trailers were not over-represented among the more recent
model trucks.
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FIGURE 3

DRIVER FACTORS

Age 26-40

Non-Victorian Licence

Conditional Licence

Seat bell not filled

Seat belt not worn

BAC above 0.05

Probationary Licence

38.8
48.2

• Semi-trailer

• Rigid Truck

o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Percentage of Trucks Involved

Semi-trailers involved = 2962

Rigid trucks Involved = 5542

FIGURE 4

VEHICLE FACTORS

Weight over 30,000 Kg

Power over 40 HP

1970-84 Model Year

89.11 • Semi-trailer

• Rigid Truck

o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

5. CrashFactors

Percentage of Trucks Involved

Semi-trailers involved = 2962

Rigid trucks involved = 5542

Semi-trailers were over-involved in run-off-road crashes (12%) to a degree twice that of
rigid trucks (Figure 5). They were almost three times more likely to have over-turned
(7% of semi-trailer crashes) and were over-involved in hitting fixed objects (8%).

Of those trucks hitting objects, semi-trailers were over-involved compared with rigid
trucks in collisions with trees (25%), bridges (16%), guard rails (9%), embankments
(5%), traffic signals (5%) and guide posts (4%) (Figure 6).
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6. Crash Outcomes

Semi-trailer crashes resulted in a fatality (10% of casualty crashes) twice as often as rigid
truck crashes (Figure 7). Semi-trailers were also over-involved in serious injury crashes
(36% of the casualty accidents in which they were involved).

Semi-trailer drivers were also more likely to be killed (2% of involvements) or to be
seriously injured (10% of involvements) compared with rigid truck drivers. In 19% of
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their crash involvements, the semi-trailer drivers were the most severely injured person

in the accident, compared with a rate of 14% for rigid truck drivers.

FIGURE 7

CRASH OUTCOMES
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Driver Most Severely
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Detailed Findings by Speed Zone

The detailed findings are shown in Figures 8 to 21, which display the factors
significantly over-represented in semi-trailer accidents in groups of environmental,
situational, driver, vehicle, crash type and outcome factors. The detailed findings are
summarized below, emphasising any new factors not apparent in the overall results.

1. Environmental Factors

Even within the two speed zone groups, semi-trailers remain over-represented in crashes
outside of Melbourne, in non-urban rural areas outside of towns, and at curved
alignments (Figures 8 and 9). In the low speed zones (up to 75 km/h), they were also
over-involved in rural towns (11% of semi-trailer crashes in these zones) compared with
rigid trucks.

In the high speed zones (80 km/h and above), the semi-trailers were over-involved in
accidents at locations away from intersections (75%), whereas a similar over
involvement was not apparent in the low speed zones.

2. Situational Factors

The overall finding that semi-trailers were over-represented during the period 6pm to
6am remains true within each of speed zone groups (Figures 10 and 11). Semi-trailers
were over-represented in dark conditions with street lights on in the low speed zones
(15%), whereas they were over-represented in dark conditions without street lights
present in the high speed zones (34%), as may be expected from their over-involvement
in non-urban rural areas.
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In the low speed zones, semi-trailers were over-represented in crashes at locations with

traffic lights (28%) and at roundabouts (2%). In the high speed zones, they were over
represented at locations without traffic controls (87%).

FIGURES

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
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FIGURE 10

SITUATIONAL FACTORS
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FIGURE 11
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3. DriverFactors

Percentage of Trucks Involved

Semi-trailers involved = 1201

Rigid trucks Involved = 1177

Within each of the two speed zone groups, semi-trailer drivers continue to be over
represented in the 26-40 years age group, and among holders of non-Victorian or
conditional licences (Figures 12 and 13). They were also more often recorded as not
using a seat belt than rigid truck drivers in each speed zone.
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Only in the high speed zones was there a significant relationship between type of truck

driven and BAC level, with the semi-trailer drivers being under-represented in BAC

levels above 0.05 compared with drivers of rigid trucks (6% compared with 12%).

FIGURE 12

DRIVER FACTORS

(in speed zones up to 75 kmJh)

4. VehicleFactors

Registered weight exceeding 30,000 Kg and rated power over 40 units were two factors
differentiating crash-involved semi-trailers from rigid trucks, and these differences
continued to be apparent in the two speed zone groups (Figures 14 and 15). However,
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over-involvement by truck model year varied with speed zone, with 1970-79 model year

semi-trailers being over-represented in the low speed zones compared with over

representation in the 1980-84 model years in the high speed zones.

In the low speed zones, semi-trailers were over-involved in collisions to the front (42%)

or left side (9%) of the truck, whereas in the high speed zones they were over-involved in

collisions with their right front corner (19%) and left front corner (18%).

FIGURE 14
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FIGURE 15
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5. CrashFactors

In both speed zones, semi-trailers were over-involved in run-off-road crashes on curves,

in rollovers, and in collisions with fixed objects (Figures 16 and 17). In the low speed

zones, semi-trailers were also over-represented in running-off straight roads (2% of semi

trailer crashes in these speed zones).

FIGURE 16
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The detailed analysis also revealed an over-involvement of semi-trailers in side swipe

and overtaking type crashes in each of the speed zone groups. In the high speed zone,

semi-trailers were over-involved in single-vehicle crashes (31%), but a similar finding
was not apparent in the low speed zones.

Of those trucks hitting fixed objects in the low speed zones, semi-trailers were over

represented if the object hit was a bridge, guard rail or traffic signal (Figure 18). In the

high speed zones, guard rails, bridges off the carriageway, guide posts and other fixed

objects were over-represented among the objects hit by semi-trailers compared with rigid

trucks (Figure 19). The finding in the overall results, that semi-trailers were over

represented in impacts with trees, appears to have been an artefact of the greater use of

semi-trailers in the high speed zones where trees are a more common roadside hazard

than in the low speed zones.

FIGURE 18
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6. Crash Outcomes

Percentage of Trucks Involved

Semi·trailers hitting objects = 79
Rigid trucks hitting objects = 191

The likelihood that the truck crash resulted in death or serious injury was substantially
greater in the high speed zones for both types of truck (Figures 20 and 21). In both speed
zone groups, semi-trailers were over-involved in fatal and serious injury accidents
compared with rigid trucks.

In the low speed zones, the outcome for the semi-trailer driver and his vehicle was
generally of lesser consequence than for rigid trucks and their drivers. Semi-trailer
drivers were more frequently uninjured (84%) and the truck was more frequently not
towed away (76%).

In contrast, in the high speed zones the semi-trailer driver was more likely to be killed
(3%), seriously injured (17%) and the most severely injured person in the crash (32%).
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FIGURE 20
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FIGURE 21

CRASH OUTCOMES
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SUMMARY

Percentage of Trucks Involved

Semi-trailers Involved = 1201

Rigid trucks Involved = 11n

The initial analysis compared the crash circumstances of semi-trailers and rigid trucks for
Victoria as a whole during 1984-89. The detailed analysis separated the crashes into two
speed zone groups (up to 75 kmIh; 80 kmIh and above) in an effort to control for gross
differences in use by truck type so that differences in accident risk may become more
apparent.

Semi-trailers and their drivers were substantially over-involved in the following crash
circumstances compared with rigid trucks:

(a) Environmental factors

locations outside Melbourne, especially rural areas outside towns
rural towns in the low speed zones
100 and 110 kmIh speed limit zones
curved road alignments
locations away from intersections in the high speed zones

(b) Situational factors

6 pm to 6 am
dark conditions, with street lights on if they are present
at traffic lights and roundabouts in the low speed zones
locations without traffic controls in the high speed zones
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(c) Driver factors

driver aged 26-40 years
non- Victorian licence

conditional licence

driver's seat belt not fitted or not worn if available

semi-trailer drivers were under-represented in the group of truck drivers having
BAC above 0.05

(d) Vehicle factors

registered weight over 30,000 Kg

rated horsepower over 40 units

model years 1970-79 in the low speed zones, but model years 1980-84 in the high
speed zones

impacts to the front and left side of the truck in the low speed zones
impacts to the front corners in the high speed zones

(e) Crash factors

running off the road on curves
running off straight roads in the low speed zones
truck over-turning
side swipe and overtaking crashes
single- vehicle crashes in the high speed zones
hitting fixed object, especially:

bridges
guard rails
traffic signals in the low speed zones
guide posts in the high speed zones
other fixed objects in the high speed zones

(f) Crash outcomes

fatal or serious injury crash outcome
death or serious injury to the semi-trailer driver from crashes in the high speed
zones

no injury to the semi-trailer driver and the semi-trailer not required to be towed in
the low speed zones

CONCLUSIONS

A large number of environmental, situational, driver, vehicle, crash and outcome factors
which are present to a greater degree among semi-trailer crashes than rigid truck crashes
have been identified. The factors have been found after controlling for the speed zone of
the crash, which was necessary because of the greater likelihood for semi-trailers to be
used and hence to crash in the higher speed zones.

These factors assist in better defining target groups for the articulated truck accident
problem, because the sub-groups they define are either an over-involved or highly
represented part of the problem as a whole. It is not possible from the analysis to
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determine whether the sub-group has a high level of exposure to the crash circumstances

applicable within each speed zone group, or a high level of risk when exposed to the

specific circumstances. However this may not be a barrier to designing an effective

countermeasure to the target group problem.
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MONASH UNIVERSITY ACCIDENT RESEARCH CENTRE

ACCIDENT DATA ANALYSIS PROJECT

HIGH RISK GROUP: NOVICE MOTORCYCLISTS

INTRODUCTION

The Accident Data Analysis Project has the general objective to disaggregate the road
accident problem using mass accident data to find groups of road users, vehicles and road

segments which would be suitable targets for countermeasures. Its specific objectives
include finding high risk groups, ie. groups with high rates of accident involvement per
opportunity to be involved.

Ideally these high risk groups should be identified by deriving accident involvement rates
per "exposure" (kilometres or time travelled, intersection conflicts, roads crossed), or
rates per "population" (drivers licensed, vehicles registered, total population). In
practice, this is not generally possible except at a gross level, because "exposure" and
"population" data are not available in sufficiently disaggregated form.

Novice motorcyclists in their learner permit or probationary licence phase have been
found to have substantially higher accident involvement rates on a permit or licence
holder basis than fully licensed motorcyclists. Accident rates calculated on a per
exposure basis have confirmed that this over-involvement is not due to major differences
in motorcycle use. However, exposure data is not available to derive the accident rates
of sub-groups of novice motorcyclists.

Hence the method was confined to seeking sub-groups which are over-involved or highly
represented in novice motorcyclist accidents. These sub-groups would be suitable targets
for countermeasures, because either: .

the target group has a relatively high level of exposure to circumstances which
lead to novice motorcyclist accidents, or

the target group has a higher level of accident risk when exposed to the specific
circumstances, compared with other groups.

BACKGROUND

For inclusion in the Road Safety Strategy Facts Document (VIe ROADS 1990),
information was extracted from Police accident reports on the extent of motorcyclist
involvement in accidents by the type of licence they held (Figure 1). The numbers of
learner permits, probationary licences and standard licences current during the period of
the accidents was also extracted. The ratio of motorcyclist accident involvements to the
number of permits or licences current was calculated and then standardised to one for the
ratio for the standard licence holders. This produced a ratio of over 3.5 for the learner
permit holders and more than two for the probationary licensed motorcyclists (Figure 1).

This data confirms that both learner and probationary motorcyclists are high risk groups
in aggregate. For this study these two groups of novice motorcyclists were combined; in
Victoria a motorcycle learner permit is a "de facto" licence in that the permit holder can



ride unsupervised. To establish over-involved sub-groups, comparison was made with
motorcyclists holding a standard licence. Hence the comparison was matched by vehicle
type and other general characteristics of motorcyclists, which would not have been the
case if novice motorcyclists had been compared with novice drivers of other motorised
vehicles.

FIGUREl
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Information from Police accident reports covering riders of motorcycles (not pillion
passengers) involved in casualty accidents was extracted for this study. The information
was extracted from a larger file of all persons killed or injured, plus drivers/riders
involved in casualty accidents, during 1984-89. This me covers casualties and casualty
accidents defined by the new injury scale adopted by the Police in 1989, and applied
retrospectively to the 1984-88 data. Over 94% of the motorcycle riders considered were
injured according to this new definition.

METHOD

The method was to seek factors which were represented among novice motorcyclists
involved in crashes to a larger extent than among motorcyclists with standard licences.
These factors would then define sub-groups which are over-involved in novice
motorcyclist crashes. The factors considered covered rider, motorcycle, situational and
road environment factors, plus factors related to accident type and outcome.

Where a factor was related to the type of licence or permit held with statistical
significance (Chi-square test; p < 0.1), the factor category or categories which were over
represented among the novice motorcyclist crashes are reported in the results section.
The initial analysis covered all novice and standard licence motorcyclists for whom their
licence type was recorded in the Police reports.
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Table 1 shows that the proportion of novice motorcyclist accidents which occurred in

speed zones up to 75 km/h is greater than the proportion for standard licence holders.
This difference was statistically significant. However the extent of the difference is not

large and probably reflects a marginally greater use of motorcycles by novice
motorcyclists in urban areas than the usage pattern of fully licensed motorcyclists.

Table 1: Motorcycle Riders Involved in Casualty Accidents, 1983-89
(% in each speed zone group)

Learner orStandard
Probationary

Licence

Speed Zone up to 7S kmlh

36604832

(81.3)
(77.5)

Speed Zone 80 kmlh and above

8441404

(18.7)

(22.5)
TOTAL

45046236

(100.0)
(100.0)

This difference in usage pattern will result in some differences in "exposure" to the risk
of involvement in accidents of various types, which may in turn result in certain factors
,being over-represented due predominantly to differences in exposure rather than
differences in accident risk (however, as noted earlier, the inability to separate exposure
and risk is an inherent limitation of any mass accident data analysis in the absence of
disaggregated exposure data). In an attempt to control for any exposure differences
between novice and standard licence motorcyclists, a second analysis was conducted after
sub-dividing the data into two groups of speed zones at the accident location (up to 75
km/h; 80 kmIh and above) ..

Because the need to control for exposure differences was marginal, the results in the two
speed zone groups were compared to see if they were substantially different. If not, the
results from the initial analysis with the speed zones combined were reported instead, so
that the maximum available data could be used to measure the extent of over

involvement of the target groups found. If the results from the two speed zone groups
appeared different, the data were analysed for the presence of a statistically significant
three-way interaction between licence type, speed zone and the specific factor using the
GLIM (Generalised Linear Interactive Modelling) system (Baker and Nelder 1978;
Aitkin et al 1989). The presence of a three-way interaction would imply that the over
involvement of the novice motorcyclists in the sub-group defined by the specific factor
needs to be reported for each speed zone group separately.

RESULTS

Novice motorcyclist crashes were found to be over-represented on a large number of
factors compared with those involving standard licence motorcyclists. These factors
were grouped according to whether they described the road environment, the situation
(time of day, etc.), the rider, the motorcycle, the crash type, or the crash outcome.

Only the identified factors relating to the crash type appeared to be substantially different
in the two speed zone groups. However the GLIM analysis found that the three-way
interactions involving the accident type, and the number of vehicles involved, were not
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statistically significant in either case. Nevertheless, the results for the crash factors are

presented for each speed zone group as well as for all speed zones combined.

For completeness, two situational factors considered to be important to motorcycle
accident risk (wet roads and raining) have also been included in the results even though
novice motorcyclists were not over-represented on these factors.

1. EnvironmentalFactors

Figure 2 shows that the novice motorcyclists were over-represented in crashes in the
residential areas of Melbourne (16% of their crash involvements) and in the areas outside

of Melbourne (38%), especially in rural towns (21%). They were also over-represented
in the 60 km/h speed zones (75%) and at locations with Give Way signs (10%) and
drive-ways (6%).

FIGURE 2
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2. Situational Factors

Novice motorcyclists were over-involved in crashes in the months of January (9%) and
March to August (43%), shown in Figure 3. They were even more over-involved in the
period 6pm to 4am (27%), in those times of the week when alcohol involvement in
accidents is high (41%), and on the mid-week days Monday, Tuesday and Thursday
(44%).

Novice motorcyclists were also over-involved in dark conditions with street lights on
(17%), but not in raining conditions. They were significantly under-involved in wet
road conditions compared with standard licence motorcyclists (Figure 3).
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FIGURE 3
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3. MotorcycleRider Factors

As expected, novice motorcyclists involved in crashes were over-represented in the 18-25
years age group (84%), as shown in Figure 4. They were also over-represented among
female riders (6%) and those holding a licence or permit from Victoria (97%) rather than
another jurisdiction. Novice motorcyclists were more likely to have a zero or 0.01 BAC
level (89%) than standard licence holders involved in crashes, which could be expected
as a result of the zero BAC legislation for learner and first year probationary licence
holders since May 1984 and its extension to the second year of probationary licensing in
March 1987.

FIGURE 4
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4. MororeycleFacto~

Figure 5 shows that novice motorcyclists were over-represented among those riding a
motorcycle with engine capacity up to 250cc (73%). This is probably due in part to the
Victorian law that learner and first year probationary motorcyclists are restricted to
motorcycles of that capacity. Novice motorcyclists were also over-involved on
motorcycles manufactured since 1980 (86%).

FIGURES
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5. CrashFactors

Figures 6 and 7 show the crash factors which were over-represented in novice
motorcyclist crashes in the speed zones up to 75 kmIh, and the higher speed zones,
respectively. While these factors were apparently different, there was no statistically
significant evidence to support this.

For all speed zones combined (Figure 8), novice motorcyclists were over-involved in
collisions with another vehicle (68%), right turn against crashes (15%), crashes into the
rear of another vehicle (7%), and crashes involving manoeuvres such as U-turns or
parking/unparking, perhaps by another vehicle involved (13%). They were also over
involved in collisions with fixed objects (6%).

In collisions with objects in the lower speed zones (Figure 9), novice motorcyclists were
over-represented in impacts with poles (10%), trees (11%), fences or walls (8%), and
embankments (4%). In contrast, in the higher speed zones (Figure 10) they were over
represented in collisions with embankments (12%), fences or walls (9%), guide posts
(10%), traffic signs (3%), guard rails (3%) and tame animals (7%).
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FIGURE 8
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FIGURE 9
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FIGURE 10

OBJECT HIT (by motorcycles hitting objects)
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6. Crash Outcomes

There were marginal, but statistically significant differences between novice and standard
licence motorcyclists on factors measuring crash outcomes (Figure 11). Novice
motorcyclists were over-represented in serious injury crashes (45%) and crashes in which
one and only one person was seriously injured (43%). Novice motorcyclists were also
more likely to be seriously injured (42%) and to be the most severely injured person in
the crash (89%) than standard licence holders. However, there were no substantial
differences between the two groups of motorcyclists on factors measuring fatal outcome.

FIGURE 11
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SUMMARY

Novice motorcyclists were substantially over-represented in the following crash
circumstances compared with standard licence motorcyclists involved in crashes:

(a) Environmental factors

residential areas of Melbourne

locations outside Melbourne, especially rural towns

60 km/h speed zones

Give Way signs

(b) Situational factors

months of January and March-August
6pm to 4am, and the alcohol times of the week
mid-week days
dark conditions, with street lights on

(c) Motorcycle rider factors

age 18-25 years
female

Victorian licence or permit
zero or near-zero BAC

(d) Motorcycle factors

engine capacity up to 250cc
manufactured since 1980

(e) Crash factors

collisions with another vehicle

right turn against crashes
crashes into the rear of another vehicle

manoeuvres such as U-turns and parking or unparking
collisions with objects, usually fixed at the roadside, especially:

fences or walls
embankments

poles and trees, in the low speed zones
guide posts, traffic signs and guard rails, in the high speed zones
tame animals, in the high speed zones

(f) Crash outcomes

serious injury crashes, in which the rider is the one and only one person seriously
injured
most severely injured person in the crash
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CONCLUSIONS

A large number of environmental, situational, rider, motorcycle, crash and outcome
factors which are present to a greater degree among novice motorcyclist crashes than
crashes involving fully licensed motorcyclists have been identified. In general the same
factors are present in novice motorcyclist crashes in both the low and high speed zones,

the exceptions being the specific objec~ hit in collisions with objects, and perhaps the
crash types which were over-represented.

These factors assist in better defining target groups for the problem of novice

motorcyclist crashes, because the sub-groups they define are either an over-involved or

highly represented part of the problem as a whole. It is not possible from the analysis to

determine whether the sub-group has a high level of exposure to the crash circumstances

applicable within each speed zone group, or a high level of risk when exposed to the
specific circumstances. However this may not be a barrier to designing an effective
countermeasure to the target group problem.
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MONASH UNIVERSITY ACCIDENT RESEARCH CENTRE

ACCIDENT DATA ANALYSIS PROJECT

HIGH RISK GROUP: MOTORCYCLISTS ON CURVES

INTRODUCTION

The Accident Data Analysis Project has the general objective to disaggregate the road
accident problem using mass accident data to find groups of road users, vehicles and road

segments which would be suitable targets for countermeasures. Its specific objectives

include finding high risk groups, ie. groups with high rates of accident involvement per
opportunity to be involved.

Ideally these high risk groups should be identified by deriving accident involvement rates
per "exposure" (kilometres or time travelled, intersection conflicts, roads crossed), or
rates per "population" (drivers licensed, vehicles registered, total population). In
practice, this is not generally possible except at a gross level, because "exposure" and
"population" data are not available in sufficiently disaggregated form.

Motorcyclists have been found to have a greater proportion of their crashes on curves
than drivers of other vehicles. The extent of this over-involvement is such that it is

unlikely to be explained by differences in exposure to curves. However, exposure data is
not available to confirm this, nor is it available to derive the involvement rates of sub
groups of motorcyclists on curves.

Hence the method was confined to seeking sub-groups which are over.,.involved or highly
represented in the group of motorcyclists involved in crashes on curves. These sub
groups would be suitable targets for countermeasures, because either:

the target group has a relatively high level of exposure to circumstances which
lead to motorcycle accidents on curves, or

the target group has a higher level of accident risk when exposed to the specific
circumstances, compared with other groups.

BACKGROUND

For inclusion in the Road Safety Strategy Facts Document (VIe ROADS 1990),
information was extracted from Police accident reports on the extent of motorcyclist
involvement in accidents on curves compared with straight alignments (Figure 1). The
same type of information was also extracted for the involvement of other types of motor
vehicles. The ratio of motorcycle to other vehicle involvements was calculated for each
type of road alignment and then standardised to one for the ratio of involvements on
straight roads. This produced a ratio of 2.2 for curved alignments, suggesting that the
relative risk of a motorcycle crashing on a curve is more than twice that of other vehicles
(Figure 1).

This data confirms that motorcycles travelling around curves are a high risk group in
aggregate. To establish over-involved sub-groups, comparison was made with



motorcycle accidents which occurred on straight roads. Hence the comparison was
matched by vehicle type and other general characteristics of motorcyclists, which would
not have been the case if motorcycle crashes on curves had been compared with crashes
involving other vehicle types on curves.

FIGUREl
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DATA

Information from Police accident reports covering riders of motorcycles (not pillion
passengers) involved in casualty accidents was extracted for this study. The information
was extracted from a larger file of all persons killed or injured, plus drivers/riders
involved in casualty accidents, during 1984-89. This file covers casualties and casualty
accidents defined by the new injury scale adopted by the Police in 1989, and applied
retrospectively to the 1984-88 data. Over 94% of the motorcycle riders considered were
injured according to this new definition.

METHOD

The method was to seek factors which were represented among motorcycle crashes on
curves to a larger extent than among motorcycle crashes on straight roads. These factors
would then define sub-groups which are over-involved in motorcycle crashes on curves.
The factors considered covered rider, motorcycle, situational and road environment
factors, plus factors related to accident type and outcome.

Where a factor was related to the type of road alignment with statistical significance
(Chi-square test; p < 0.1), the factor category or categories which were over-represented
among the crashes on curves are reported in the results section.

Table 1 shows that the proportion of motorcycle accidents which occurred on curves is
much greater in speed zones of 80 km/h and above compared with the lower speed zones.
The extent of this difference was considered to be due to the greater relative frequency of
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curved alignments on rural roads. Thus motorcycles are more likely to traverse curves in
the high speed zones than they are in the low speed zones.

Table 1: Motorcycle Riders Involved in Casualty Accidents, 1983-89
(% of all road alignments within each speed zone group)

Speed ZoneSpeed Zone
up to 75 km/h

80 km/h & above

Curved Alignment

9161158

(9.0)

(41.5)

Straight Alignment

92221631

(91.0)

(58.5)

TOTAL
101382789

(100.0)

(100.0)

This difference in usage pattern will result in differences in "exposure" to the risk of
involvement in accidents of various types, which may in turn result in certain factors
being over-represented due predominantly to differences in exposure rather than
differences in accident risk (however, as noted earlier, the inability to separate exposure
and risk is an inherent limitation of any mass accident data analysis in the absence of
disaggregated exposure data). In an attempt to control for exposure differences between
motorcyclists traversing curves compared with those using straight roads, at least at a
gross level, the analysis was conducted after sub-dividing the data into two groups of
speed zones at the accident location (up to 75 km/h; 80 km/h and above).

RESULTS

Motorcycle crashes on curves were found to be over-represented on a large number of
factors compared with those occurring on straight roads. These factors were grouped
according to whether they described the road environment, the situation (time of day,
etc.), the rider, the motorcycle, the accident type, or the crash outcome.

1. Environmental Factors

In speed zones up to 75 km/h (Figure 2), curve crashes were over-represented in the
residential areas of Melbourne (31% of the crashes on curves in these speed zones) and in
the outer areas of the Melbourne Statistical Division (27%). They were also over
represented in the areas outside of Melbourne (32%), especially in non-urban rural areas
outside of towns (18%).

In addition, the curve crashes in the lower speed zones were over-represented at "Y"
intersections (3 %) and more complex, multiple intersections (4%), but the largest over
representation was at locations away from intersections (67% ) and without traffic
controls (88%). Presence of a bridge or culvert was also a factor over-represented in
motorcycle crashes on curves, though the extent of their involvement was not high (1%).

In speed zones of 80 km/h and above (Figure 3), curve crashes were over-represented in
areas outside Melbourne (91 %), specifically in non-urban rural areas (76%), but also in
rural towns (12%). As with the lower speed zones, there was over-representation at "Y"
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intersections (2%), but predominantly at locations away from intersections (92%) and
without traffic controls (98%).

FIGURE 2
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FIGURE 3
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2. Situational Factors
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In the lower speed zones (Figure 4), motorcycle crashes on curves were over-represented
during the months October to March (60%), the period 6pm to 6am (38%), those times of
the week when alcohol involvement in accidents is high (55%), and on Sundays (21%)
and Saturdays (17%). Dark conditions where no street light were present were also over-
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represented (6%). Raining conditions were not over-represented, but wet roads were
(15%).

FIGURE 4
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In the higher speed zones (Figure 5), the curve crashes were over-represented in the
months November to April (59%) and on Sundays (30%) and Saturdays (23%). In
contrast with the low speed zones, they were also over-represented during the period
lOam to 4pm (48%), in daylight conditions (78%), and during those times of the week
not associated with high alcohol involvement in accidents (55%). As in the low speed
zones, raining conditions were not significantly over-involved, but wet roads were
(14%).

FIGURES
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3. MotorcycleRider Factors

In the speed zones up to 75 km/h (Figure 6), male riders were marginally but
significantly over-represented in the curve crashes (97%). Other rider characteristics
over-represented were age under 18 years (3%), helmet not worn (4%), no licence or
permit held (16%) and BAC over 0.05 (30%).

FIGURE 6
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In the higher speed zones (Figure 7), probationary licence holders were also over
involved (19%). As in the low speed zones, motorcyclists under 18 years of age (4%),
not holding a licence or permit (14%), and with BAC over 0.05 (24%) were over
involved in curve crashes. This latter result contrasts with the above finding of over
representation of the non-alcohol times of the week in curve crashes; perhaps in high
speed zone environments (predominantly outside Melbourne), the pattern of motorcyclist
alcohol consumption is outside the traditional times.

4. MotorcycleFactors

There were no significant relationships between the motorcycle engine capacity or year
of manufacture and involvement in curve crashes, in either speed zone environment.
However, impacts to the forward right side of the motorcycle were over-represented in
curve crashes in both the low speed zones (28% compared with 25% of motorcycles in
straight road crashes) and high speed zones (33% compared with 24%).

5. Crash Factors

In both speed zone groups there were similar crash factors over-represented in
motorcycle crashes on curves (Figures 8 and 9). In the low speed zones, the over
represented factors were head-on collisions (14%), single-vehicle crashes (61%),
motorcycle running off the road (59%), hitting an object (23%) and crashes without any
collision such as overturning or falls from the motorcycle (38%). The same factors were
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over-represented in the curve crashes in the high speed zones, but each was present to a

greater extent, ie. head-on collisions (19%), single-vehicle crashes (73%), running off the
road (68%), hitting an object (30%) and crashes without any collision (42%).

FIGURE 7

MOTORCYCLE RIDER FACTORS

in speed zones 80 kmtt1 and above

Under 18 Years

In those collisions with an object in the low speed zones (Figure 10), impacts with trees
(25%), fences or walls (16%), embankments (7%), guide posts (4%), traffic signs (8%),
and guard rails (6%) were over-represented in the curve crashes, ie. impacts with road
side objects. In contrast, 34% of the objects hit by motorcycles in straight road crashes
were tame animals.
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FIGURE 9
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FIGURE 10
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In the high speed zones (Figure 11), the objects over-represented in collisions with an
object in curve crashes were trees (26%), fences or walls (8%), embankments (18%),
guide posts (12%), guard rails (5%), and other fixed objects (16%). In these zones, the
bulk of the objects hit in straight road crashes were tame animals (38%) or wild animals
(19%).
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FIGURE 11
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6. Crash Outcomes
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In the speed zones up to 75 km/h, motorcycle crashes on curves resulted in a fatality (5%
of crashes) more than twice as often as those on straight roads, with the rider being
almost always the person killed (Figure 12). Curve crashes were also over-represented in
those motorcycle crashes resulting in serious injury (48%) were the rider was often the
person to be injured to this degree (44%).

FIGURE 12
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In the higher speed zones, curve crashes were not significantly over-represented in those

resulting in a fatality, or the rider being killed or seriously injured (Figure 13). However,

curve crashes were significantly over-represented in those motorcycle crashes resulting in
serious injury; presumably these crashes resulted in relatively high levels of serious
injury to persons other than the rider.

FIGURE 13

CRASH OUTCOMES
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The preliminary analysis found that the proportion of motorcycle crashes which occurred
on curves was much greater in the higher speed zones; this was considered to be due
predominantly to the greater frequency of curved alignments on rural roads. The detailed
analysis separated the crashes into two speed zone groups (up to 75 km/h; 80 km/h and
above) in an effort to control for gross differences in exposure of motorcycles to the two
types of alignment so that differences in accident risk may become more apparent.

Motorcycle crashes on curves were substantially over-represented in the following crash
circumstances compared with motorcycle crashes on straight roads:

(a) Environmental factors

residential areas of Melbourne, with low speed zones
outer areas of the Melbourne Statistical Division, in the low speed zones
locations outside Melbourne, especially rural areas outside towns
rural towns, in the low speed zones
"Y" intersections

multiple intersections, in the low speed zones
locations away from intersections
locations without traffic controls
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(b) Situational factors

months during late Spring, Summer, and early Autumn
Sundays and Saturdays

6pm to 6am, and the alcohol times of the week, in the low speed zones
dark conditions, without street lights present, in the low speed zones

lOam to 4pm, and the non-alcohol times of the week, in the high speed zones
daylight conditions, in the high speed zones

wet roads, but raining conditions were not over-represented

(c) Motorcycle rider factors

male rider, in the low speed zones

age under 18 years
not holding a licence or permit
BAC over 0.05

helmet not worn, in the low speed zones

(d) Motorcycle factors

impacts to the forward right side of the motorcycle

(e) Crash factors

head-on collisions

single- vehicle crashes
running off the road
crashes without any collision such as overturning or falls from motorcycle
hitting an object, especially:

trees
fences or walls
embankments

guide posts
guard rails
traffic signs, in the low speed zones
other fixed objects, in the high speed zones

(t) Crash outcomes

fatal accident, in which the rider was killed, in the low speed zones
serious injury accident, with the rider often being the person seriously injured, in
the low speed zones
serious injury accident, in the high speed zones

CONCLUSIONS

A large number of environmental, situational, rider, motorcycle, crash and outcome
factors which are present to a greater degree among motorcycle crashes on curves than
crashes on straight roads have been identified. The factors have been found after
controlling for the speed zone of the crash, which was necessary because of the greater
likelihood for motorcycles to be exposed to curved alignments in the higher speed zones.
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These factors assist in better defining target groups for the problem of motorcycle

crashes on curves, because the sub-groups they define are either an over-involved or

highly represented part of the problem as a whole. It is not possible from the analysis to

determine whether the sub-group has a high level of exposure to the crash circumstances

applicable within each speed zone group, or a high level of risk when exposed to the

specific circumstances. However this may not be a barrier to designing an effective

countermeasure to the target group problem.
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HIGH RISK GROUP: INTOXICATED MOTORCYCLISTS

INTRODUCTION

The Accident Data Analysis Project has the general objective to disaggregate the road

accident problem using mass accident data to find groups of road users, vehicles and road

segments which would be suitable targets for countermeasures. Its specific objectives

include finding high risk groups, ie. groups with high rates of accident involvement per

opportunity to be involved.

Ideally these high risk groups should be identified by deriving accident involvement rates
per "exposure" (kilometres or time travelled, intersection conflicts, roads crossed), or
rates per "population" (drivers licensed, vehicles registered, total population). In
practice, this is not generally possible except at a gross level, because "exposure" and
"population" data are not available in sufficiently disaggregated form.

Intoxicated motorcyclists have been found to be present to a significant degree in serious
motorcycle injury accidents. Accident rates calculated on a per exposure basis are not
available to confirm that the motorcyclist accident rate increases with increasing blood
alcohol concentration (BAC) levels, but this is highly likely by analogy from the wealth
of evidence of such an effect on car drivers. In addition, motorcyclist BAC exposure
data is not available to derive the accident rates of sub-groups of intoxicated
motorcyclists.

Hence the method was confined to seeking sub-groups which are over-involved or highly
represented in intoxicated motorcyclist accidents. These sub-groups would be suitable
targets for countermeasures, because either:

the target group has a relatively high level of exposure to circumstances which
lead to intoxicated motorcyclist accidents, or

the target group has a higher level of accident risk when exposed to the specific
circumstances, compared with other groups.

BACKGROUND

For inclusion in the Road Safety Strategy Facts Document (VIC ROADS 1990),
information was extracted from Police accident reports on the extent of motorcyclist
involvement in accidents by their BAC level (Figure 1). BAC readings were obtained
from Coroner's tests on killed motorcyclists and from compulsory blood alcohol tests on
motorcyclists treated at hospital; thus BAC readings were not available for some
motorcyclists involved such as those not injured or not treated at hospital. Figure 2 from
the same source shows analogous data for killed drivers and also shows the relative risk
of driver death related to BAC level, established in the United States (Borkenstein et al
1964). Local research has confirmed that essentially the same relationship holds for
Australian-drivers (McLean et al1980).
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Figure 1 shows that almost 15% of injured motorcyclists had illegal BAC readings above
0.05; by analogy with car drivers these intoxicated motorcyclists are a high risk group in
aggregate. To establish over-involved sub-groups, comparison was made with "sober"
motorcyclists, ie. those with BAC up to 0.05. Hence the comparison was matched by
vehicle type and other general characteristics of motorcyclists, which would not have
been the case if intoxicated motorcyclists had been compared with intoxicated drivers of
other motorised vehicles, notwithstanding the problem that intoxicated drivers are
themselves a high risk group.
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DATA

Information from Police accident reports covering riders of motorcycles (not pillion

passengers) involved in casualty accidents was extracted for this study. The information

was extracted from a larger file of all persons killed or injured, plus drivers/riders

involved in casualty accidents, during 1984-89. This file covers casualties and casualty

accidents defined by the new injury scale adopted by the Police in 1989, and applied

retrospectively to the 1984-88 data. Over 53% of the motorcycle riders in the file had

known BAC readings; an analysis of bias in the availability of BAC readings has shown

this to be small or unimportant (Harrison 1986) apart from the fact that the more severely
injured motorcyclists are more likely to have a known BAC.

METHOD

The method was to seek factors which were represented among intoxicated motorcyclists
involved in crashes to a larger extent than among sober motorcyclists. These factors
would then define sub-groups which are over-involved in intoxicated motorcyclist
crashes. The factors considered covered rider, motorcycle, situational and road
environment factors, plus factors related to accident type and outcome.

Where a factor was related to the motorcyclist BAC level with statistical significance
(Chi-square test; p < 0.1), the factor category or categories which were over-represented
among the intoxicated motorcyclist crashes are reported in the results section. The initial
analysis covered all intoxicated and sober motorcyclists for whom their BAC level was
recorded in the Police reports.

Table 1: Motorcycle Riders with Known BAC Levels Involved in Casualty
Accidents, 1983-89 (% of total for each BAC category)

BAC LevelBACLevel
up to 0.05

above 0.05

Speed Zone up to 75 km/h

5000669

(80.5)
(73.3)

Speed Zone 80 km/h and above

1215244

(19.5)
(26.7)

TOTAL
6215913

(100.0)
(100.0)

Table 1 shows that the proportion of intoxicated motorcyclist accidents which occurred
in speed zones of 80 km/h and above is greater than the proportion for sober
motorcyclists. This difference was statistically significant, however the extent of the
difference is not large.

This difference in BAC level by speed zone will result in some differences in "exposure"
to the risk of involvement in accidents of various types, which may in turn result in
certain factors being over-represented in the intoxicated motorcyclist group due
predominantly to differences in exposure rather than differences in accident risk
(however, as noted earlier, the inability to separate exposure and risk is an inherent
limitation of any mass accident data analysis in the absence of disaggregated exposure
data). In an attempt to control for any exposure differences between intoxicated and
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sober motorcyclists, a second analysis was conducted after sub-dividing the data into two

groups of speed zones at the accident location (up to 75 km/h; 80 km/h and above).

Because the need to control for exposure differences was marginal, the results in the two

speed zone groups were compared to see if they were substantially different. If not, the

results from the initial analysis with the speed zones combined were reported instead, so
that the maximum available data could be used to measure the extent of over

involvement of the target groups found. If the results from the two speed zone groups

appeared different, the data were analysed for the presence of a statistically significant

three-way interaction between BAC level, speed zone and the specific factor using the
GLIM (Generalised Linear Interactive Modelling) system (Baker and Nelder 1978;

Aitkin et al1989). The presence of a three-way interaction would imply that the over
involvement of the intoxicated motorcyclists in the sub-group defined by the specific
factor needs to be reported for each speed zone group separately.

RESULTS

Intoxicated motorcyclist crashes were found to be over-represented on a large number of
factors compared with those involving sober motorcyclists. These factors were grouped
according to whether they described the road environment, the situation (time of day,
etc.), the rider, the motorcycle, the crash type, or the crash outcome.

Only the identified factors relating to the crash type appeared to be substantially different
in the two speed zone groups. However the GLIM analysis found that the three-way
interactions involving the accident type, and the number of vehicles involved, were not
statistically significant in either case. Nevertheless, the results for the crash factors are
presented for each speed zone group as well as for all speed zones combined.

For completeness, two situational factors considered to be important to motorcycle
accident risk (wet roads and raining) have also been included in the results even though
intoxicated motorcyclists were not over-represented on these factors.

1. Environmental Factors

Figure 3 shows that the intoxicated motorcyclists were over-represented in crashes in the
residential areas of Melbourne (20% of their crash involvements) and in the outer areas
of the Melbourne Statistical Division (16%). In addition, they were over-represented in
the areas outside of Melbourne (41%), especially in the non-urban rural areas outside
towns (26%).

They were also over-represented in the 100 km/h speed zones (25%), at locations with
curved alignments (27%), away from intersections (57%), and without traffic controls
(77%). However, intoxicated motorcyclists were over-involved in crashes at
roundabouts (3%) compared with sober motorcyclists.

2. Situational Factors

Intoxicated motorcyclists were over-involved in crashes in the months of October to
February (52%), shown in Figure 4. They were even more over-involved in the period
6pm to 6am (70%) and in those times of the week when alcohol involvement in accidents
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is high for road users in general (84%). Perhaps linked to this, they were over

represented in crashes on Fridays (18%) and on the weekends (46%).

Intoxicated motorcyclists were also over-involved in dark conditions (56%) and during

dusk or dawn (9%). However their rates of involvement in raining and wet road

conditions were not significantly different from those of sober motorcyclists (Figure 4).

FIGURE 3
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FIGURE 4
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3. MotorcycleRider Factors

Intoxicated motorcyclists involved in crashes were over-represented by the male gender

(99%), in the 26-40 years age group (34%), and in the 10-20 years licence experience
group (23%), as shown in Figure 5.

They were also over-represented among those who were riding without a helmet (9%),

unlicensed (28%) or holding a non-Victorian licence (24%).

FIGURES

MOTORCYCLE RIDER FACTORS
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Percentage of Motorcyclists Involved

Motorcyclists with known SAC above 0.05 = 926
Motorcyclists with known SAC up to 0.05 = 6249

4. MotorcycleFactors

Figure 6 shows that intoxicated motorcyclists were over-represented among those riding
a motorcycle with engine capacity above 250cc (69%) and model years prior to 1980
(32%).

In addition, they were over-involved in impacts to the front of the motorcycle (48%) and
those impacts resulting in extensive damage to the motorcycle (8%).

5. Crash Factors

Figures 7 and 8 show the crash factors which were over-represented in intoxicated
motorcyclist crashes in the speed zones up to 75 km/h, and the higher speed zones,
respectively. While these factors were apparently different, there was no statistically
significant evidence to support this.

For all speed zones combined (Figure 9), intoxicated motorcyclists were over-involved in
impacts into the rear of another vehicle (4%), single-vehicle crashes (56%), crashes
without any collision such as overturning or falls from the motorcycle (32%), running off
straight roads (45%) and hitting objects (24%). Related to this last point, they were over-
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represented in collisions with objects on the road (7%) and in hitting an object after
running off a straight road (7%).

FIGURE 6
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FIGURE 7

CRASH FACTORS
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In collisions with objects in the lower speed zones (Figure 10), intoxicated motorcyclists
were over-represented in impacts with fences or walls (18%), poles (12%), traffic islands
(5%), other fixed objects (17%) and roadworks (5%). In contrast, in the higher speed
zones (Figure 11) they were over-represented in collisions with trees (21%), fences or
walls (10%), embankments (8%), guide posts (19%), traffic signs (8%), and guard rails
(6%).
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FIGURES

CRASH FACTORS
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FIGURE 9
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6. Crash Outcomes

Percentage of Motorcyclists Involved

Motorcyclists with known BAC above 0.05 = 926
Motorcyclists wIth known BAC up to 0.05 = 6249

There were substantial differences between intoxicated and sober motorcyclists on
factors measuring crash outcomes (Figure 12). Intoxicated motorcyclists were over
represented in fatal accidents (11%), serious injury crashes (60%) and crashes in which
more than one person was seriously injured (8%). Intoxicated motorcyclists were also
more likely to be killed (10%) or seriously injured (59%) than the sober motorcyclists.
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FIGURE 10
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FIGURE 11

OBJECT HIT (by motorcyles hitting objects)
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However, intoxicated motorcyclists were also more likely than sober motorcyclists not to
be the most severely injured person in the crash. This and an earlier finding suggest that
intoxicated motorcyclists were more frequently involved in crashes with other
unprotected road users, ego pedestrians and bicyclists.
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FIGURE 12

CRASH OUTCOMES
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SUMMARY

Percentage of Motorcyclists Involved

Motorcyclists with known SAC above 0.05 = 926
Motorcyclists with known SAC up to 0.05 = 6249

Intoxicated motorcyclists were substantially over-represented in the following crash
circumstances compared with sober motorcyclists involved in crashes:

(a) Environmental factors

residential areas of Melbourne
outer areas of the Melbourne Statistical Division

locations outside Melbourne, especially rural areas outside towns
100 km/h speed zones
curved alignments
locations away from intersections and without traffic controls
roundabouts

(b) Situational factors

months of October to February
6pm to 6am, and the alcohol times of the week
Fridays and weekends
dark conditions
dusk or dawn
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(c) Motorcycle rider factors

male

age 26-40 years

10-20 years licence experience

riding without a helmet
unlicensed

non- Victorian licence

(d) Motorcycle factors

engine capacity above 250cc

manufactured prior to 1980

front impact

extensive damage to motorcycle

(e) Crash factors

impacts with rear of another vehicle
single-vehicle crashes
crashes without any collision such as overturning or falls from motorcycle
running off straight roads '
hitting objects on the road, especially

traffic islands, in the low speed zones
roadworks, in the low speed zones

hitting objects after running off straight roads, especially
fences or walls

poles, in the low speed zones
other fixed objects, in the low speed zones
trees, in the high speed zones
guide posts, in the high speed zones
embankments and guard rails, in the high speed zones

(f) Crash outcomes

fatal and serious injury crashes
rider killed or seriously injured
crashes in which more than one person was seriously injured
crashes in which the motorcyclist was not the most severely injured person, ie.
another road user involved was more severely injured

CONCLUSIONS

A large number of environmental, situational, rider, motorcycle, crash and outcome
factors which are present to a greater degree among intoxicated motorcyclist crashes than
crashes involving sober motorcyclists have been identified. In general the same factors
are present in intoxicated motorcyclist crashes in both the low and high speed zones, the
exceptions being the specific objects hit in collisions with objects hit, and perhaps the
crash types which were over-represented.
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These factors assist in better defining target groups for the problem of intoxicated

motorcyclist crashes, because the sub-groups they define are either an over-involved or

highly represented part of the problem as a whole. It is not possible from the analysis to

determine whether the sub-group has a high level of exposure to the crash circumstances

applicable within each speed zone group, or a high level of risk when exposed to the

specific circumstances. However this may not be a barrier to designing an effective

countermeasure to the target group problem.
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MONASH UNIVERSITY ACCIDENT RESEARCH CENTRE

ACCIDENT DATA ANALYSIS PROJECT

HIGH RISK GROUP: INTOXICATED PEDESTRIANS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Previous research has shown that there is a 15 times higher risk of serious injury for
pedestrians who are intoxicated (ie. those with a BAC above 0.15) compared with
those who are sober. Sub-groups of intoxicated pedestrians who wereqver
involved in accidents compared with sober pedestrians were found,by analysing
data on 2978 cases aged 18-59 with known BAC readings which occurred in Victoria
during 1984-89. The sub-groups were defined by factors related to the' road
environment, the situation, the pedestrian, and the accident type and outcome.

Substantially over-involved sub-groups are suitable targets for countermeasures.
The mechanisms explaining the over-involvement of each target group were
suggested as part of the study. It is proposed that the. target groups should be
addressed through VIe ROAD's existing Pedestrian Safety Program. The focus of
each of the three program strategies aimed at intoxicated pedestrians shoulp
include: '

Strategy 1: To prevent pedestrians reaching high blood alcohol levels

drinkers who start early in the night, consume a relatively large amount of
alcohol, and finish their drinking relatively early (before Midnight)
drinkers who start drinking at lunchtime or'during the afternoon
drinkers on weekends
drinkers on Fridays in the Melbourne suburbs
adults aged between 30 and 60 drinking during the day
adults aged between 30 and 50 drinking at night in the inner Melbourne
suburbs '

Strategy 2: To prevent intoxicated pedestrian exposure

male drinkers in hotels and other licensed premises
public education messages in these venues emphasising the high risk of death
if an intoxicated pedestrian is struck by a vehicle, especially at the higher
speeds travelled in the outer suburbs

Strategy 3: To reduce intoxicated pedestrian risk

T-intersections in the inner Melbourne suburbs (treatment to be applicable
during all times of day, especially daytime)
roads in 75 km/h speed zones (treatments such as pedestrian crossings,
supported by pedestrian fencing to encourage their use, and median refuges
and improved lighting, to assist the pedestrian to cross a wide road and
improve their conspicuity to drivers).



pedestrians are clearly a very high risk group. Pedestrians with BAC above 0.05 but
below 0.15 also have an elevated risk, but this is not as significant as the intoxicated
pedestrians with BAC above 0.15.

Figure 1 shows that almost 20% of injured pedestrians had BAC readings above 0.15;
this high risk group in aggregate was the principal focus of this study. To establish over
involved sub-groups, comparison was made with "sober" pedestrians, ie. those with BAC
of zero or 0.01. The intermediate group of injured pedestrians with BAC above 0.01 but
not exceeding 0.15 was a secondary focus of the study because it is likely that this group
in aggregate also has an elevated risk. This group was also compared with the sober
pedestrian victims to establish over-involvement.

FIGUREl
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EXTRACTED FROM VIC ROADS (1990)

DATA

Information from Police accident reports covering 14,839 pedestrians involved in
casualty accidents was extracted for this study. The information was extracted from a
larger file of all persons killed or injured, plus drivers/riders involved in casualty
accidents, during 1984-89. This file covers casualties and casualty accidents defined by
the new injury scale adopted by the Police in 1989, and applied retrospectively to the
1984-88 data. The age of the pedestrian involved was known in 13,856 or 93.4% of the
cases.

The information on pedestrian BAC levels in the fIle had been obtained from Coroner's
post-mortem tests, or from blood alcohol tests taken from road accident victims aged
over 14 treated in hospital in Victoria, as required by legislation. In practice a hospital
test was not taken or was not matched with the Police accident report for all eligible
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victims. Figure 2 shows that more than 50% of the pedestrians involved in each age
range did not have a known BAC reading matched. Many of these were not treated at

hospital and those aged under 15 were not required to have a blood test taken even if they

were. Pedestrians aged under 15 were not considered further in this study.

FIGURE 2
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Figures 3 and 4 show the age-related number and proportion, respectively, of pedestrians
in each BAC range, for those with known BAC levels. It can be seen that the proportion
with high BAC levels above 0.15 was small for those aged under 18 as would be
expected, and falls substantially for those adult pedestrians aged 60 and over. This study
of the effect of pedestrian intoxication was confined to adults in the age range 18 to 59
years. Other studies have shown that the risks of older pedestrians are dominated by
other factors, and they have relatively high risks of severe injury (Alexander et al1990:
Cameron 1990); these pedestrians were excluded from this study to avoid confusion with
the effect of intoxication on risk.

Of the 6547 pedestrians aged 18-59 involved in casualty accidents during 1984-89, 2978
or 45.5% had known BAC levels available. These pedestrians had marginally higher
injury severities than the remainder, due at least partially to the bias resulting from tests
only being taken from pedestrians killed or treated at hospital. Of those with known
BAC, 691 or 23.2% had BAC above 0.15, and 408 or 13.7% had BAC above 0.01 and up
to 0.15.

METHOD

The method was to seek factors which were represented among intoxicated pedestrians
involved in accidents to a larger extent than among sober pedestrians. These factors
would then define sub-groups which are over-involved in intoxicated pedestrian
accidents. The factors considered covered environmental, situational and pedestrian
factors, plus factors related to accident type and outcome.
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FIGURE 3
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FIGURE 4
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Where a factor was related to the pedestrian BAC level with statistical significance (Chi
square test; p < 0.1), the factor category or categories which were over-represented
among the intoxicated pedestrian accidents are reported in the results section.

Previous analysis in the Pedestrian Accident Study had indicated that intoxicated
pedestrian accidents were more likely to be found in the inner suburbs of Melbourne and
at night compared with those involving sober pedestrians (Alexander et al1990). Figures
5 and 6 confirm that there were important differences by accident location and time of
day in the distribution of pedestrian BAC levels; these differences were statistically
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FIGURES
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FIGURE 6
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significant. The level and type of pedestrian "exposure" to accident risk also varies
considerably with the same variables, due predominantly to differences in traffic density.

The different distributions of pedestrians in BAC group by location and time of day will
result in substantial differences in exposure to the risk of involvement in accidents of
various types, which may in turn result in certain factors being over-represented in the
intoxicated pedestrian group due predominantly to differences in exposure rather than
differences in accident risk (however, as noted earlier, the inability to separate exposure
and risk is an inherent limitation of any mass accident data analysis in the absence of
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disaggregated exposure data). In an attempt to control for the exposure differences
between intoxicated and sober pedestrians, the analysis was conducted after sub-dividing
the data in two separate ways, namely:

location (inner Melbourne suburbs; outer Melbourne suburbs; rest of Victoria)

time of day (after 6 pm to 6 am; after 6 am to 6 pm).

Table 1 shows the number of adult pedestrians available for analysis within each of these
groups.

Table 1: Adult Pedestrians Aged 18-59 with Known BAC Levels Injured in
Accidents, 1984-89 (total adult pedestrians involved: 6547).

BACZeroBAC 0.011BAC aboveTotal with
or 0.01

to 0.150.15knownBAC

ACCIDENT LOCATION Inner Melbourne Suburbs

9131793191411

Outer Melbourne Suburbs

589103162854

Rest of Victoria
377126209712

TOTAL(1)

18794086912978

TIME OF DAY After 6 pm to 6 am

5573195761452

After 6 am to 6 pm

1317811131511

Unknown Times
58215

TOTAL
18794086912978

(1) Includes one pedestrian with BAC above 0.15 from an unknown accident location.

In summarizing the results, special attention was given to factors which were
substantially over-involved among the intoxicated pedestrians. Over-involvement by at
least 1.5times was specially noted, and over-involvement between 1.25and 1.5was also
given attention. However, if the factor was applicable to less than 5% of the intoxicated
pedestrian accidents, the degree of over-involvement was ignored in most cases. These
criteria ensured that the target group identified by the factor had a substantial potential
for reduction in its accident involvements.

A further step in the analysis was to examine the interactions of the substantially over
involved factors (defined above). Where necessary, a pair of factors were analysed with
BAC level to test for the presence of a three-way interaction using the GLIM
(Generalised Linear Interactive Modelling) system (Baker and Nelder 1978;Aitkin et al
1989).The presence of a three-way interaction would imply that the over-involvement
of the intoxicated pedestrians needs to be reported for the combination of the two factors
rather than each factor separately.

RESULTS

The results are reported initially for each of the three accident locations, then for the two
time periods, and finally the interactions of factors are described.
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Intoxicated pedestrian accidents were found to be over-represented on a large number of
individual factors compared with those involving sober pedestrians. These factors were

grouped according to whether they described the road environment, the situation (time of

day, etc.), the pedestrian, the crash type, or the crash outcome.

1. RESULTSFOR SPECIFIC ACCIDENTLOCATIONS

1.1 Environmental Factors

Figures 7, 8 and 9 show the environmental factors which were over-involved to a

statistically significant degree among the intoxicated pedestrians (BAC above 0.15) in

each type of accident location. Also shown is the involvement rate of the same factor

among the "drinking" pedestrians (ie. those with BAC above 0.01 up to 0.15); in many
cases the factor was significantly over-involved for the drinking pedestrians as well.

The factors which were substantially over-involved for the intoxicated pedestrians were:

T intersections in the inner Melbourne suburbs (24% of the intoxicated
pedestrians were involved in accidents at these intersections)
75 km/h speed zones in the outer Melbourne suburbs (18%)
75 km/h speed wnes in the rest of Victoria (11%).

The same factors were also substantially over-involved for the drinking pedestrians.

FIGURE 7
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FIGURE 8
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FIGURE 9
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1.2 Situational Factors

Many situational factors were significantly and substantially over-represented among the
intoxicated pedestrian accidents for more than one type of accident location, differing
only by the extent of their involvement (Figures 10, 11 and 12). These factors were:

6 pm to Midnight, in the inner suburbs (56% of the intoxicated pedestrian
accidents were at these times), outer suburbs (62%), and rest of Victoria (58%)
Midnight to 6 am, in the inner suburbs (23%) and outer suburbs (19%)
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Midnight to 4 am, in the rest of Victoria (33%)
the" alcohol times" of the week (when the involvement of alcohol for drivers is

highest; Harrison 1990), in the inner suburbs (84%), outer suburbs (87%), and
rest of Victoria (94%). The alcohol times are :

Sunday 4 pm - 6 am Monday
Monday 6 pm - 6 am Tuesday
Tuesday 6 pm - 6 am Wednesday
Wednesday 6 pm - 6 am Thursday
Thursday 6 pm - 6 am Friday
Friday 4 pm - 8 am Saturday
Saturday 2 pm - 10 am Sunday

Fridays, in the inner suburbs (26%) and outer suburbs (25%)
weekends, in the inner suburbs (39%), outer suburbs (40%), and rest of Victoria
(47%)
dark conditions with street lights on, in the inner suburbs (71 %), outer suburbs
(67%), and rest of Victoria (64%)
dark conditions without street lights present, in the outer suburbs (4%) and
rest of Victoria (20%)
December and January, in the outer suburbs (22%) and rest of Victoria (16%).

The pattern of over-involvement for the drinking pedestrians was similar, except that in
each type of location they had a lower level of accident involvement before Midnight
and a higher level after, compared with the intoxicated pedestrians.

FIGURE 10
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FIGURE 12
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1.3 Pedestrian Factors

The pedestrian factors which were substantially over-represented in the intoxicated
pedestrian accidents (Figures 13, 14 and 15) were:

male gender, in the inner suburbs (83% of intoxicated pedestrians involved in
accidents were male), outer suburbs (92%), and rest of Victoria (93%)
age 31 to 49 years, in the inner suburbs (42%)

Male gender was also substantially over-represented among the drinking pedestrians
involved in accidents, as were the following factors:

age 18 to 30 years, in the outer suburbs (67%) and rest of Victoria (75%)

walking along the road with the traffic, in the inner suburbs (5%), outer
suburbs (7%), and rest of Victoria (20%)
walking along the road against the traffic, in the rest of Victoria (4%).

1.4 Crash Factors and Outcomes

While intoxicated pedestrians were significantly more likely to have been involved in a
single-vehicle crash than sober pedestrians, the difference was not substantial in any
accident location (Figures 16, 17 and 18). Intoxicated pedestrians were substantially
more likely than sober pedestrians to be killed, for accidents occurring in the inner
suburbs (7% of intoxicated pedestrians involved in accidents in these suburbs were
killed) and outer suburbs (11%).

FIGURE 13

PEDESTRIAN FACTORS
Inner Melbourne Suburbs
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Crossing The Road

87.9

• BAC Above 0.15

• BAC 0.011 to 0.15

tI BAC Zero or 0.01
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Percentage of Pedestrians Involved
Pedestrians with known BAC : 319 above 0.15,

179 BAC 0.011-0.15, 913 BAC Zero or 0.01
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FIGURE 14

PEDESTRIAN FACTORS
Outer Melbourne Suburbs
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Crossing The Road

92
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• BAC 0.011 to 0.15

fa BAC Zero or 0.01

o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Percentage of Pedestrians Involved
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103 SAC 0.011-0.15,589 SAC Zero or 0.01

FIGURE 15

PEDESTRIAN FACTORS
Rest of Victoria
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2
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Pedestrians with known SAC: 209 above 0.15,

126 SAC 0.011-0.15, 377 SAC Zero or 0.01

2. RESULTSFOR SPECIFIC TIME PERIODS

In this section, the results of separate analysis of pedestrian accidents which occurred
during the periods after 6 pm to 6 am ("night") and after 6 am to 6 pm ("day") are
presented. Many of the significantly over-involved factors observed in the specific

12



FIGURE 16

CRASH FACTORS & OUTCOMES
Inner Melbourne Suburbs

Single-Vehicle Crash

Fatal Accident
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Injured
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179 SAC 0.011.0.15,913 SAC Zero or 0.01

FIGURE 17

CRASH OUTCOMES
Outer Melbourne Suburbs
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103 BAC 0.011.0.15, 589 SAC Zero or 0.01

accident locations were not over-involved when the two time periods were considered
separately. This was due to the high correlation between these factors and time of day.
However, by analysis within each time period it was possible to assess more fully the
over-involvement of the environmental factors in particular.
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FIGURE 18

CRASH OUTCOMES
Rest of Victoria
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Pedestrian Seriously
Injured
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• SAC 0.011 to 0.15
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126 BAC 0.011-0.15, 3n BAC Zero or 0.01

2.1 Environmental Factors

Figures 19 and 20 show that the following environmental factors were substantially over
involved in intoxicated pedestrian accidents occurring during the time periods specified:

75 km/h speed zones, at night (8% of the intoxicated pedestrian accidents
occurring at night were located in these speed zones) and during the day (7%)
outer (semi-rural) areas of the Melbourne Statistical Division (MSD), at
night (11%)
rural towns, at night (15%)
rural areas outside towns, at night (8%)
T intersections, during the day (30%).

The same factors were also substantially over-involved among the drinking pedestrian
accidents during the corresponding times of day. In addition, accidents occurring in the
residential areas (local streets) of Melbourne during the day were also over-represented
among the drinking pedestrians.

Another factor which was significantly over-involved for the intoxicated pedestrians was
inner Melbourne suburbs during the day (Figure 20). However this over-involvement
was not substantial as defined above (1.21 compared with sober pedestrians).

2.2 Situational Factors

The following situational factors were substantially over-involved in intoxicated
pedestrian accidents (Figures 21 and 22):

8 pm to 4 am, during the night (79% of intoxicated pedestrian accidents at night
occurred during these times)
2 pm to 6 pm, during the day (74%)
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FIGURE 19

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

Night (After 6 pm to 6 am)
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No Traffic Control
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Urban Rural
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Pedestrians with known BAC: 576 above 0.15,

319 BAC 0.011-0.15, 557 BAC Zero or 0.01

FIGURE 20

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

Day (After 6 am to 6 pm)
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No Traffic Control
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Suburbs
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November to February
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FIGURE 21

SITU ATIONAL FACTORS
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FIGURE 22

SITUA TIONAL FACTORS

Day (After 6 am to 6 pm)
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E SAC Zero or 0.01
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81BAC 0.011-0.15,1317 BAC Zero or 0.01
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the "alcohol times" of the week (see section 1.2 above), occurring during the
day hours (27% of intoxicated pedestrian accidents during the day occurred
during these times). The alcohol times during the day are:

Friday 4 pm to 6 pm
Saturday 6 am to 8 am and 2 pm to 6 pm
Sunday 6 am to 10 am and 4 pm to 6 pm

weekends, at night (44%) and during the day (27%)
November to February, at night (30%)
December and January, during the day (18%).

In addition to these same factors, the drinking pedestrians were also substantially over
involved during dark conditions without street lights at night, and on Fridays during the
day. They were even more over-involved than the intoxicated pedestrians during those
"alcohol times" which occurred during the day hours (Figure 22).

2.3 Pedestrian Factors

The only pedestrian factors which were substantially over-represented in intoxicated
pedestrian accidents were (Figures 23 and 24):

male gender, at night (89%) and during the day (85%)
age 31 to 59 years, during the day (72%).

Male gender was also substantially over-represented among the drinking pedestrians in
both time periods. In addition, age 18 to 30 years, and walking along the road with the
traffic, were also factors which were substantially over-represented among the drinking
pedestrians involved in accidents at night (Figure 23).

2.4 Crash Factors and Outcomes

In a similar manner to that described in section 1.4, involvement in a single-vehicle crash
was a significant factor separating intoxicated and sober pedestrians in each time period,
but the difference was not substantial in either case (Figures 25 and 26).

Within each time period, there were no substantial outcome factors which were over
involved among the intoxicated pedestrians compared with the sober. However, the
drinking pedestrians were substantially more likely than sober pedestrians to be killed,
for accidents occurring during the day (Figure 26).

3. INTERACTIONS OF FACTORS

In the preceding analysis, there were a number of factors which substantially over
represented among the intoxicated pedestrians in nearly every accident location and time
period considered. These were:

weekends

Fridays
male gender.
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FIGURE 23

PEDESTRIAN FACTORS
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FIGURE 24

PEDESTRIAN FACTORS
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81BAC 0.011.0.15, 1317 BAC Zero or 0.01

In addition, the time periods 6 pm to Midnight and Midnight to 6am (the latter even
more so for the drinking pedestrians) were substantially over-represented in nearly all
crash locations. Within the night period, the hours 8 pm to 4 am were substantially
over-represented, whereas during the day it was the hours 2 pm to 6 pm.

There were also suggestions that the over-involvement of intoxicated pedestrians in
specific types of accident location varied between the two time periods considered
(section 2.1). Thus time of day had emerged as an important, but complex factor related
to the over-involvement of the intoxicated pedestrians.
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FIGURE 25

CRASH FACTORS & OUTCOMES
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Pedestrian Seriously
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FIGURE 26

CRASH FACTORS & OUTCOMES
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• SAC Above 0.15

• SAC 0.011 to 0.15

IiBAC Zero or 0.01

Before examining the interaction of time of day with other factors, it was decided to
investigate its relationship with pedestrian BAC level further. Figure 27 shows that the
intoxicated pedestrians had their accidents predominantly between the hours of 6 pm and
2 am, whereas the drinking pedestrian accidents were spread more evenly over the period
from 4 pm to 4 am. The day appeared to be divided in five distinct periods: the hours
from 6 am to 2 pm having virtually no alcohol-related pedestrian accidents; up to 6 pm
the number involving alcohol was larger but the proportion was relatively modest;
between 6 pm and 8 pm the number of intoxicated pedestrians rose substantially; up to
Midnight the alcohol-related accidents out-weighed the rest (with the intoxicated
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FIGURE 27

NUMBER OF PEDESTRIANS AGED 18-59 INVOLVED
IN ACCIDENTS BY TIME OF DAY
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pedestrians dominating); and between Midnight and 6 am the drinking pedestrians
contributed a relatively large share to the still dominant alcohol-related accidents. These
five periods were used to examine interactions with the time of day factor.

3.1 Interaction of time of day and day of week

Day of week was grouped in two categories (Friday to Sunday; Monday to Thursday) to
test for an interaction with time of day using the GLIM system (see above). The test for
a three-way interaction between these two factors and BAC level was not significant
(scaled deviance = 12.54, d.f. = 8, tested as Chi-square; p > 0.1).

This result means that the pattern of over-representation of the intoxicated pedestrians
during certain times of the day does not vary by day of week. All that needs to be taken
into account is that Fridays and the weekends are over-involved generally, for all times
of day. The generally similar pattern of alcohol-involvement by time of day is shown for
the two day of week groups in Figures 28 and 29. The substantial over-involvement of
the intoxicated pedestrians on Fridays to Sundays can also be seen.

3.2 Interaction of time of day and gender

The GLIM test for a three-way interaction between gender, time of day and BAC level
was not significant (scaled deviance = 8.48, d.f. = 8, tested as Chi-square; p > 0.1).
Figure 30 shows that the male pattern of alcohol-involvement by time of day is similar to
the overall pattern shown in Figure 27, which is not surprising since males constitute
88% of the intoxicated pedestrians and 79% of the drinking pedestrians. The major
difference between the two figures is the generally lower proportion of sober pedestrians
among the males involved in accidents (52% overall compared with 84% of the females);
this of course was the basis of the earlier finding that male gender was a substantially
over-involved factor among intoxicated pedestrians.
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FIGURE 28

NUMBER OF PEDESTRIANS AGED 18-59 INVOLVED

IN ACCIDENTS BETWEEN FRIDAY AND SUNDAY
BY TIME OF DAY
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FIGURE 29

NUMBER OF PEDESTRIANS AGED 18-59 INVOLVED
IN ACCIDENTS BETWEEN MONDAY AND THURDA Y

BY TIME OF DAY
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3.3 Interaction of time of day and accident location

The three-way interaction between accident location, time of day and BAC was
statistically significant (scaled deviance = 25.73, d.f. = 16, tested as Chi-square; p < 0.1).
This finding meant that the pattern of over-representation of the intoxicated pedestrians
during certain times of day varied significantly with the general location.
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FIGURE 30

NUMBER OF MALE PEDESTRIANS AGED 18-59
INVOLVED IN ACCIDENTS BY TIME OF DAY
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Figures 31-33 shows the percentage of pedestrians in each BAC group which were in the
15 categories of location and time of day. In each location, the over-involvement of the
intoxicated pedestrians relative to the sober during the hours 8 pm to 6 am can be clearly
seen, as can the even greater over-involvement of the drinking pedestrians during the
hours from Midnight to 6 am. These very substantial over-involvements were apparent
in the earlier analysis described in section 1.2 and can be clearly seen in Figure 34 for all
locations combined.

FIGURE 31

PERCENTAGE OF PEDESTRIANS AGED 18-59 INVOLVED
IN ACCIDENTS IN INNER MELBOURNE SUBURBS
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FIGURE 32

PERCENTAGE OF PEDESTRIANS AGED 18-59 INVOLVED

IN ACCIDENTS IN OUTER MELBOURNE SUBURBS
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FIGURE 33

PERCENTAGE OF PEDESTRIANS AGED 18-59 INVOLVED
IN ACCIDENTS IN THE REST OF VICTORIA
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However there was also a substantial over-involvement of the intoxicated pedestrians
during the hours 6 pm to 8 pm in the locations outside Melbourne ("rest of Victoria";
Figure 33), but not in the suburban locations. The drinking pedestrians were also
substantially over-involved in the same times and locations. In addition, they were
substantially over-involved during the hours 6 pm to 8 pm in the inner suburbs of
Melbourne (Figure 31).

These substantial over-involvements of the intoxicated and drinking pedestrians in
complex sub-groups defined by both time of day and location are explanations for the
significant three-way interaction reported above. The factor "6 pm to 8 pm in locations
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outside Melbourne" defines a substantially over-involved sub-group of intoxicated

pedestrians which was not apparent prior to the consideration of interactions of the
factors.

FIGURE 34

PERCENTAGE OF PEDESTRIANS AGED 18-59 INVOLVED

IN ACCIDENTS BY TIME OF DAY
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Pedestrians with known BAC : 691 above 0.15,
408 BAC 0.011~.15, 1879 BAC Zero or 0.01

The factors found to be substantially over-involved in intoxicated pedestrian accidents
define target groups for countermeasures which should aim to reduce accident
involvement (by either reducing the risk or exposure of intoxicated persons, or by
preventing them from becoming intoxicated before exposure to risk as a pedestrian).

1. TARGET GROUPS

Table 2 shows the target groups which were substantially over-involved in the
"intoxicated" pedestrian group (BAC above 0.15) or in the "drinking" pedestrian group
(BAC from 0.011 to 0.15). The figures shown are the estimated numbers of intoxicated
and drinking pedestrians who were involved in accidents during the six years 1984-89.
The bold figures are those target groups where there was at least 1.5 times over
involvement; the italk figures are at least 1.25 but less than 1.5 times over-involved.

Over-involvement was measured relative to the involvement of "sober" pedestrians (BAC
zero or 0.01) in the same location or time of day category. A preliminary analysis had
shown that intoxicated pedestrians were particularly over-involved at night (after 6 pm to
6 am). Relative to sober pedestrians, the intoxicated were also over-involved in accidents
outside Melbourne, but were most frequent in accidents in the inner suburbs of
Melbourne. These factors were considered too coarse to define useful target groups for
countermeasures, but should be noted for basic definition of the intoxicated pedestrian
problem.
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Table 2: ESTIMATED NUMBERS OF INTOXICATED ADULT PEDESTRIANS (AGED 18-59) IN SELECTED HIGH RISK GROUPS (6 YEARS: 1984-89)
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The detailed analysis found a statistically significant interaction between time of day (in
five groups) and accident location affecting the over-involvement of the intoxicated

pedestrians. This is shown in Table 2 as a substantial over-involvement during the
period 6 pm to 8 pm in locations outside Melbourne, but not in the inner or outer

Melbourne suburbs. The high levels of involvement of the intoxicated pedestrians during
the period 8 pm to Midnight are apparent in all locations, but after Midnight to 6 am the

percentage of drinking pedestrians out-weighs the intoxicated pedestrians (Figures 31
34). Both of these pedestrian groups were substantially over-involved relative to sober

pedestrians during the period 8 pm to 6 am in all locations.

In conjunction with average adult pedestrian injury costs, these numbers can be used to

estimate the total cost of the accidents sustained by the target group per annum. This

information should be used with estimates of the cost and expected effectiveness

(percentage reduction in the target group) of a proposed countermeasure to judge whether
it could be cost-beneficial and hence worth considering further. Appropriately chosen
countermeasures could reasonably expect to reduce the accident costs associated with
each target group by up to 20% (in many cases, up to 33.3%), because the over
involvement is at least 1.25 times.

Table 3 shows the same figures expressed as a percentage of the total intoxicated and
drinking pedestrians involved at the specific location type or in the time period
considered. The percentages measure the proportion of the problem associated with each
target group and also indicate the potential for any countermeasure to have a major
impact. The percentage of the total adult pedestrian involvements (in all locations and
times of day) associated with each substantial factor is also shown to put each target
group in context.

2. SUGGESTED MECHANISMS

The first step in developing specific countermeasures for selected target groups is to
develop ideas on the mechanisms by which the accident involvement was caused. At
times this may be based on past research or interstate or overseas experience, but for
many target groups the proposed mechanism can be no more than a suggestion (perhaps
warranting further investigation).

The possible mechanisms become more apparent when the detailed target groups are
examined (Tables 2 and 3). Some factors defining the groups overlap and are related, so
that sets of factors suggest likely mechanisms. On this basis, eight different mechanisms
for the intoxicated pedestrian target groups shown in Table 2 were suggested:

1. An estimated 19% of adult pedestrian casualties were intoxicated and involved in
accidents at night; a further 11% of these adults had been drinking. The period 8
pm to 4 am accounts for 79% of the intoxicated pedestrians (and 76% of those
who had been drinking) involved in night-time accidents. However, the
intoxicated pedestrian accidents were mainly concentrated in the period 8 pm to
Midnight (6 pm to Midnight outside Melbourne), whereas the greatest proportion
of the drinking pedestrian accidents occurred after Midnight.

The principal mechanism for this pattern of accident involvement appears to be a
different pattern of alcohol consumption for alcohol dependent and social
drinkers during their recreation hours. The alcohol dependent drinkers (ie. those
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Table 3: PERCENTAGES OF INTOXICATED ADULT PEDESTRIANS (AGED 18-59) IN SELECTED HIGH RISK GROUPS (6 YEARS: 1984-89)
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with BAC above 0.15) appear to start earlier in the night, consume more alcohol,

and finish their drinking earlier before becoming pedestrians. In contrast, the

social drinkers (HAC from 0.011 to 0.15) appear to drink for longer and finish
later before becoming pedestrians.

2. The alcohol-related pedestrian accidents during the day are very concentrated in

time and the period 2 pm to 6 pm accounts for 74% of the intoxicated pedestrians
(and 70% of the drinking pedestrians) involved in daytime accidents.

The mechanism for these accident involvements appears to be an extension of the

recreation hours during which alcohol is consumed into the lunch and afternoon

period. This appears to be the case for both the alcohol dependent and social

drinkers who later become pedestrians. The absence of a statistically significant

interaction between time of day and the day of week suggests that this mechanism
is not confined to particular week days.

3. Weekends account for 44% on the intoxicated pedestrian accidents which
occurred at night (and 51% of the drinking pedestrian accidents) in all areas. In
the Melbourne suburbs, 25-26% of the accidents involving intoxicated pedestrians
occurred on a Friday. While Fridays and weekends were over-involved generally
in intoxicated pedestrian accidents, there was no evidence that the time of day
pattern (see 1. and 2. above) differed significantly on these days compared with
the other days of the week.

The mechanism for this over-involvement on Fridays and weekends seems to be
greater proportions of pedestrians consuming alcohol during their recreation
hours on the days at the end of the working week rather than during it. This
could reflect the opportunity to recover from drinking sessions before returning to
work on Monday, as well as the availability of wages typically paid near the end
of the working week.

4. Male pedestrians represent 89% of the adult pedestrian casualties at night who
were intoxicated (and 85% of those who had been drinking to a BAC up to 0.15).
During the day hours, males also accounted for 85% of the intoxicated and 84%
of the drinking pedestrian casualties.

The mechanism for this over-involvement of males in alcohol-related pedestrian
accidents appears to be that males are more likely than females to consume
alcohol in environments which involve subsequent travel home as a pedestrian.
Alexander et al (1990) found that beer drinking in hotels tended to immediately
precede a notable proportion of pedestrian accidents resulting in hospitalisation.
Thus males are more likely than females to drink in hotels and other licensed
premises, mainly at night, and remain confident that they are secure to walk home
or to a transport node.

5. The adult pedestrian casualties divided evenly into those aged 18-30 and those
aged 31-59. Those aged 18-30 were not substantially over-involved in
intoxicated pedestrian accidents, however at night they were over-involved as
drinking pedestrians in most areas (73% of the drinking casualties). During the
day, 72% of the intoxicated pedestrian casualties were aged 31-59. At night, only
the 31-49 age group in the inner Melbourne suburbs were over-involved in
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intoxicated pedestrian accidents, representing 42% of the intoxicated in these
locations.

The mechanisms for these age variations appear to be:

persons aged 18-30 usually consume alcohol up to a BAC of 0.15 and
have increased pedestrian accident risk at these levels of blood alcohol
(Alexander et al1990)

pedestrians who have been drinking to a BAC level exceeding 0.15 during
the day are usually older adults (aged over 30)

pedestrians aged 31-49 consume alcohol to a BAC level exceeding 0.15 at
night to a greater extent in the inner Melbourne suburbs than in other
areas.

6. T-intersections represent the location of 20% of adult pedestrian accidents. In the
inner suburbs of Melbourne, 24% of the intoxicated pedestrian casualties (and
29% of the drinking casualties) occur at these sites. During the day hours, 30%
of the intoxicated and 26% of the drinking pedestrian casualties came from T
intersections.

The mechanism explaining the increased threat to Pedestrians at T-intersections
when they are intoxicated, especially during the day, is not apparent. However,
these locations and times do represent a target for road engineering
countermeasures aimed at alcohol-related pedestrian trauma.

7. The 75 km/h speed zones account for only 4% of adult pedestrian casualties, but
represent much higher proportions of the alcohol-involved cases. In the outer
Melbourne suburbs, 18% of the intoxicated pedestrians (and 13% of the drinking
pedestrians) resulted from accidents in these zones. Outside Melbourne, 11% of
the intoxicated and 10% of the drinking pedestrian casualties came from 75 km/h
zones. These zones were not over-represented in the inner-suburban accidents,
and there was little difference between day and night regarding the over
representation of the alcohol-related casualties.

The mechanisms explaining the over-representation of 75 km/h speed zone roads
could be the relatively greater width of such roads, representing increased
opportunity for an intoxicated pedestrian to be hit, less street lighting making
pedestrians more difficult to see at night, and/or the relatively high speed of
vehicles in such zones, making it more difficult for intoxicated pedestrians to
judge a gap between them.

8. Fatal outcome is the result of 5% of adult pedestrian casualties. Intoxicated
pedestrians were substantially over-represented in fatal accidents, with 11% being
killed in accidents in the outer Melbourne suburbs and 7% in the inner Melbourne
suburbs.

The mechanisms explaining these outcomes appear to be:
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the reduced ability to recover from trauma and difficulties in successful

medical treatment of any severely injured person with a high BAC,
especially one above 0.15

the greater threat to an intoxicated pedestrian from impact at the high
speeds to be expected in the outer suburbs (severely injured persons are
particularly difficult to treat when their BAC is very high).

3. COUNTERMEASURES

Countermeasures to the intoxicated pedestrian trauma problem are being addressed in the
VIC ROAD's Pedestrian Safety Program through three major strategies of intervention:

1. Preventing potential pedestrians from becoming intoxicated to high risk levels
(eg. through Responsible Serving and Responsible Consumption programs in
hotels and licensed premises, designed to prevent and encourage patrons from
becoming intoxicated)

2. Preventing those pedestrians who are intoxicated from being exposed to the
traffic environment (eg. through programs providing alternative transportation
options such as courtesy buses, taxis or designated drivers; and measures to deter
the intoxicated from becoming pedestrians such as public education, public
drunkenness legislation and [potentially] a pedestrian BAC limit) .

3. Reducing the risks for intoxicated pedestrians who are exposed to the traffic
environment (eg. through installation of pedestrian crossings, barrier fencing,
median refuges and/or improved lighting at sites commonly frequented by
intoxicated pedestrians).

Based on the suggested mechanisms for the intoxicated pedestrian target groups, the
focus of each of these three countermeasure strategies should include:

1. To prevent pedestrians reaching high blood alcohol levels
drinkers who start early in the night, consume a relatively large amount of
alcohol, and finish their drinking relatively early (before Midnight)
drinkers who start drinking at lunchtime or during the afternoon
drinkers on weekends

drinkers on Fridays in the Melbourne suburbs
adults aged between 30 and 60 drinking during the day
adults aged between 30 and 50 drinking at night in the inner Melbourne
suburbs

2. To prevent intoxicated pedestrian exposure
male drinkers in hotels and other licensed premises
public education messages in these venues emphasising the high risk of
death if an intoxicated pedestrian is struck by a vehicle, especially at the
higher speeds travelled in the outer suburbs

3. To reduce intoxicated pedestrian risk
T-intersections in the inner Melbourne suburbs (treatment to be applicable
during all times of day, especially daytime)
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roads in 75 km/h speed zones (treatments such as pedestrian crossings,
supported by pedestrian fencing to encourage their use, and median
refuges and improved lighting, to assist the pedestrian to cross a wide road
and improve their conspicuity to drivers).

CONCLUSIONS

A large number of environmental, situational, pedestrian, crash and outcome factors
which are present to a greater degree among intoxicated pedestrian accidents than
accidents involving sober pedestrians have been identified. These factors assist in
defining target groups for the problem of intoxicated pedestrian accidents, because the
sub-groups they define are either an over-involved or highly represented part of the
problem as a whole.

It is not possible from the analysis to determine whether the sub-group has a high level of
exposure to the crash circumstances, or a high level of risk when exposed to the specific
circumstances. However, from prior knowledge and other research on the problem, it is
possible to suggest mechanisms for the degree of intoxication and the pedestrian accident
involvement of each target group. On this basis, it is possible to improve the focus of
existing countermeasures aimed at preventing pedestrian intoxication or reducing the
exposure or risk of intoxicated pedestrians.
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MONASH UNIVERSITY ACCIDENT RESEARCH CENTRE

ACCIDENT DATA ANALYSIS PROJECT

HIGH RISK AND HIGH SEVERITY GROUP:
ELDERL Y PEDESTRIANS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Elderly pedestrians aged 60 and above have a high rate of casualty accident
involvement which reaches three times the rate of younger adults for pedestrians
aged in the mid-70's. Injury severity also increases with age, with pedestrians aged
65 and above having substantially higher rates of death or hospitalisation when
injured in accidents.

The over-involvement of elderly pedestrians was examined by comparing 1024
pedestrian victims aged 60 and above with 653aged 40-59from accidents in Victoria
during 1984-89;only pedestrians known to be sober were compared. Very few
factors were found to be related to the over-involvement of the elderly pedestrians.
However, a large number of factors were found to be related to the injury severity of
2097 pedestrians aged 65 and above who were killed or injured during the same
period. These factors define sub-groups of the elderly pedestrian accident problem
which should be target groups for countermeasures.

The target groups related to substantially higher injury severities were examined
and mechanisms to explain their accident involvement or high severity were
suggested. It is proposed that the target groups should be addressed through
countermeasures in four general categories, with the focus in each category being as
follows:

Category 1: Education of elderly pedestrians

their poor conspicuity during darkness and dawn/ dusk lighting conditions
pedestrians aged 75 and above should be particularly careful in avoiding
accident involvement because of their high injury susceptibility
difficulties for drivers to brake rapidly on wet roads, and their poor visibility
during raining conditions
additional care needed when crossing divided arterial roads in Melbourne at
major intersections
the higher risk of death when intoxicated if an elderly pedestrian is struck by
a vehicle
additional care needed when crossing to or from a tram

Category 2: Education of drivers

awareness of the poor conspicuity of elderly pedestrians during darkness and
dawn/ dusk lighting conditions
difficulties in braking rapidly on wet roads
poor visibility during raining conditions



awareness of the unexpected presence of elderly pedestrians on roads in the
residential areas of Melbourne, and areas outside Melbourne
lack of awareness of elderly pedestrians to the presence of approaching
vehicles, especially when intoxicated
need to look out for elderly pedestrians at intersections in the residential
areas of Melbourne, especially at STOPsigns

Category 3: Enforcement of driving offences

random breath testing to deter drink driving in the "alcohol times of the
week", especially on arterial roads
speed enforcement on divided arterial roads (especially in 75 km/h speed
zones) in Melbourne

speed enforcement on arterial roads in the vicinity of tram stops

Category 4: Road engineering

improved street lighting in the vicinity of places frequented by elderly
pedestrians at night
pedestrian crossings on divided arterial roads at locations frequented by
elderly pedestrians
pedestrian refuges at intersections in residential areas with STOP signs
speed warning signs on arterial roads in the'vicinity of tram stops.
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MONASH UNIVERSITY ACCIDENT RESEARCH CENTRE

ACCIDENT DATA ANALYSIS PROJECT

HIGH RISK AND HIGH SEVERITY GROUP:
ELDERLY PEDESTRIANS

INTRODUCTION

The Accident Data Analysis Project has the general objective to disaggregate the road
accident problem using mass accident data to find groups of road users, vehicles and road
segments which would be suitable targets for countermeasures. Its specific objectives
include finding high risk groups, ie. groups with high rates of accident involvement per
opportunity to be involved. Another specific objective is to find high severity groups, ie.
groups with high rates of severe injury per accident involvement. Elderly pedestrians are
a group which, in aggregate, apparently have both high risk and high severity.

Ideally the high risk groups should be identified by deriving accident involvement rates
per "exposure" (eg. roads crossed, or kilometres walked). In practice, this is not
generally possible except at a gross level, because "exposure" data are not available in
sufficiently disaggregated form.

Hence the first method of the present study was to seek sub-groups which were over
involved or highly represented in elderly pedestrian accidents. These sub-groups would
be suitable targets for countermeasures, because either:

the target group has a relatively high level of exposure to circumstances which
lead to elderly pedestrian accidents, or

the target group has a higher level of accident risk when exposed to the specific
circumstances, compared with other groups.

The second method was to seek sub-groups having relatively high injury severity rates
within the overall group of elderly pedestrians. In Victoria, generally only casualty
accidents involving death or injury are available for analysis. Claims to the Transport
Accident Commission result from injuries suffered during road accidents, and Police
reports on non-injury accidents (property damage only) are not suitable for analysis
because of uncertainties about reasons for reporting. This means that in general high
severity must be measured in terms of rates of severe injury suffered by injured persons.

BACKGROUND

Figure 1 from the draft Road Safety Strategy Facts Document (VIC ROADS,
unpublished) shows that the rate of pedestrian involvement in casualty accidents per head
of population rises rapidly above age 60 and reaches three times the rate for younger
adults when the pedestrian reaches an age in the mid-70's. Other studies have confirmed
that this increased rate is not due to exposure (Cameron et al 1976; Alexander et al
1990).



FIGUREl

PEDESTRIAN INJURY PER POPULATION
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However elderly persons are more susceptible to injury than younger adults and their
increased risk of injury when involved in accidents may be at least a partial explanation
for their higher casualty accident involvement rate described above. Figure 2 (from VIC
ROADS, unpublished) shows that the injury severity of elderly pedestrians injured in
accidents is substantially higher than the younger ages. (pedestrians as a whole are the
road user group with the highest injury severity; Cameron 1990a).

Thus there is clear evidence that elderly pedestrians as a group have a high risk of
casualty accident involvement when exposed to risk, and high injury severity when
injured in pedestrian accidents. The age at which their risk of accident involvement
increases substantially is about 60, but the age at which injury severity increases is
unclear and will be examined in this study.

To establish factors which were over-involved in elderly (age 60 and above) pedestrian
accidents, comparison was made with pedestrian accidents involving younger adults, but
in an age range (namely 40-59) to more closely match the elderly than adults generally.
However an earlier study had shown that alcohol involvement was higher for adult
pedestrians aged under 60 than those aged 60 and above (Cameron 1990b). Since the
presence of alcohol was likely to dominate the intended comparison of the elderly
pedestrians with the adults aged 40-59, it was necessary to base the analysis on those
pedestrians who were known to be sober. Alexander et al (1990) have shown that the
accident involvement rate of the sober elderly pedestrians increases in a similar manner
at age 60 as pedestrians of all sobriety.
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FIGURE 2

PEDESTRIAN INJURY SEVERITY BY AGE
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DATA

Information from Police accident reports covering 14,839 pedestrians involved in
casualty accidents was extracted for this study. The information was extracted from a
larger file of all persons killed or injured, plus drivers/riders involved in casualty
accidents, during 1984-89. This file covers casualties and casualty accidents defmed by
the new injury scale adopted by the Police in 1989, and applied retrospectively to the
1984-88 data. The age of the pedestrian involved was known in 13,856 or 93.4% of the
cases.

The information on pedestrian blood alcohol concentration (BAC) levels in the file had
been obtained from Coroner's post-mortem tests, or from blood alcohol tests taken from
road accident victims aged over 14 treated in hospital in Victoria, as required by
legislation. In practice a hospital test was not taken or was not matched with the Police
accident report for all eligible victims. Figure 3 shows that more than 50% of the
pedestrians involved in each age range did not have a known BAC reading matched.
Many of these were not treated at hospital and those aged under 15 were not required to
have a blood test taken even if they were. However the match rate was approximately
constant across all the age ranges being considered in this study (ie. age 40 and above),
so no bias in the comparison due to the availability of BA C readings was expected.

Of the 2665 pedestrians aged 60 and above involved in casualty accidents during 1984
89, 1206 (45%) had known BAC levels available, and 1024 (85%) of these had a BAC of
zero or 0.01 ("sober"). The comparison group of pedestrians aged 40-59 numbered 2212,
with 955 (43%) having known BAC and 653 (68%) of these being sober. The sober
pedestrians had marginally higher injury severities than those with unknown BAC, due at
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least partially to the bias resulting from tests only being taken from pedestrians killed or
treated at hospital.

FIGURE 3

PERCENTAGE OF PEDESTRIANS INVOLVED

IN ACCIDENTS BY AGE
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The same data file was used to examine the injury severity of the pedestrians involved.
A fatal injury was one resulting in death immediately or within 30 days of the accident.
A serious injury was a case recorded by the Police as admitted to hospital, or as a major
injury (requiring hospital admittance). In practice this may include cases taken to hospital
and treated, but not formally admitted.

Injury severity was measured by the percentage of injured pedestrians who were killed or
seriously injured, with special attention to the percentage killed. Figure 4 shows the
number of pedestrians in each injury category by age and Figure 5 shows that injury
severity rises rapidly above age 64. There is no evidence of an increase in injury severity
in the 60-64 age group compared with younger adults.

Thus the injury severity of elderly pedestrians was examined for those aged 65 and
above, since only this group of the elderly represented a high severity group. There were
2097 pedestrians aged 65 and above injured in accidents during 1984-89, of whom 325
were killed, 1019 seriously injured, and 753 sustained another injury.

METHOD

Two different analysis methods were used depending on whether the aim was to
determine:

high risk sub-groups, through the examination of factors which were over
involved in elderly (age 60 and above) pedestrian accidents

high severity sub-groups, through the examination of factors related to high
injury severity in elderly (age 65 and above) pedestrian accidents.
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1. OVER-INVOLVEMENT IN ACCIDENTS

The first method was to seek factors which were represented among sober elderly
pedestrians involved in accidents to a larger extent than among sober adult pedestrians
aged 40-59. These factors would then define sub-groups which are over-involved in
elderly pedestrian accidents. The factors considered covered environmental, situational
and pedestrian factors, plus factors related to accident type and outcome.
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Where a factor was related to the pedestrian age group with statistical significance (Chi

square test; p < 0.1), the factor category or categories which were over-represented
among the elderly pedestrian accidents are reported in the results section.

Before making the comparison between the elderly pedestrians and those aged 40-59 on a

range of factors to determine over-involvement, it was necessary to examine their

comparability on three locational variables known to be strongly related to pedestrian
exposure to traffic, namely:

location on the Melbourne arterial network system (comparing links and nodes

[intersections] of the arterial roads with the residential streets off this system) or
on roads outside Melbourne

location in urban areas (separating the inner and outer Melbourne suburbs, and

the rural urban areas from rural open roads)

speed zone (with special attention to the proportion of pedestrian accidents
occurring in speed zones above the traditional urban limit of 60 km/h).

Differences in age group by location could result in substantial differences in exposure to
the risk of involvement in accidents of various types, which may in turn result in certain
factors being over-represented in the elderly pedestrian group due predominantly to
differences in exposure rather than differences in accident risk.

In the event, the difference by arterial network location was not statistically significant
(Figure 6), but the differences by urban location and speed zone were. The difference
between the ages by urban location was not substantial (Figure 7). The speed zone
difference was also small, with 94% of the elderly pedestrian accidents occurring in 60
km/h speed zones compared with 92% of the adults aged 40-59. Accordingly, it was

FIGURE 6
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FIGURE 7

NUMBER OF ELDERLY PEDESTRIANS INVOLVED
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decided that the elderly pedestrians and those aged 40-59 were sufficiently well matched
in terms of accident location to be confident that there were no major differences in
exposure which needed to be accounted for in the analysis.

In summarizing the results, special attention was given to factors which were
substantially over-involved among the elderly pedestrians. Over-involvement by at least
1.5 times was specially noted, and over-involvement between 1.25 and 1.5 was also
given attention. However, if the factor was applicable to less than 5% of the elderly
pedestrian accidents, the degree of over-involvement was ignored in most cases. These
criteria ensured that the target group identified by the factor had a substantial potential
for reduction in its accident involvements.

2. HIGH INJURY SEVERITY

The second method was to analyse the effect on injury severity (defined above) of each
of the environmental, situational, pedestrian and accident factors available in the data.
Where a factor was related to injury severity with statistical significance (Chi-square test;
p < 0.1), the factor category or categories with high injury severity are reported in the
results section. For reference, the overall injury severity (% killed, % seriously injured)
of all elderly pedestrians in the specific category is also given.

Before examining factors affecting injury severity in detail, it was necessary to examine
the effects of a number of major variables related to crash severity which had the
potential to dominate any of the more subtle effects on injury severity. Each of the
locational variables considered in section 1 is related to travel speed (as well as
pedestrian exposure) which in turn is related to the impact speed of the striking vehicle.
These variables measure the "crash exposure" of the elderly pedestrians to the risk of
injury and injury severity. Crash exposure is analogous to "accident exposure" which
measures exposure to the risk of accident involvement.
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The relationship between elderly pedestrian injury severity and arterial network location,

urban location or speed zone was found to be statistically significant in each case. Figure
8 shows the injury frequencies by speed zone; only 6% of the pedestrian injuries were
sustained in zones above 60 km/Il. However, injury severity increased with speed zone

limit (Figure 9), reflecting the strong relationship between impact speed and injury
severity. Of the two locational variables, location on the arterial network system
displayed the stronger relationship with injury severity, with significantly higher
severities on the arterial road links and on roads outside Melbourne (Figures 10 and 11).

FIGURE 8
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FIGURE 10

INJURY FREQUENCIES OF ELDERLY PEDESTRIANS INVOLVED

IN ACCIDENTS BY ARTERIAL NETWORK LOCATION
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FIGURE 11
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While speed zone showed the strongest relationship with injury severity, there were too
few injured elderly pedestrians in speed zones other than 60 km/h to enable this variable
to act as a control variable in the analysis. It was decided to use location on the arterial
network system instead; the higher injury severity observed on the arterial links
compared with the nodes was a factor in making this decision. This variable was
controlled by conducting the main analysis after sub-dividing the elderly pedestrians into
the four locations. Table 1 shows the number of elderly pedestrians in each location and
speed zone category. While speed zone was not used as a control variable, it was
considered as an environmental factor related to injury severity in the detailed analysis
(see Results section 2.1).
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Table 1 : Elderly Pedestrians Aged 65 and Above Injured in Accidents,
1984·89 (% of all severities).

Arterial Network SpeedKilledSeriously IOtherI TOTAL
Location

ZoneInjured

Residential Areas (local

50 & 6038140

streets) in Melbourne

km/h(13.1)(48.1)

Above 60 km/hArterial Road Links in
I 60km/h

Melbourne

IAbove 60
km/hArterial Road Nodes in

I 60 km/h
Melbourne

IAbove 60
km!hOutside Melbourne

I 60 km!h

Above 60
km!h

.TOTAL

In summarizing the results, special attention was given to factors which were associated
with substantially higher injury severities than the average severity for the corresponding
location group. A factor was specially noted if it had either:

fatal injury severity at least 1.5 times the overall value (ie. the proportion of
elderly pedestrians who were killed should be at least 50% greater than the
proportion for elderly pedestrians overall in the location group), or

serious injury severity at least 1.5 times the overall value (ie. the proportion who
were seriously injured should be at least 50% greater than the proportion overall
in the location group).

A factor was also given attention if it was related to injury severities between 1.25 and
1.5 times the overall levels. These criteria were chosen to ensure that the target group
identified by the factor has substantial potential for improvement in injury severity.

A further step in the analysis was to examine the interactions of the factors associated
with substantially higher injury severities (defined above). Where necessary, a pair of
factors were analysed with injury level to test for the presence of a three-way interaction
using the GLIM (Generalised Linear Interactive Modelling) system (Baker and Nelder
1978; Aitkin et alI989). The presence of a three-way interaction would imply that the
high injury severity of the elderly pedestrians needs to be reported for the combination of
the two factors rather than each factor separately.
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RESULTS

The results are reported initially for factors related to over-involvement of elderly
pedestrians (aged 60 and above) in accidents, and then factors associated with high
injury severity of elderly pedestrians (aged 65 and above).

Within each section, the factors were grouped according to whether they described the
road environment, the situation (time of day, etc.), the pedestrian, the crash type, or the
crash outcome (when appropriate).

1. RESULTS RELATED TO OVER-INVOLVEMENT(pedestrians aged 60
and above)

1.1 Environmental Factors

Figure 12 shows the environmental factors which were over-involved to a statistically
significant degree among the elderly pedestrians aged 60 and above compared with
adults aged 40-59. The only environmental factor which was substantially over
involved was location in an urban rural area, ie. rural town (13% of the elderly
compared with 9% of the younger adults).

FIGURE 12
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1.2 Situational Factors

A small number of situational factors were significantly over-represented among the
elderly pedestrians (Figure 13), and the hours 8 am to 4 pm (63%) was the only
substantially over-represented factor.

FIGURE 13
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1.3 Pedestrian Factors

The pedestrian factors which were significantly· over-represented in the elderly pedestrian
accidents were female gender, and crossing the road compared with other pedestrian
activities, ego walking along the road (Figure 14). There were no substantially over
represented pedestrian factors.

1.4 Crash Factors and Outcomes

While the elderly pedestrians were significantly more likely to have been involved in a
single-vehicle crash, the difference was not substantial (Figure 15). However, the elderly
pedestrians were substantially more likely than adults aged 40-59 to be killed (17%).

1.5 Interactions of Factors

Sections 1.1 to 1.3 showed that only two pre-disposing factors were substantially over
involved in elderly pedestrian accidents (in both cases at the lower level of substantial
over-involvement). Analysis of the extent to which these two factors interacted in their
relationship with over-involvement was not considered warranted.
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Female

Crossing The Road

FIGURE 14
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FIGURE 15

CRASH FACTORS & OUTCOMES
RELATED TO OVER-INVOLVEMENT
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2. RESULTS RELATED TO INJURY SEVERITY (pedestrians aged 65 and
above)

Significant factors related to the injury severity of elderly pedestrians aged 65 and above
are shown in Figures 16-27 for each arterial network system location separately.
However the results are summarized collectively in the following sections.
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The Figures show the injury severity for all elderly pedestrians injured in crashes at the
specific type of location, as a reference basis for the injury severity of the significant
factors. Also shown is the number of injured pedestrians on which each injury severity
measure is based.

2.1 Environmental Factors

Figures 16-19 show that the following environmental factors were related to substantially
higher injury severities, relative to the overall average severity in the accident locations
specified:

7S kmlh speed zones, on arterial links and at arterial nodes in Melbourne

100 kmlh speed zones and rural open roads, outside Melbourne
divided roads, in residential areas and at arterial nodes in Melbourne, and on
roads outside Melbourne

curves, in the residential areas of Melbourne

at traffic lights and at Stop signs, in the residential areas of Melbourne
(although the percentage killed at traffic lights was lower than the average for
these locations)
at pedestrian lights or crossings, on arterial links in Melbourne
multiple intersections, at arterial nodes in Melbourne.

2.2 Situational Factors

The following situational factors were related to substantially higher injury severities of
the elderly pedestrians (Figures 20-23):

6 am to 10 am, in the residential areas of Melbourne

afternoon and evening hours, specifically:
6 pm to Midnight, on the arterial links in Melbourne
4 pm to Midnight, on roads outside Melbourne

the "alcohol times" of the week (when the involvement of alcohol for drivers is

known to be highest; Harrison 1990), on the arterial links and at the arterial nodes
in Melbourne, and on roads outside Melbourne. The alcohol times are:

Sunday 4 pm to 6 am Monday
Monday 6 pm to 6 am Tuesday
Tuesday 6 pm to 6 am Wednesday
Wednesday 6 pm to 6 am Thursday
Thursday 6 pm to 6 am Friday
Friday 4 pm to 8 am Saturday
Saturday 2 pm to 10 am Sunday

weekends, in the residential areas of Melbourne
at dusk or dawn, on the arterial links and at the arterial nodes in Melbourne

dark conditions, at all four types of location
raining and wet roads, in the residential areas and at the arterial nodes in
Melbourne, and on roads outside Melbourne.
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FIGURE 16

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS RELATED TO INJURY SEVERITY
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FIGURE 17
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2.3 Pedestrian and Crash Factors

Figures 24-27 show the pedestrian and crash factors which were significantly related to
injury severity of elderly pedestrians. In assessing the relationship with BAC level, it
was not appropriate to compare the pedestrians with BAC above 0.05 with the overall
injury severity in the accident location group because those with a known BAC were
biased towards the more severely injured; instead a comparison was made with those
pedestrians with a known BAC up to 0.05. In the Figures the number of injured elderly
pedestrians with known BAC above 0.05 is shown, together the estimated number (in
brackets) after adjustment for those with unknown BAC.
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FIGURE 18

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS RELATED TO INJURY SEVERITY
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FIGURE 19
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The following factors were related to substantially higher injury severities:

age 75 to 79 years, on the arterial links in Melbourne and on roads outside
Melbourne

age 80 years and above, in the residential areas and at the arterial nodes in
Melbourne

male gender, on roads outside Melbourne
HAC above 0.05, at all four types of location
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crossing to or from a tram, on the arterial links and at the arterial nodes in
Melbourne

crashes involving two or more vehicles, on the arterial links in Melbourne.

FIGURE 20

SITUATIONAL FACTORS RELATED TO INJURY SEVERITY
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FIGURE 21
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FIGURE 22

SITUATlONAL FACTORS RELATED TO INJURY SEVERITY
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FIGURE 23

SITUATlONAL FACTORS RELATED TO INJURY SEVERITY
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2.4 Interactions of Factors

In the preceding analysis, there were a number of factors related to substantially higher
injury severity in nearly every accident location considered. These were:

dark conditions (also dusk or dawn in some locations)
raining
wet roads

pedestrian BAC above 0.05.
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FIGURE 24

PEDESTRIAN & CRASH FACTORS RELATED TO INJURY SEVERITY
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FIGURE 25
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It was decided to examine the interaction of each of these factors with the accident
location before examining interactions among themselves. If no interactions were
present, this would allow location to be ignored in the subsequent analysis.

There were too few cases with known BAC readings (see Data section) and too few of
these with BAC above 0.05 to examine the interaction effect of BAC with accident
location or the other substantial factors. However, the effect of BAC on injury severity
appeared consistent across the four types of location, suggesting that location could be
ignored to provide an overall indication of this effect (shown in Figure 28).
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FIGURE 26

PEDESTRIAN & CRASH FACTORS RELATED TO INJURY SEVERITY
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FIGURE 27
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2.4.1 Interaction of light conditions and accident location

For this analysis the light condition was categorised as dark, dusk/dawn or daylight. The
GLIM test for a three-way interaction between light condition, accident location and
injury severity was not significant (scaled deviance = 16.61, d.f. = 12, tested as Chi
square; p > 0.1).

As with the individual locations, dark conditions and dusk/dawn were related to high

injury severities of the elderly pedestrians when all locations were combined (Figure 28).
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2.4.2 Interaction of weather conditions and accident location

The three-way interaction between weather conditions, accident location and injury
severity was not statistically significant (scaled deviance = 8.91, dJ. = 6, tested as Chi
square; p > 0.1). Raining was related to high injury severity when all locations were
combined (Figure 28), as it was at each separate type of location.

FIGURE 28
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2.4.3 Interaction of road conditions and accident location

Statistical significance was found when the interaction of road conditions, accident
location and injury severity was tested (scaled deviance = 12.74, d.f. = 6, tested as Chi
square; p < 0.05). This interaction appeared to be due to:

relatively high rates of death and serious injury in elderly pedestrian accidents on
wet roads in the residential areas of Melbourne, compared with wet roads in other
locations, and

relatively low rate of death in elderly pedestrian accidents on wet roads at arterial
road nodes in Melbourne, compared with wet roads in other locations.

These differences in injury severity, while statistically significant, were not large. The
relationship between wet roads and injury severity at all locations combined is shown in
Figure 28, but in a strict sense this relationship differs by location and should be
examined for each location separately (Figures 20-23).

These Figures also show that wet roads were a factor in a greater number of elderly
pedestrian injuries than raining conditions, as would be expected. With the exception of
locations outside Melbourne, wet roads were also related to slightly higher injury
severities than raining. Accordingly it was decided to use only wet roads as a proxy for
both of these factors when examining the interaction with light conditions.
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2.4.4 Interaction between light conditions and road conditions

Since there was a significant interaction between road conditions and accident location, it
was necessary to include location in the analysis of the interaction of light conditions and
road conditions.

The GLIM test for a four-way interaction between light and road conditions, location and
injury severity was not statistically significant (scaled deviance = 11.41, d.f. = 12, tested
as Chi-square; p > 0.1). The method then allowed a test of the three-way interaction
between light and road conditions and injury severity, assuming the four-way interaction
did not exist; this test was also not statistically significant (scaled deviance = 14.66, d.f. =
16, tested as Chi-square; p > 0.1).

Thus there was no evidence of an interaction effect between dark or dusk/dawn
conditions, and wet roads, on injury severity. Thus the individual effects of these factors,
as shown in Figure 28, can be assumed to operate separately on injury severity

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The factors found to be substantially over-involved in elderly pedestrian accidents define
target groups for countermeasures which should aim to reduce accident involvement (by
either reducing the risk or exposure of elderly persons). Factors associated with
substantially higher injury severity than average to elderly pedestrians define target
groups for countermeasures which could be aimed at reducing injury severity or, if that is
not feasible, at reducing accident involvements in the specific circumstances.

1. TARGET GROUPS

Table 2 shows the target groups which were substantially over-involved or associated
with substantially higher injury severity. The figures shown are the number of elderly
pedestrians who were involved, or who sustained fatal or serious injury, respectively
(depending on the nature of the target group) in the six years 1984-89. The bold figures
are those target groups where there was at least 1.5 times over-involvement or 1.5 times
higher injury severity; the itafi£ figures are at least 1.25 but less than 1.5 times over
involved or higher injury severity.

In conjunction with average elderly pedestrian injury costs by injury level, these numbers
can be used to estimate the total cost of the accidents or serious injuries sustained by the
target group per annum. This information should be used with estimates of the cost and
expected effectiveness (percentage reduction in the target group) of a proposed
countermeasure to judge whether it could be cost-beneficial and hence worth considering
further. Appropriately chosen countermeasures could reasonably expect to reduce the
accident or injury costs associated with each target group by up to 20% (in many cases,
up to 33.3%), because the over-involvement or higher injury severity is at least 1.25
times.

Table 3 shows the same figures expressed as a percentage of the total elderly pedestrians
involved, killed or seriously injured (as appropriate) at the specific location type
considered. The percentages measure the proportion of the problem associated with each
target group and also indicate the potential for any countermeasure to have a major
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Table 2: NUMBERS OF ELDERLY PEDESTRIANS IN SELECTED HIGH RISK AND HIGH SEVERITY GROUPS (6 YEARS: 1984-89)
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Table 2: NUMBERS OF ELDERLY PEDESTRIANS IN SELECTED HIGH RISK AND HIGH SEVERITY GROUPS (6 YEARS: 1984-89)
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Table 3; PERCENTAGES OF ELDERLY PEDESTRIANS IN SELECTED HIGH RISK AND HIGH SEVERITY GROUPS (6 YEARS; 1984-89)
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Table 3: PERCENTAGES OF ELDERLY PEDESTRIANS IN SELECTED HIGH RISK AND HIGH SEVERITY GROUPS (6 YEARS: 1984-89)
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impact. The percentage of the total elderly pedestrian involvements (in all locations)
associated with each substantial factor is also shown to put each target group in context.

1.1 Over-involved Groups

The second column of Table 2 shows that there were relatively few target groups which
were over-involved in elderly pedestrian accidents. Over-involvement in urban rural
areas, ie. rural towns, is likely to be explained by a relatively high proportion of the
elderly living in these areas compared with other areas. Times of day between 8am and
4pm are also likely to be over-involved for the elderly because a higher proportion of
their road use occurs during these times compared with other age groups. Thus these
target groups appear to be due to exposure differences of the elderly compared with
pedestrians aged 40-59.

The over-involvement of elderly pedestrians in accidents with fatal outcome is not
surprising since this age group has been identified with higher injury severity compared
with younger age groups (Figures 2 and 5).

1.2 High Severity Groups

Many high severity target groups are shown in Table 2 in terms of the number of elderly
pedestrians killed and seriously injured. The preliminary analysis also showed that
elderly pedestrians struck in the higher speed zones constitute a high severity group,
although there were relatively few elderly pedestrians injured in speed zones above 60
krn/h (5%). Elderly pedestrians struck on arterial road links in Melbourne (58% of the
injured) and on roads outside Melbourne (14%) were also high severity groups.

The detailed analysis found a statistically significant interaction between road conditions
(wet or dry) and accident location in terms,of their effect on injury severity. Wet roads
in the residential areas of Melbourne resulted in high injury severity of the elderly
pedestrians struck, whereas accidents on wet roads at arterial nodes in Melbourne had
relatively low death rates for the pedestrian.

2. SUGGESTED MECHANISMS

The first step in developing specific countermeasures for selected target groups is to
develop ideas on the mechanisms by which the accident involvement or severe injury
occurrence was caused. At times this may be based on past research or interstate or
overseas experience, but for many target groups the proposed mechanism can be no more
than a suggestion (perhaps warranting further investigation).

The focus should be on target groups with high injury severity, because there are
relatively few target groups where elderly pedestrians were substantially over-involved
(and these over-involvements are apparently due to exposure differences).

Elderly pedestrians injured in accidents on arterial road links in Melbourne represent the
largest high severity target group, with 66% of elderly pedestrians aged 60 and above
being killed in these circumstances and 58% of the seriously injured. However this
factor associated with high injury severity gives little indication of the mechanism behind
these accidents or their severe outcome.
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The possible mechanisms become more apparent when the detailed target groups are
examined (fables 2 and 3). Some factors defining the groups overlap and are related, so
that sets of factors suggest likely mechanisms. On this basis, seven different mechanisms
for the high severity target groups shown in Table 2 were suggested:

1. The "alcohol times of the week" (when the involvement of alcohol for drivers is
known to be highest) account for 29% of the accident involvements of elderly
pedestrians aged 60 and above. For pedestrians killed on Melbourne arterial
roads, this percentage is even higher, with 52% of those killed (plus 38% of the
seriously injured) at arterial road nodes falling during the alcohol times, and 46%
of those killed on the arterial links. Outside Melbourne, 45% of the killed and
38% of the seriously injured resulted from accidents during the alcohol times.

These times of the week are mainly associated with dark conditions or dusk or
dawn lighting, but some alcohol times occur during daylight hours. Dark
conditions account for 34% of the elderly pedestrians killed overall and 18% of
the seriously injured. However only 4% of the killed and 6% of seriously injured
resulted from accidents during dusk or dawn.

It appears that the principal mechanism for these severe pedestrian accidents may
be a combination of drink-driving and poor conspicuity of the elderly pedestrians
due to darkness or dusk/dawn lighting conditions.

2. Pedestrians aged 75 to 79 account for 18% of the elderly pedestrian accident
involvements, and those aged 80 and above account for a further 22%. These two
age groups have the highest injury severities of all ages (Figure 5).

In residential areas of Melbourne, pedestrians aged 80 and above represent 50%
of the elderly pedestrians killed and 31% of the seriously injured. This age group
also represents 34% of the elderly pedestrians killed at arterial road nodes in
Melbourne.

On the arterial road links in Melbourne, 29% of the elderly pedestrians killed
were aged 75 to 79, as were 22% of the seriously injured. Outside Melbourne,
this age group represents 33% of the elderly pedestrians who were killed and 27%
of the seriously injured.

There is no apparent consistent pattern to the substantially higher injury severities
of these two age groups in different accident environments. It appears that the
principal mechanism of these severe pedestrian injuries is the high injury
susceptibility of persons aged 75 and above compared with other elderly people.

3. Wet roads represent 16% of the accident involvements of elderly pedestrians and
raining conditions represent 12% (a smaller proportion, as may be expected).
These factors account for approximately the same proportions of the elderly
pedestrians who were killed or seriously injured, even though these factors were
associated with substantially higher injury severities in some accident
environments.
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During raining conditions, it may be expected that driver visibility would be
reduced and braking difficulties may prevail. On wet roads when it is not raining,
drivers may still experience difficulties with braking rapidly.

In residential areas of Melbourne, wet roads account for 20% of the elderly
pedestrians killed and 18% of the seriously injured. Outside Melbourne, 21% of
the elderly pedestrians were killed on wet roads (and 10% of the seriously
injured). However, the arterial road nodes in Melbourne were associated with

higher levels of serious injury (but not fatal injury) when the road was wet, and
25% of serious injuries to elderly pedestrians at these locations occurred in these
circumstances.

In the Melbourne residential areas, and outside Melbourne, another likely
mechanism for these severe accidents is a failure by the driver to observe the
elderly pedestrian because his/her presence is unexpected. This, coupled with
difficulties in braking rapidly on wet roads and poorer visibility when it is
actually raining, are likely to be the principal mechanisms for these accidents.
The relatively small proportion of seriously injured elderly pedestrians who were
killed when struck at arterial road nodes in Melbourne may be due to the rapid
response from emergency rescue services which may be expected in the case of
accidents at these locations, or to the relatively slower speeds at these
intersections.

4. Locations on divided roads represent 13% of elderly pedestrian accident
involvements. The 75 km/h speed zones account for 4% and the 100 km/h zones
account for 1%. High travel speeds could be expected in these road
environments.

At arterial road nodes in Melbourne, divided roads account for 34% of the killed
and 17% of the seriously injured elderly pedestrians. Arterial roads in Melbourne
with 75 km/h speed limits were over-represented in fatal outcome, with 12% of
the elderly pedestrians killed on the arterial links and 10% of those killed at the
arterial nodes resulting from accidents in these speed zones. Outside Melbourne,
12% of the killed and 9% of the seriously injured were from accidents in 100
km/h zones, and 19% of the fatalities occurred on divided roads.

The principal mechanisms for these severe pedestrian accidents are likely to be a
combination of high vehicle travel speed (and hence impact speed) and the wide
carriageway to be crossed by an elderly pedestrian on a divided road, thus
increasing his/her risk of collision.

5. Elderly pedestrians with a BAC above 0.05 represent 11% of accident
involvements. BAC above 0.05 is associated with high injury severity in all types
of accident location. Some 15% of elderly pedestrians killed had a BAC above
0.05.

Intoxication of elderly pedestrians is less frequent and less serious than for
pedestrians aged 18-59, where 30% of the killed pedestrians in this age group
have a BAC above 0.15 (CameronI990b).
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The principal mechanism for the severe injury outcome of the intoxicated elderly
pedestrians is likely to be the difficulties in successful medical treatment of any
injured person with a high HAC. Another possible mechanism is that an
intoxicated pedestrian may not heed approaching traffic when entering the road
and hence does not give the driver an opportunity to reduce speed before impact.

6. Locations at traffic lights represent 17% of elderly pedestrian accident
involvements and STOP signs account for a further 7%. In the residential areas
of Melbourne, 10% of fatal injuries to elderly pedestrians and 8% of the serious
injuries occurred at STOP signs.

A possible mechanism for these severe elderly pedestrian accidents at STOP signs
is that the driver is concentrating on other traffic and thus does not see the
pedestrian in time to reduce the impact speed by braking.

7. Crossing to or from a tram was associated with only 1% of the elderly pedestrian
accident involvements overall. However, these circumstances had substantially
higher injury severity where they occurred. At arterial road nodes in Melbourne,
7% of the elderly pedestrians killed and 4% of the seriously injured were crossing
to or from a tram.

The principal mechanism for these severe injuries is likely to be high impact
speed of the vehicle due to the driver failing to see the elderly pedestrian and/or
that the tram has stopped or is stopping.

3. COUNTERMEASURES

The relatively large number of target groups identified with high injury severities
compared with the target groups with substantial over-involvement suggests that the
elderly pedestrian trauma problem is predominantly an injury severity problem rather
than an accident risk problem. This suggests that the focus of countermeasures should be
on making the accidents of the target group elderly pedestrians less severe, to reflect the
primary mechanism. The inherent fragility of the physiology of elderly persons makes
such countermeasures difficult to design, however it may be possible to reduce the
impact severity (eg. by reducing vehicle travel speeds) in appropriate circumstances.

Where countermeasures to injury severity are not feasible or are insufficient, a
countermeasure aimed at preventing the accidents involving elderly pedestrians in the
target group should be considered. However it should be recognised that the target group
may not have a high risk or exposure to accident involvement; in many cases the group
may only have a high rate of severe injury in the accidents in which they are involved.

Feasible countermeasures to elderly pedestrian trauma would appear to fall in the
following general categories:

1. Education of elderly pedestrians (delivered through VIC ROAD's recently
launched "Walk With Care" program aimed at communicating with elderly
persons at the local municipality level)

2. Education of drivers (through mass media publicity campaigns by VIC ROADS
and TAC)
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3. Enforcement of driving offences (through targeted Police activity supported by
appropriate mass media and local publicity campaigns)

4. Road engineering (appropriate treatments such as pedestrian crossings and
refuges, installed following advice from Local Pedestrian Advocates who identify
problem locations for elderly pedestrians as part of the "Walk With Care"
program).

Based on the suggested mechanisms for elderly pedestrian trauma identified above, the
focus of each of these four countermeasure areas should be:

1. Education of elderly pedestrians
their poor conspicuity during darkness and dawn/dusk lighting conditions
pedestrians aged 75 and above should be particularly careful in avoiding
accident involvement because of their high injury susceptibility
difficulties for drivers to brake rapidly on wet roads, and their poor
visibility during raining conditions
additional care needed when crossing divided arterial roads in Melbourne
at major intersections
the higher risk of death when intoxicated if an elderly pedestrian is struck
by a vehicle
additional care needed when crossing to or from a tram

2. Education of drivers

awareness of the poor conspicuity of elderly pedestrians during darkness
and dawn/dusk lighting conditions
difficulties in braking rapidly on wet roads
poor visibility during raining conditions
awareness of the unexpected presence of elderly pedestrians on roads in
the residential areas of Melbourne, and areas outside Melbourne
lack of awareness of elderly pedestrians to the presence of approaching
vehicles, especially when intoxicated
need to look out for elderly pedestrians at intersections in the residential
areas of Melbourne, especially at STOP signs

3. Enforcement of driving offences
random breath testing to deter drink driving in the "alcohol times of the
week", especially on arterial roads
speed enforcement on divided arterial roads (especially in 75 km/h speed
zones) in Melbourne
speed enforcement on arterial roads in the vicinity of tram stops

4. Road engineering
improved street lighting in the vicinity of places frequented by elderly
pedestrians at night
pedestrian crossings on divided arterial roads at locations frequented by
elderly pedestrians
pedestrian refuges at intersections in residential areas with STOP signs
speed warning signs on arterial roads in the vicinity of tram stops.
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CONCLUSIONS

A large number of environmental, situational, pedestrian, crash and outcome factors
associated with substantially higher injury severity for elderly pedestrians involved in
accidents have been identified. However, relatively few factors were associated with a

substantial over-involvement of elderly pedestrians in accidents compared with
pedestrians aged 40-59.

These factors assist in defining target groups for countenneasures to the elderly
pedestrian trauma problem. It is possible to suggest mechanisms for the accident
involvement or high injury severity of each target group, and hence to specify the type
and focus of countenneasures which could be applied. In the case of many of the high
severity target groups, it is not possible to specify a countenneasure to the high injury
severity of elderly pedestrians involved in accidents, and the countenneasure must be
aimed at preventing their accidents from occurring.
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MONASH UNIVERSITY ACCIDENT RESEARCH CENTRE

ACCIDENT DATA ANALYSIS PROJECT

HIGH SEVERITY GROUP:
CARS STRUCK BY HEAVY VEHICLES

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Occupants of passenger cars struck by heavy vehicles frequently sustain much higher
severity injuries compared with car occupants struck by other types of vehicle. Injured
car occupants are four to seven times more likely to be killed when the striking vehicle is
a heavy vehicle, compared with being struck by another car. They are also substantially
more likely to be taken to hospital when struck by a heavy vehicle than otherwise.

The objective of the analysis was to establish sub-groups of occupants of cars struck by
heavy vehicles who had particularly high injury severities, as a basis of target groups for
countermeasures. Injury severity was measured by the percentage of injured car
occupants who were killed or seriously injured. Factors affecting the injury severity of
5496 car occupants involved in a collision with a heavy vehicle in Victoria during 1984
89 were examined. Preliminary analysis showed that the speed zone and the type of
heavy vehicle were major factors affecting injury severity. Higher injury severities were
observed in the higher speed zones and when the heavy vehicle was a semi-trailer.
Subsequent analysis examined collisions involving semi-trailers and rigid trucks
separately, within each of two groups of speed zones at the accident location (up to 75
km/h; 80 km/h and above).

A large number of environmental, crash, occupant, vehicle and impact factors were
found to be related to higher levels of injury severity of the car occupants. These were:

(a) Environmental factors

rural roads outside towns

curved road alignments
at Stop signs
at Give Way signs (in most situations)
at cross intersections (in most situations)
away from intersections, for rigid truck collisions in the low speed zones
in the outer areas of Melbourne, for rigid truck collisions in the low speed zones

(b) Crash factors

car and truck approaching at right angles at intersections
head on crashes

car colliding with truck rear
right turn against crashes involving semi-trailers
car/truck collisions also involving a fixed object collision, when the truck was a
rigid truck in the low speed zones or a semi-trailer in, the high speed zones



(c) Car Occupant factors

unrestrained occupants
aged over 55 years
aged 18-25 years, for collisions in the high speed zones
male

positive BAC reading, for collisions in the low speed zones
driver seating position, for collisions with semi-trailers in the high speed zones

(d) Vehicle factors

small car (500 to 750 Kg)
intermediate size car (1250 to 1500 Kg) in the high speed zones
registered truck weight over 30 tonnes
truck to car mass ratio exceeding 20 (an exponentially increasing relationship
between injury severity and mass ratio was also found)
truck model years 1960-69, in the high speed zones

(e) Collision points

impacts to the car:
right side
left side, for collisions in the low speed zones
front

resulting in extensive damage to the car

impacts to the truck:
front, especially the right front corner
left side

rear, for collisions in the low speed zones

impact configurations
front of truck colliding with car and producing extensive damage
front to front impacts between car and truck

These factors define target groups for countermeasures which should be designed to
reduce injury severity, with priority given to severity reduction in the specific
circumstances and characteristics of the target group. The target groups also define
car/truck crash types and circumstances which should be priority areas for
countermeasures aimed at preventing collisions involving trucks.

The analysis also found that nearly 40% of car occupants killed or seriously injured in
car/truck collisions resulted from front to front impacts. Some 60% of these collisions
involved impacts with the front corners of the truck, with more than half of these corner
impacts being to the right front corner.

A priority area for a countermeasure to reduce car occupant injury severity is improved
frontal structures of trucks, especially the front corners outside the frame side members
and especially the right front corner. There are developments in Europe to improve the
front corners of trucks by structures which absorb energy and also reduce over-ride of the
struck car in off-set front to front impacts.
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MONASH UNIVERSITY ACCIDENT RESEARCH CENTRE

ACCIDENT DATA ANALYSIS PROJECT

HIGH SEVERITY GROUP:

CARS STRUCK BY HEA VY VEHICLES

INTRODUCTION

The Accident Data Analysis Project has the general objective to disaggregate the road

accident problem using mass accident data to find groups of road users, vehicles and road

segments which would be suitable targets for countermeasures. Its specific objectives

include finding high severity groups, ie. groups with high rates of severe injury per
accident involvement.

In Victoria, generally only casualty accidents involving death or injury are available for
analysis. Claims to the Transport Accident Commission result from injuries suffered
during road accidents, and Police reports on non-injury accidents (property damage only)
are not suitable for analysis because of uncertainties about reasons for reporting. This
means that in general high severity must be measured in terms of rates of severe injury
suffered by injured persons.

The method was to seek sub-groups having relatively high injury severity rates within the
overall group known to have high injury severity, namely occupants of passenger cars
struck by heavy vehicles, compared with car occupants struck by other types of vehicle.

BACKGROUND

Information on the injury severity rate of occupants of cars and station wagons which
collided with other vehicles of various types (including heavy vehicle types) in Victoria
during 1984-87 was assembled for the Road Safety Strategy Facts Document (VIe
ROADS 1990). Figure 1 from this document shows that injured car occupants are four
to seven times more likely to be killed when the striking vehicle is a heavy vehicle,
compared with being struck by another car. The figure also shows that car occupants are
substantially more likely to be taken to hospital when struck by a heavy vehicle than
otherwise.

Thus occupants of passenger cars struck by heavy vehicles are clearly a high severity
group in aggregate. The objective of this study was to establish sub-groups within this
aggregate group having particularly high injury severities, as a basis of target groups for
countermeasures to reduce injury severity or to prevent crashes in the circumstances
which lead to particularly severe injury.

DATA

Information was extracted from Police accident reports covering persons killed or injured
in accidents involving heavy vehicles (semi-trailer, rigid truck, bus or coach) in Victoria
during 1984-89. Injury was defined by the new injury scale adopted by the Police in
1989, and applied retrospectively to the 1984-88 data. A serious injury was a case
recorded by the Police as admitted to hospital, or as a major injury (requiring hospital



admittance). In practice this may include cases taken to hospital and treated, but not
formally admitted.
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There were 9260 casualty accidents involving heavy vehicles during the period, resulting
in 9460 injured persons who were occupants of other vehicles or who were motorcyclists,
bicyclists or pedestrians. Details of the injury severity of these persons are given in
Table 1.

Table 1: Persons Injured in Accidents Involving Heavy Vehicles, 1984-89.
Vehicle type occupied by injury severity (% of all severities).

CarStationUtilityMotor-BicycleOtherPedes-Total

Wagon

or Vancycle Vehicletrian

Killed

305363838291391550

(4.8)
(4.2)(6.2)(9.8)(8.1)(5.7)(13.8)(5.8)

Serious Injury

1824253195207123852882975

(28.7)
(29.4)(31.7)(53.5)(34.2)(37.0)(43.6)(31.4)

Other Injury

42185713831422081322815935

(66.5)
(66.4)(62.2)(36.7)(57.8)(57.4)(42.6)(62.7)

Total
63478606163873602306609460

This study focussed on the injury severity of the occupants of cars and station wagons
struck by heavy vehicles. To simplify the collision mechanisms being considered, the
analysis was confined to accidents involving only two vehicles, ie. a heavy vehicle
colliding with a car or station wagon. These crashes cover 5496 or 76% of the 7207
injured occupants of cars and station wagons, and their injuries were no less severe than
the remaining 24%. Henceforth, these occupants will be described as "car occupants".
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The data included potentially valuable information related to the vehicles involved such

as registered weight, rated horsepower, year of manufacture and point of collision on the

car or heavy vehicle. However weight and power were added to the Police report by
matching with the vehicle register and were present for less than 50% of the vehicles.

Point of collision was collected by the Police from 1987 onwards and was present for
50% of the cars and 46% of the heavy vehicles.

METHOD

Injury severity was measured by the percentage of injured car occupants who were killed

or seriously injured, with special attention to the percentage killed. Before examining
factors affecting injury severity in detail, it was considered necessary to examine the

effects of two factors which had the potential to dominate any of the more subtle effects.
These were:

speed of the heavy vehicle involved (the speed zone at the accident location was
available, but actual vehicle speeds are not reported by the Police),

mass of the heavy vehicle (registered weight was available in 37% of cases; in
addition, a prior analysis had shown that the semi-trailers involved were
substantially heavier than rigid trucks).

These factors measure the "crash exposure" of the car occupants to the risk of injury and
injury severity. Crash exposure is analogous to "accident exposure" which measures
exposure to the risk of accident involvement. Controlling differences in crash exposure
is necessary to examine the effects of other factors on injury severity.

Figure 2 shows that most of the car occupant casualties from collisions with heavy
vehicles result from crashes in 60 km/h speed zones, however crashes in 100 km/h zones
have the highest frequency of occupants killed. When injury severity is considered,
Figure 3 shows that the risk of severe injury to the injured car occupant increases with
the speed zone limit. In the 100 and 110 km/h speed zones, 11% of car occupants injured
in collisions with heavy vehicles were killed.

Figures 4 and 5 confirm that the bulk of car occupant casualties arising from heavy
vehicle impacts occurred in speed zones up to 75 km/h, but that semi-trailers were a
higher proportion of the heavy vehicles involved when the crash occurred in speed zones
80 km/h and above. Figures 6 and 7 show that in both speed zone environments, semi
trailer collisions resulted in higher injury severities to injured car occupants compared to
collisions with rigid trucks and buses or coaches.

This preliminary analysis showed that both the speed zone and the type of heavy vehicle
were major factors affecting the injury severity of the car occupants. In addition, there
was a strong association between these two factors, due to the more extensive use of
semi-trailers in high speed limit environments compared with rigid trucks and buses.
However, no one factor could fully account for the effects of both. Accordingly, in the
main analysis it was necessary to control both factors when examining the effects of
other factors on car occupant injury severity. Because there were relatively few
casualties resulting from collisions with buses or coaches, these collisions were ignored
in the main analysis.
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FIGURE 2
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FIGURE 3

INJURY SEVERITY OF CAR OCCUPANTS INVOLVED
IN COLLISIONS WITH HEAVY VEHICLES
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The method was to analyse the effect on injury severity (defined above) of each of the
environmental, crash, occupant and vehicle factors available in the data. This was done
within each of the four categories defined by two groups of speed zones (up to 75 km/h;
80 km/h and above) and the two types of trucks (semi-trailers; rigid trucks), except in the
case of the vehicle factors and points of collision where sparsity of data required the two
truck types to be combined. Where a factor was related to injury severity with statistical
significance (Chi-square test; p < 0.1), the factor category or categories with high injury
severity is reported in the results section. For reference, the overall injury severity (%
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killed, % seriously injured) of all car occupants in the speed zone by heavy vehicle type
category is also given.

FIGURE 4
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RESULTS

1. Environmental Factors

Figures 8-11 show that there was higher injury severity to car occupants in car/truck
collisions on rural roads outside towns, on curves, and at Stop signs, for all four
categories of truck type and speed zone. In addition, there were higher injury severities
in collisions at Give Way signs, for all but semi-trailer collisions in the higher speed
zones.
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Car occupant injury severity was also higher for collisions at cross intersections for all

but car/rigid truck collisions in speed zones up to 75 kmIh; in the case of these collisions

there was higher injury severity than expected away from intersections and in the outer

areas of Melbourne (Figure 9).
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FIGURE 10
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FIGURE 11
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2. CrashFactors

Percentage of Injured Car Occupants

Higher injury severities to car occupants were consistently observed from crashes
between a car and a truck approaching at right angles at intersections, in head on crashes,
and when the car collided with the truck rear, for all four categories of truck type and
speed zone (Figures 12-15).

In speed zones up to 75 km/h, semi-trailers colliding with cars in right turn crashes also
resulted in more severe injuries to the car occupants than expected (Figure 12). In the
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same speed zones, higher injury severities resulted when a car/rigid truck collision

involved a vehicle striking a fixed object on the road or roadside, possibly in a
subsequent impact (Figure 13).

Likewise, collisions between cars and semi-trailers in the high speed zones were
particularly severe for the car occupant when a collision with a fixed object was also
involved (Figure 14).

FIGURE 12
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FIGURE 13
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FIGURE 14
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FIGURE 15
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3. Car OccupantFactors

Percentage of Injured Car Occupants

In all four categories of truck type and speed zone, the injury severity of the car occupant
was higher when the occupant was unrestrained, aged over 55 years, or male (Figures 16
19). In addition, it was consistently higher when the occupant had a positive BAC, for
collisions in the low speed zones, but not in the high speed zones.

For car/truck collisions in the high speed zones, the car occupant injury severity was also
consistently higher for occupants aged 18-25 years. When the impacting truck was a
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semi-trailer in these speed zones, the car driver injury severity was higher than expected
(Figure 18).
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FIGURE 17
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FIGURE 18
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FIGURE 19
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4. VehicleFactors

Percentage of Injured Car Occupants

Information on vehicle weight and power was available for less than 50% of the cars and
trucks involved, so it was necessary to combine the collisions involving semi-trailers and
rigid trucks for this analysis.

Figure 20 shows that higher injury severity to car occupants in speed zones up to 75 km/h
was related to occupying small cars, colliding with trucks weighing over 30 tonnes, and
collisions where the truck to car mass ratio exceeded 20. Figure 21 shows that the car
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occupant injury severity increased exponentially with the mass ratio in car/truck
collisions in these speed zones.

FIGURE 20
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FIGURE 21

TRUCK TO CAR MASS RATIO

(CarlTruck collisions in Speed Zones up to 75 kmIh)
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In speed zones of 80 km/h and above, higher injury severity was related to occupying
small or intermediate size cars (Figure 22). It was also related to the colliding truck
having weight exceeding 30 tonnes, model years 1960-69, and the truck to car mass ratio
exceeding 20. The relationship between car occupant injury severity and the mass ratio
was less clear than that found in the lower speed zones, but an exponential relationship
with the risk of fatal injury was apparent (Figure 23).
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FIGURE 22
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FIGURE 23
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5. Point of Collision

The point of collision on the car and truck was available for analysis for collisions
occurring during 1987-89 only. Due to the sparsity of data on this factor, the collisions
involving the two types of truck were combined for this analysis also.

Figure 24 shows that higher injury severity was sustained by car occupants colliding with
trucks in the lower speed zones when the car was struck in either the left or right side, in
the front, and especially when the car was extensively damaged. So far as points of
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impact on the truck are concerned, the highest injury severity to the car occupants
resulted when the impact was to the right front corner, the left side or the rear of the
truck.

FIGURE 24
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In speed zones of 80 kmJh and above, higher injury severity was observed for occupants
of cars struck by trucks in the right side or the front, or when the car was extensively
damaged (Figure 25). Impacts with the front or left side of the truck resulted in the
highest injury severity to car occupants in these speed zones.

FIGURE 25
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6. Interaction of Points of Collision

The interaction between the points of collision on the car and the truck were analysed to

determine those combinations which were most frequent and most injurious. Initially the
collisions to the front and rear corners were combined with the other front and rear

collision points, respectively.

Eight combinations of car and truck collision points covered 95% of the cases analysed.

The number of injured car occupants resulting from these eight configurations are shown

in Figures 26 and 27. Note that the front-front car/truck collision configuration appears in
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both figures. This configuration represents 718 or 32.5% of the total injured car
occupants in car/truck collisions.

Figures 28 and 29 show the car occupant injury severity from each of the eight collision
configurations. The highest injury severity resulted when a frontal collision by a truck
produced extensive damage to the car. Impacts between the front of a truck and the rear

of a car resulted in relatively low injury severity to the car occupants. Front to front

collisions produced the greatest number of injured car occupants, and were also
associated with one of the highest levels of injury severity.

FIGURE 28
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Tables 2 and 3 show that nearly 40% of car occupants killed and seriously injured in

car/truck collisions resulted from front to front impacts. This finding compares well with

Danner et al (1989) who found that 49 or 38% of 129 car occupants killed in collisions

with trucks in Bavaria, West Germany during 1984 were from front to front impacts.

Table 2: Car Occupants Killed in Collisions with Trucks, 1987·89 (% of total).

Point of Collision on Truck

Point of Collision
RightLeftFrontRearExtensiveTOTAL

on Car
SideSide Dama2e

Right Side

2 22 24

(1.6)
(17.6) (19.2)

Left Side
88

(6.4)

(6.4)
Front

264711 66

(1.6)
(4.8)(37.6)(8.8) (52.8)

Rear
66

(4.8)
(4.8)

Extensive
11162121

Dama~e
(0.8)(0.8)(12.8)(1.6)(0.8)(16.8)

TOTAL
5799131125

(4.0)
(5.6)(79.2)(10.4)(0.8)(100.0)

Table 3: Car Occupants Seriously Injured in Collisions with Trucks, 1987·89
(% of total).

Point of Collision on Truck

Point of Collision
RightLeftFrontRearExtensiveTOTAL

on Car
SideSide Damage

Right Side

41574 66

(0.6)
(0.1)(8.4)(0.6) (9.7)

Left Side
3535

(5.1)
(5.1)

Front
383026610815457

(5.6)
(4.4)(39.1)(15.9)(2.2)(67.1)

Rear
2 521 55

(0.3)
(7.6)(0.1) (8.1)

Extensive
27488368

Dama~e
(0.3)(1.0)(7.0)(1.2)(0.4)(10.0)

TOTAL
463845812118681

(6.8)
(5.6)(67.3)(17.8)(2.6)(100.0)

A detailed examination of the point of collision on the two vehicles is shown in Table 4
for the 718 injured car occupants involved in front to front car/truck collisions. This
analysis shows that 60% of these casualties result from impacts with the front corners of
the truck, with more than half of these involving the right front corner. Danner et al
(1989) found a similar imbalance favouring impacts to the off-side fronts of trucks in
frontal collisions with cars in West Germany. This has led to the development of
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improved frontal structures of trucks, outboard from the frame side members, with the

capacity to absorb energy in front corner impacts and also to reduce over-ride of the car

by the truck (Gruettert et al1989; Danner et alI989).

Table 4: Car Occupants Injured in Front to Front Collisions between Cars and
Trucks, 1987·89 (% of total).

Point of Collision on Truck

Point of Collision on
RightLeft FrontFrontTOTAL

Car

FrontCornerGenerally
CornerRight Front Corner

959565255

(13.2)

(13.2)(9.1)(35.5)
Left Front Corner

871539141

(12.1)

(2.1)(5.4)(19.6)

Front Generally

6374185322

(8.8)
(10.3)(25.8)(44.8)

TOTAL
245184289718

(34.1)
(25.6)(40.3)(100.0)

SUMMARY

The preliminary analysis showed that the injury severity to car occupants struck by heavy
vehicles was associated with the speed zone limit at the crash location and the type of
heavy vehicle involved. Higher injury severities were observed in the higher speed zones
and when the heavy vehicle was a semi-trailer. These factors are related to the crash
exposure to injury risk of the car occupants and need to be controlled in any analysis
aimed at assessing the effects of other factors on car occupant injury severity.

When the car occupants were separately analysed according to two ranges of speed zone
and the two types of truck, the following factors were found to be related to higher injury
severity compared with the overall injury severity of car occupants involved in crashes in
the same speed zone and truck type group:

(a) Environmental factors

rural roads outside towns

curved road alignments
at Stop signs
at Give Way signs (in most situations)
at cross intersections (in most situations)
away from intersections, for rigid truck collisions in the low speed zones
in the outer areas of Melbourne, for rigid truck collisions in the low speed zones
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(b) Crash factors

car and truck approaching at right angles at intersections
head on crashes

car colliding with truck rear

right turn against crashes involving semi-trailers

car/truck collisions also involving a fixed object collision, when the truck was a

rigid truck in the low speed zones or a semi-trailer in the high speed zones

(c) Car Occupant factors

unrestrained occupants

aged over 55 years

aged 18-25 years, for collisions in the high speed zones
male

positive BAC reading, for collisions in the low speed zones
driver seating position, for collisions with semi-trailers in the high speed zones

(d) Vehicle factors

small car (500 to 750 Kg)
intermediate size car (1250 to 1500 Kg) in the high speed zones
registered truck weight over 30 tonnes
truck to car mass ratio exceeding 20 (an exponential relationship between injury
severity and mass ratio was also found)
truck model years 1960-69, in the high speed zones

(e) Collision points

impacts to the car:
right side
left side, for collisions in the low speed zones
front

resulting in extensive damage to the car

impacts to the truck:
front, especially the right front corner
left side

rear, for collisions in the low speed zones

impact configurations
front of truck colliding with car and producing extensive damage
front to front impacts between car and truck

The analysis also found that nearly 40% of car occupants killed or seriously injured in
car/truck collisions resulted from front to front impacts. Some 60% of these collisions
involved impacts with the front corners of the truck, with more than half of these corner
impacts being to the right front corner.
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CONCLUSIONS

A large number of environmental, crash, occupant, vehicle and impact factors have been

found to be related to higher levels of injury severity of car occupants involved in

collisions with heavy vehicles, particularly trucks. These factors define target groups for

countermeasures which should be designed to reduce injury severity, with priority given

to severity reduction in the specific circumstances and characteristics of the target group.

The target groups also define car/truck crash types and circumstances which should be

priority areas for countermeasures aimed at preventing collisions involving trucks.

A priority area for a countermeasure to reduce car occupant injury severity is improved

frontal structures of trucks, especially the front corners outside the frame side members

and especially the right front corner. There are developments in Europe to improve the

front corners of trucks by structures which absorb energy and also reduce over-ride of the

struck car in off-set front to front impacts. These developments have the potential to

reduce the injury severity of up to 60% of car occupants involved in front to front truck
collisions, who in turn represent nearly 40% of those killed or seriously injured in
car/truck collisions.
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MONASH UNIVERSITY ACCIDENT RESEARCH CENTRE

ACCIDENT DATA ANALYSIS PROJECT

HIGH SEVERITY GROUP: MOTORCYCLISTS

INTRODUCTION

The Accident Data Analysis Project has the general objective to disaggregate the road

accident problem using mass accident data to find groups of road users, vehicles and road

segments which would be suitable targets for countermeasures. Its specific objectives

include finding high severity groups, ie. groups with high rates of severe injury per
accident involvement.

In Victoria, generally only casualty accidents involving death or injury are available for
analysis. Claims to the Transport Accident Commission result from injuries suffered
during road accidents, and Police reports on non-injury accidents (property damage only)
are not suitable for analysis because of uncertainties about reasons for reporting. This
means that in general high severity must be measured in terms of rates of severe injury
suffered by injured persons.

The method was to seek sub-groups having relatively high injury severity rates within the
overall group known to have high injury severity, namely motorcyclists in general,
compared with the occupants of other types of vehicles.

BACKGROUND

Information on the injury severity rate of each type of road user injured in accidents in
Victoria during 1984-88 was assembled for the draft Road Safety Strategy Facts
Document (VIC ROADS, unpublished). Figure 1 from this document shows that
motorcyclists have one of the highest rates of severe injury (second only to pedestrians),
with 54% of injured motorcyclists being killed or taken to hospital compared with rates
of less than 40% for other vehicle drivers, passengers and bicyclists.

Thus motorcyclists are clearly a high severity group in aggregate. The objective of this
study was to establish sub-groups within this aggregate group having particularly high
injury severities, as a basis of target groups for countermeasures to reduce injury severity
or to prevent crashes in the circumstances which lead to particularly severe injury.

DATA

Information was extracted from Police accident reports covering motorcyclists killed or
injured in accidents in Victoria during 1984-89. Injury was defined by the new injury
scale adopted by the Police in 1989, and applied retrospectively to the 1984-88 data. A
serious injury was a case recorded by the Police as admitted to hospital, or as a major
injury (requiring hospital admittance). In practice this may include cases taken to
hospital and treated, but not formally admitted.



Some 9% of the motorcyclists involved were pillion passengers. These were excluded

from this analysis to avoid double-counting of motorcycles; this left 12,643 injured
motorcycle riders on which this study was based.

FIGUREl
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Injury severity was measured by the percentage of injured motorcycle riders who were
killed or seriously injured, with special attention to the percentage killed. Before
examining factors affecting injury severity in detail, it was considered necessary to
examine the effects of two factors which had the potential to dominate any of the more
subtle effects. These were:

speed of the motorcycle (the speed zone at the accident location was available,
but actual vehicle speeds are not reported by the Police),

location of the crash (previous research in the Accident Data Analysis Project has
shown that the various high risk groups of motorcyclists with high injury severity
rates are over-represented at certain locations; however the effect of location may
be reflected in the speed zone applicable there).

These factors measure the "crash exposure" of the motorcyclists to the risk of injury and
injury severity. Crash exposure is analogous to "accident exposure" which measures
exposure to the risk of accident involvement. Controlling differences in crash exposure
may be necessary to examine the effects of other factors on injury severity.

Figure 2 shows that most of the motorcyclist casualties resulted from crashes in speed
zones up to 60 km/h. When injury severity is considered, Figure 3 shows that the risk of
severe injury to the injured motorcyclist increased with the speed zone limit; this
difference was statistically significant (Chi-square = 190.5, d.f. = 14; p < 0.001). The
difference in the proportion killed between the 80 & 90 km/h and the 100 & 110 km/h
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subtle effects. These were:

speed of the motorcycle (the speed zone at the accident location was available,
but actual vehicle speeds are not reported by the Police),

location of the crash (previous research in the Accident Data Analysis Project has
shown that the various high risk groups of motorcyclists with high injury severity
rates are over-represented at certain locations; however the effect of location may
be reflected in the speed zone applicable there).

These factors measure the "crash exposure" of the motorcyclists to the risk of injury and
injury severity. Crash exposure is analogous to "accident exposure" which measures
exposure to the risk of accident involvement. Controlling differences in crash exposure
may be necessary to examine the effects of other factors on injury severity.

Figure 2 shows that most of the motorcyclist casualties resulted from crashes in speed
zones up to 60 km/h. When injury severity is considered, Figure 3 shows that the risk of
severe injury to the injured motorcyclist increased with the speed zone limit; this
difference was statistically significant (Chi-square = 190.5, dJ. = 14; p < 0.001). The
difference in the proportion killed between the 80 & 90 km/h and the 100 & 110 km/h
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speed zones was however not significant and should not be regarded as reliable because
of the small numbers involved in the 80 & 90 km/h zones.

FIGURE 2
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When the crash location is considered, Figure 4 shows that the motorcyclist casualties
were fairly evenly distributed over the inner, middle and outer areas of the Melbourne
Statistical Division (MSD) and the rural urban and non-urban areas outside towns. From
Figure 5 it can be seen that the injury severity increased marginally within the MSD as
the crash location moved to the outer areas, but increased more substantially in rural
areas when the crashes were outside towns. The effect of crash location on injury
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severity was also statistically significant (Chi-square = 108.8, dJ. = 8; p < 0.001).

FIGURE 4
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This preliminary analysis showed that both the speed zone and the crash location were
major factors affecting the injury severity of the motorcyclists. The effect of speed zone
appeared stronger and more systematic, as would be expected because of the dominant
role of impact speed on injury risk and severity. It was considered that most of the
apparent effects of the crash location could be explained by the different mixes of speed
zones existing in each area, ego a greater proportion of the higher speed zones would be
found in the outer areas of the MSD, and on rural open roads, than in the urban areas.
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(The main analysis was able to examine the interaction effect of speed zone and crash

location on motorcyclist injury severity more fully.) Accordingly, for the main analysis
it was decided to control only for speed zone, by separately analysing the motorcyclist
casualties in two groups (up to 75 km/h; 80 km/h and above). Table 1 shows the number

of motorcycle riders analysed in each speed zone group.

Table 1: Motorcycle Riders Injured in Crashes, 1984·89 (% of all severities).

Speed ZoneSpeed Zone
UP to 75kmlh

80 kmlh & above
Killed

236144

(2.4)

(5.3)

Serious Injury
42611403

(43.4)

(51.7)

Other Injury
53211169

(54.2)
(43.0)

TOTAL
98182716

(100.0)
(100.0)

The method was to analyse the effect on injury severity (defined above) of each of the
environmental, situational, crash, motorcycle rider and motorcycle factors available in
the data. Where a factor was related to injury severity with statistical significance (Chi
square test; p < 0.1), the factor category or categories with high injury severity are
reported in the results section. For reference, the overall injury severity (% killed, %
seriously injured) of all motorcycle riders in the speed zone category is also given.

RESULTS

The significant situational and motorcycle rider factors related to high injury severity
were almost identical for crashes in the two speed zone categories. Accordingly, the data
was pooled across speed zone in order to improve the estimates of injury severity relating
to each significant factor and to simplify the presentation of results. The significant
environmental, crash and motorcycle factors differed by speed zone, so these results are
reported separately.

Specifically, the effect of crash location on injury severity appeared to differ by speed
zone. The presence of a three-way interaction between these variables was examined
using the GLIM (Generalised Linear Interactive Modelling) system (Baker and Nelder
1978; Aitkin et al1989). The test for a three-way interaction was marginally statistically
significant (scaled deviance = 14.8, dJ. = 8, tested as Chi-square; p < 0.1). This result
suggested that crash location has an effect on motorcyclist injury severity over and above
the effect of speed zone.

1. Environmental Factors

There were no substantial differences in injury severity related to factors describing the
crash environment, after the speed zone was taken into account. Nevertheless, there were
some statistically significant differences, described below.
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In the speed zones up to 75 km/h, there was higher injury severity to motorcycle riders in
crashes on curves and at locations in the middle and outer areas of the Melbourne

Statistical Division (Figure 6). There were also higher injury severities in crashes at Stop
and Give Way signs.

FIGURE 6

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS RELATED TO INJURY SEVERITY

in speed zones up to 75 krnn1 (9818 Injured Motorcyclists)
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In the speed zones of 80 km/h and above, crashes on non-urban rural roads outside towns
resulted in higher injury severity to motorcycle riders (Figure 7). As in the lower speed
zones, there were also higher injury severities at Stop and Give Way signs. However, in
contrast with the lower speed zones, there was no evidence of higher injury severities in
crashes on curves in the higher speed zones compared with the overall injury severity for
these zones.

FIGURE 7

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS RELATED TO INJURY SEVERITY

in speed zones 80 kmJhand above (2716 Injured Motorcyclists)
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2. SituationalFactors

As may be expected, there were few situational factors with a substantial relationship to

motorcyclist injury severity. The significant factors appeared similar in the two speed

zone groups, so the results for all speed zones combined are given in Figure 8.

FIGURES

SITUATIONAL FACTORS RELATED TO INJURY SEVERITY

(12643 Injured Motorcyclists)
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Compared to crashes at all times, injury severity was higher in crashes during 6pm to
6am and during those times of the week when alcohol involvement in accidents is highest
("alcohol times"). Injury severity was also higher on Saturdays and, in particular, on
Sundays.

Higher injury severities were observed in dark conditions with street lights on, and
especially where no street lights were present.

3. CrashFactors

Various crash factors were strongly related to motorcyclist injury severity. While the
two speed zone groups had many of these factors in common, there were some
substantial differences.

In the lower speed zones, the highest injury severity was observed in collisions with fixed
objects (Figure 9). Compared with crashes of all types, there were higher injury
severities in collisions with other vehicles, in crashes involving three or more vehicles,
and especially in head on collisions and impacts with a parked vehicle, but also in right
turn against crashes at intersections and collisions with the rear of another vehicle.

In the higher speed zones, the highest injury severities were observed in head on
collisions and in right turn against crashes at intersections (Figure 10). Higher injury
severities also occurred in collisions with other vehicles, in multi-vehicle crashes with
two as well as more than two vehicles involved, and in intersection collisions between
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cross traffic. Crashes involving overtaking or manoeuvring, such as U-tuming and
parking or unparking, also resulted in higher injury severity, as did collisions with fixed
objects.

FIGURE 9

CRASH FACTORS RELATED TO INJURY SEVERITY

in speed zones up to 75 km/h (9818 Injured Motorcyclists}
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FIGURE 10

CRASH FACTORS RELATED TO INJURY SEVERITY

in speed zones 80 km/h and above (2716 Injured Motorcyclists}
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In collisions with objects in the lower speed zones, higher injury severities were observed
when the object hit was a traffic sign, embankment, fence or wall, tree, pole, traffic
island, or other fixed object (Figure 11). In the higher speed zones, the objects hit in
crashes resulting in higher injury severities were traffic signs, trees, guide posts, guard
rails, and fences or walls (Figure 12).
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FIGURE 11

OBJECT HIT (by motorcycles hitting objects)
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FIGURE 12
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OBJECT HIT (by motorcycles hitting objects)
in speed zones 80 kmIh and above (500 Injured Motorcyclists)
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Previous research based on the same data has shown that collisions between motorcycles
and heavy vehicles resulted in substantially higher motorcyclist injury severity than in
motorcycle crashes in general (Cameron 1990). The percentage of injured motorcyclists
who were killed was increased more than three times and nearly 10% more motorcyclists
were seriously injured in collisions with heavy vehicles.
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4. MotorcycleRider Factors

The significant rider factors related to increased injury severity were similar in the two

speed zones groups, so the results for all speed zones combined are given in Figure 13.

FIGURE 13

MOTORCYCLE RIDER FACTORS RELATED TO INJURY SEVERITY

(12643lnjuried Motorcyclists)
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The highest injury severity was found for those riders aged under 18 years, but compared
with riders of all ages, there were also higher injury severities for riders aged 18-25 and
those aged over 55. Linked to these fmdings for the younger riders was the marginally
higher injury severities for riders with less than three years experience and those with a
probatiqnary licence. Figure 14 shows. evidence of decreasing injury severity with
increasing experience; this relationship was statistically significant.

FIGURE 14

INJURY SEVERITY OF MOTORCYCLE RIDERS BY LICENCE EXPERIENCE
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Substantially higher injury severities were sustained by those motorcyclists riding
without a helmet, riding unlicensed, or with a positive blood alcohol concentration
(BAC). Figure 15 shows a strong relationship between increasing BAC level and
increasing injury severity; this was also statistically significant.

FIGURE IS

INJURY SEVERITY OF MOTORCYCLE RIDERS BY BAC LEVEL
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S. MotorcycleFactors

In the speed zones up to 75 kmIh, higher injury severities were observed for motorcycles
with engine capacities of 126-250 cc, for motorcycles involved in front impacts, and
especially for motorcycles which were extensively damaged (Figure 16).

FIGURE 16

MOTORCYCLE FACTORS RELATED TO INJURY SEVERITY
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In the higher speed zones, motorcycles with engine capacities in the ranges 501-750 cc,

and above 1000 cc, were related to higher injury severity (Figure 17). As in the lower

speed zones, higher injury severities were found for motorcycles in front impacts and
those extensively damaged.

FIGURE 17

MOTORCYCLE FACTORS RELATED TO INJURY SEVERITY

in speed zones 80 kmIh and above (2716 Injured Motorcyclists)
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The preliminary analysis showed that the injury severity of motorcycle riders was
associated with the speed zone limit and the crash location. Higher injury severities were
observed in the higher speed zones and this factor was considered to explain most of the
apparent effect of crash location.

When the motorcycle riders were separately analysed according to two ranges of speed
zone (up to 75 kmIh; 80 kmIh and above), the following factors were found to be related
to higher injury severity compared with the overall injury severity of riders involved in
crashes in the same speed zone group:

(a) Environmental factors

curved road alignment, in the low speed zones
middle and outer areas of Melbourne, in the low speed zones
rural roads outside towns, in the high speed zones
at Stop signs
at Give Way signs
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(b) Situational factors

6pm to 6am
alcohol times of the week

Sundays
Saturdays

dark conditions, with no street lights present, but also when street lights were
present and on

(c) Crash factors

collisions with other vehicles, especially crashes involving three or more vehicles
head on collisions

collisions with heavy vehicles

right turn against crashes at intersections
collisions between cross traffic at intersections, in the high speed zones
motorcycle crashing into a parked vehicle or into the rear of another vehicle, in
the low speed zones
crashes involving overtaking or manoeuvring (such as U-turning and parking or
unparking), in the high speed zones
collisions with fixed objects, especially:

traffic signs
embankments, in the low speed zones
trees

poles, in the low speed zones
fences or walls

traffic islands and other fixed objects, in the low speed zones
guide posts and guard rails, in the high speed zones

(d) Motorcycle rider factors

rider aged over 55
rider aged up to 25, and especially those under 18 years
less than three years experience (a relationship linking decreasing injury severity
with increasing experience was found)
probationary licence
helmet not worn
unlicensed

positive BAC (a relationship linking increasing injury severity with increasing
BAC level was also found)

(e) Motorcycle factors

engine capacity 126-250 cc, in the low speed zones
engine capacity 501-750 cc, or above 1000 cc, in the high speed zones
front impacts
impacts resulting in extensive damage to the motorcycle
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CONCLUSIONS

A large number of environmental, situational, crash, rider, and motorcycle factors have
been found to be related to higher levels of injury severity of motorcycle riders. These
factors define target groups for countermeasures which should be designed to reduce

injury severity, with priority given to severity reduction in the specific circumstances and
characteristics of the target group. The target groups also define motorcycle crash types

and circumstances which should be priority areas for countermeasures aimed at

preventing collisions involving motorcycles.
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SPEEDING DRIVERS
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MONASH UNIVERSITY ACCIDENT RESEARCH CENTRE

ACCIDENT DATA ANALYSIS PROJECT

ACCIDENT INVOLVEMENT CLUSTERS:

SPEEDING DRIVERS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Drivers involved in serious casualty accidents were categorised into three populations of
crashes considered likely to be speed related :

· Drivers running off the road on curves (population 1)

· Drivers hitting another vehicle in the rear (Population 2)
• Drivers involved in pedestrian accidents resulting in death or serious injury

(Population 3).

Eight large clusters of drivers were found for Population 1 and six large clusters for each of
both Populations 2 and Population 3. For each population, the corresponding clusters together
represented at least 70% of the total drivers involved in a speed related accident type.

The drivers in Population 1 were involved in most of their accidents on rural roads (52%)
compared with the drivers in Populations 2 and 3 (12% and 6%, respectively). These two
populations of drivers were more frequently involved in accidents in the inner and middle
areas of the Melbourne Statistical Division (MSD). Population 1 drivers were also more
likely to be aged 18-25 (52%), have a BAC above zero (43%), to crash at night (55%) or on
wet roads (32%), and to drive older cars (48% more than ten years old) than the other
populations.

The largest cluster in Population 1, representing 21% of the total drivers running off the road
on curves, was :

· mostly drivers with zero BAC
· mostly during day time
· mostly on weekdays
· mostly on dry roads
· more often female drivers than the population average
· more often in middle MSD locations than average
· more often drivers of small cars than average.

The largest cluster in Population 2, representing 31% of drivers hitting another vehicle in the
rear, was:

· only drivers with zero BAC
· mostly during day time
• mostly on weekdays
· mostly on dry roads
• more often driving a car less than 6 years old than the population average
· more often in middle MSD locations than average.



The largest cluster in Population 3, representing 29% of drivers hitting pedestrians resulting

in death or serious injury, was :

· only on dry roads

· mostly in inner MSD locations

• otherwise similar to the population in total.

Speed enforcement supported by mass media publicity should be focus sed on the identified

clusters and aimed at deterring excessive speeding behaviour.
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INTRODUCTION

The Accident Data Analysis Project has the general objective to disaggregate the road
accident problem using mass accident data to find groups of road users, vehicles and road
segments which would be suitable targets for countermeasures. Its specific objectives include
finding accident involvement clusters, ie. groups involved in accidents who are homogeneous
on a number of factors relevant to accident countermeasure design and as large as possible.
Suitable factors could include age, sex, experience, blood alcohol content, time of day, day of
week, location, and weather, road and lighting conditions.

The aim of finding large and homogeneous target groups is that this allows a single
countermeasure to be applied to each group, thus distributing all or some of the costs more
widely and requiring a lower level of effectiveness per target group member for the

countermeasure to be cost-beneficial. With this approach to countermeasure design, the
target group does not necessarily need to have a high risk of accident involvement. However,
there is evidence that excessively speeding drivers (defined as exceeding the average speed of
the traffic stream by 25 km/h or more) do have substantially higher risks of crash
involvement (Research Triangle Institute 1970, West and Dunn 1971). This means that it is
likely that effective countermeasures to the accidents involving the target groups (ie. clusters
of excessively speeding drivers) can be found.

STUDY OBJECTIVE

The objective of this analysis was to determine groups of interrelated road accident
characteristics related to excessive speed (not necessarily exceeding the speed limit of a road,
but also speeding relative to the conditions or to the driver's experience) for drivers of cars
and station wagons involved in accidents resulting in fatal or serious injury.

DATA

The study was based on a file of 196,025 drivers involved in casualty accidents during 1984
89 which were reported to the Police. A casualty accident is reportable if a person is killed or
injured. The Police adopted a new definition of injury in 1989, and this definition has been
applied retrospectively to the 1984-88 data.

METHOD

Cluster analysis was used to categorize excessively speeding drivers involved in accidents
into relatively homogeneous sub-populations, based on a set of important variables, to
determine groups with similar road accident characteristics, called Clusters (SPSS 1988;
Norusis 1985). Details of the analysis methods used are given by Mach (1991).

Pre-crash travel speeds of accident involved vehicles are not available in the accident data
file. Thus the data cannot indicate whether the accident was caused by excessive speed (not
necessarily exceeding the speed limit of a road, but also speeding relative to the conditions or
to the driver's experience). Therefore, it was necessary to make assumptions about the
likelihood of "speeding" being a contributory factor to the crash. Drummond (1990)
approached this issue in three ways by analysing;
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1. Single vehicle run-off-road accidents on straight and curved sections of road (assuming
that higher travel speeds contribute more to crashes on curves).

2. Rear-end crashes, by comparing the drivers of the hitting vehicle with the drivers of the

vehicles being hit (assuming that the travel speed of the hitting vehicle was a
contributory factor).

3. Drivers involved in fatal pedestrian accidents compared with drivers involved in injury
pedestrian accidents (assuming that a major difference between these two is the
immediate pre-crash travel speed).

As a consequence, the study has been divided into three independent analyses each based on
one of these "Speeding Definitions". In addition, only those accidents which resulted in death

or serious injury were considered, since these severe crashes were particularly likely to have
involved excessive speed. Car and station wagon drivers only were analysed. The three
groups of drivers which were independently analysed (each involved in a crash type which
suggested that the driver was speeding excessively) were:

· Drivers running off the road on curves (population 1)
• Drivers hitting another vehicle in the rear (Population 2)
· Drivers involved in pedestrian accidents resulting in death or serious injury

(Population 3).

After careful examination of all the variables in the data file, it was found that only some of
them were relevant. Variables excluded from the analysis were those that contained a
relatively large amount of missing data, were highly correlated with any of the chosen
variables listed below, or had been shown to be unrelated to travel speed behaviour (Fildes et
al, 1991). An "important" variable for clustering was defined (following PACIFIC
NORTHWEST, 1973) as one which was strongly represented in each of the cluster variables
and was highly dispersed (most clusters contain markedly different values for a given
variable).

Chosen Variables

AGE
GENDER
CARAGE
TIME
DAYWEEK
LOCATION
ROADCOND
BACNEW
WEIGHT

Age of driver.
Driver 's sex.

Age of the car at the time of crash.
Time of the day.
Day of the week.
Location of the accident.

Condition of the road at the time of the accident (wet or dry).
BAC level of the driver.

Weight of the vehicle.

The aim was to find at least six and not more than nine clusters which satisfied two
conditions :

1. The size of each cluster is at least 5% of the population,
2. All the clusters describe at least 70% of the population - may be slightly less, if further

merging of clusters does not provide any better results.
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Two steps were used to develop the requisite clusters. The fIrst was to obtain 30 clusters by
cluster analysis, then the second was to merge these clusters, if any of the above conditions
have not been met.

The 30 clusters produced initially for each population are described in detail by Mach (1991).
It was found that the initial clusters from Populations 1 and 2 satisfied both conditions and

further merging of clusters did not provide any better results, therefore no further analyses
were carried out. However Population 3 only satisfied the fIrst condition, but violated the
second, leading to further analysis. The procedure was to merge the two clusters with the
smallest distance between their centres until a stage was reached where any two clusters had a
relatively large distance between their centres (Mach 1991).

RESULTS

Clusters of drivers involved in fatal or serious injury accidents, describing at least 70% of a
specific population considered to be speeding, were found. Each of these clusters described at
least 5% of the corresponding population. Three populations were defIned according to the
Speed Definitions. They were drivers running off the road on curves (population 1), the
drivers running into the rear of other vehicles (population 2), and the drivers hitting
pedestrians resulting in death or serious injury (population 3).

Population 1 (Drivers running off the road on curves)

There were 420 cases (Table 1) available for this analysis. They were mainly drivers aged
from 18 to 25 and 26 to 40 with 52% and 27% of the total, respectively. Male drivers make
up 65% compared to 35% female drivers. The cars they drove were more than ten years old
in 52% of the cases. Crashes at night and on weekends represented 55% and 57% of the
cases, respectively (however, 43% of these crashes occurred on weekends). Accidents on
rural open roads accounted for 52%. In contrast, the inner Melbourne Statistical Division
(MSD) and urban rural areas represented only 6% and 7%, respectively. Of all road
conditions, 65% of these accidents happened on a dry road and 32% on a wet road. There
were 31% compact cars involved in this type of accident compared to only 4% mini cars.
57% of these drivers had Blood Alcohol Concentration (HAC) levels of essentially zero
(either 0.00 or 0.01), but 20% had a BAC between 0.1 and 0.2.

There are 8 clusters (Table 1) which satisfIed the two conditions (given above in the Method
section), describing 74% of the population. The two largest clusters, Cluster 1 (88 or 21% of
the drivers running off road on curves) and Cluster 2 (49 or 12% of cases), both represent
female drivers with zero BAC level, having accidents more often at day time than average for
the population, but they differ in other characteristics. More of the drivers of Cluster 1 drove
a small car and more crashed in the inner MSD than the Population average, crashing mostly
on weekdays and on dry roads. More of the drivers of Cluster 2 drove large cars with age up
to 5 years old, with more of these drivers over 55 years old, having accidents mostly on rural
open roads and more often on wet roads.

Cluster 3 (48 or 11% of cases) is described by mostly drivers aged between 18 to 25, with
zero BAC, and more often driving cars aged between 11 and 20 years old. They crashed more
often on weekends and mostly on wet roads in outer MSD locations.
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TABLE 1: FIRST EIGHT CLUSTERS OF DRIVERS INVOLVED IN SINGLE-VEHICLE RUN-OFF-ROAD ACCIDENTS ON CURVED SECTIONS OF ROAD.
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:::;:;:::::;:::::::::::;:;::::;:::::::::::::::::;:::::;:::;:Cluster 1 moremostlymostly more mostlymoremostly8821.0%21.0%
female

dayweekdaymiddleMSDdry roadsmall car0.000 or 0.010
Cluster 2

moremoremoremore mostlymoremore0.000 or 0.0104911.7%32.6%
over 55

femaleUD to 5day rural open roadwet roadlarae caronly
Cluster 3 mostly moremoremostlymostly mostly4811.4%44.0%

18 to 25
11 to 20weekendouter MSDwet road 0.000 or 0.010

Cluster 4 mostlymoremostly mostlymostlymoremore399.3%53.3%
male

11 to 20niaht rural open roaddry roadlarge car0.151 to 0.200
ClusterS

moremostlymore moremostlydry road more235.5%58.8%
26 to 40

male11 to 20 weekendrural open roadonlv 0.101 to 0.150
Cluster 6 mostlymostlymore moremostlymoremostly225.2%64.0%

male
niahtweekdayouter MSDdry roadintermediate car0.101 to 0.150

Cluster 7 mostlymostlymostlymostlymore0.201 to 0.250225.2%69.3%
male

niahtrural open roaddry roadcomoact caronly
Cluster 8

moremostly mostlymostlymore0.051 to 0.100215.0%74.3%
18 to 25

male outer MSDdrY roadintermediate caronly
2.9% up to 17

34.8%24% upt0544.8%57.1%5.5% inner MSD65% dry3.6% mini56.9% 0.00 or 0.01420100.0%100.0%
Population 1

51.9% 18-25female23.6% 6-10dayweekday10.5% middle MSD32.4% wet21.7% small3.1%0.011 to 0.050
Total

26.9% 26-4047.6% 11-20 25.2% outer MSD1.4% muddy31.2% compact8.6% 0.051 to 0.100
Drivers

10.0% 41-5565.2%4.8%over2C55.2%42.9%6.7% urban rural0.5% icy21.2% intermediate10% 0.101 to 0.150
8.3% over 55

male nightweekend52.1% rural open road 22.1% large10.2% 0.151 to 0.200
7.1% 0.201 to 0.2504% over 0.250

Definition: "only" - all data cases in the cluster possessed this characteristic.
"more" - the percentage of this characteristic in the cluster is at least 10% greater than the percentage of the same characteristic in total.
"mostly" - this characteristic has satified the "more" condition and more than 75% of the data cases in the cluster possessed this characteristic.
blank - the distribution of the variable characteristics in the cluster is similar to the one in total.



The next two clusters, Cluster 4 (39 or 9% of cases) and Cluster 5 (23 or 6% of cases), both
represent mostly male drivers who more often drove cars aged between 11 to 20 years old,
crashing mostly on dry roads and rural open roads, however they vary in other crash features.
More of the drivers of Cluster 4 drove large cars with BAC level more often between 0.151

and 0.2 and crashed mostly at night. More of the drivers of Cluster 5 were aged between 26
and 40, with BAC level between 0.101 and 0.15, and crashing more often on weekend.

The sizes of the next two clusters, Clusters 6 & 7 were identical (22 or 5.2% of cases), both

representing mostly male drivers, crashing mostly at night and on dry roads, but they have
dissimilarities in other characteristics. Drivers of Cluster 6 more often drove intermediate size

cars, crashed on weekdays in outer MSD locations and mostly had BAC levels between 0.101

and 0.150. Whereas, the drivers of Cluster 7 more often drove compact cars and crashed
mostly on rural open roads.

All the drivers in Cluster 8 (21 or 5% of cases) had BAC level between 0.051 and 0.1 and
were mostly males aged more often between 18 to 25. They more often drove intermediate
size cars and crashed mostly on dry roads in outer MSD locations.

Population 2 (Drivers hitting another vehicle in the rear)

There were 569 drivers (Table 2) available for this analysis. They were mainly drivers aged
from 18 to 25 and 26 to 40 with 40% and 30% of total cases, respectively. Male drivers
comprised 58% compared to 42% female drivers. They drove cars up to 10 years old in 59%
of the cases. Crashes at day time and on weekdays represented 66% and 75% of the cases,
respectively. Accidents in inner and middle MSD locations accounted for 59%. In contrast,
urban rural areas and rural open roads accounted only 10% and 12%, respectively. Of all road
conditions, 78% of these accidents occurred on a dry road and 21 % on a wet road. 74% of
these drivers essentially had a zero BAC. Weight of car was found to contain a large
proportion of missing data and hence it was excluded from this analysis.

A table of the 6 largest clusters which describe 70% of the population is provided in Table 2.
All of these clusters contained drivers with zero BAC only.

Cluster 1 (174 or 31% of cases) represented drivers who more often drove cars aged up to 5
years old, more often in middle MSD locations, crashing mostly at day time, on weekdays
and on dry roads.

Both Cluster 2 (74 or 13% of cases) and Cluster 3 (43 or 8% of cases) represented more
female drivers, having accidents more often on weekends, but they differ in other crash
features. In Cluster 2, the crashes occurred more often in inner MSD locations and on wet
roads. In Cluster 3, the crashes happened in outer MSD locations only and mostly at day time
and on dry roads.

The next two clusters, Cluster 4 (42 or 7% of cases) and Cluster 5 (35 or 6% of cases), both
represented more female drivers, crashing mostly at day time and on dry roads. In addition,
Cluster 5 represented more of the drivers aged between 18 and 25, driving cars aged up to 5
years old and having accidents mostly on rural open roads. In Cluster 4, the crashes occurred
mostly in urban rural areas.
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TABLE 2: FIRST SIX CLUSTERS OF DRIVERS HITTING THE REAR OF OTHER VEHICLES.
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moremostlymoreouter MSDmostly0.000 or 0.010437.6%51.1%
female

dayweekend onlydry roadonly
Cluster 4

moremostlymostlymostly0.000 or 0.010427.4%58.5%
female

dayurban ruraldry roadonly
ClusterS

moremoremoremostly mostlydry road0.000 or 0.010356.2%64.7%
18 to 25

femaleUD to 5day rural ooen roadonlyonly
Cluster 6

moremostlymore mostlymoremore0.000 or 0.010325.6%70.3%
over 55

maleUD to 5 weekdayrural ocen roadwet roadonly
0.4% up to 17

42.0%31.3% up to 566.3%75.0%22.8% inner MSD78.2% dry74.3% 0.00 or 0.01569100.0%100.0%
Population 2

39.5% 18-25female27.2% 6-10dayweekday36.6% middle MSD21.1% wet1.9% 0.011 to 0.050
Drivers

30.1% 26-4037.1% 11-20 18.1% outer MSD0.2% muddy3.7%0.051 to 0.100
16.3% 41-55

58.0%4.4% over 2033.7%25.0%10.4% urban rural0.2% icy4.7% 0.101 to 0.150
13.7% over 55

male nightweekend12.1% rural open road 7.0% 0.151 to 0.200
6.0% 0.201 to 0.2502.3% over 0.250

Definition: "only" - all data cases in the cluster possessed this characteristic.
"more" - the percentage of this characteristic in the cluster is at least 10% greater than the percentage of the same characteristic in total.
"mostly" - this characteristic has satified the "more" condition and more than 75% of the data cases in the cluster possessed this characteristic.
blank - the distribution of the variable characteristics in the cluster is similar to the one in total.



Finally, Cluster 6 (32 or 6% of cases) is characterized by mostly male drivers, aged more
often over 55, more often driving cars aged up to 5 years old, crashing mostly on weekdays
and more often on wet roads and on rural open roads.

Population 3 (Drivers involved in pedestrian accidents resulting in death
or serious injury)

The total number of drivers available for this analysis was 1184 (Table 3). 40% of these
drivers were aged from 18 to 25 years old and 33% from 26 to 40. The male drivers

accounted for 67% compared to 33% female drivers. The cars they drove were up to 10 years
old in 59% of the cases. Accidents at day time and on weekdays accounted for 66% and 76%,
respectively. Accidents in inner and middle MSD locations accounted for 37% and 34% of

these accidents, respectively. Of all road conditions, 80% of accidents happened on dry roads
compared to 19% on wet roads. Some 27% of the cars involved were large, but the most
frequent car size was the compact type (29%). In this type of accident, most drivers were not
injured and hence a test of blood alcohol level was not taken. Therefore, the driver BAC was
excluded from this analysis.

The 6 largest clusters which described 87% of the population are provided in Table 3. Cluster
1 (338 or 29% of cases) is the largest cluster representing accidents which occurred only on
dry roads and mostly in inner MSD locations.

Most of the accidents in Cluster 2 (316 or 27% of cases) occurred at day time, on dry roads
and in middle MSD locations.

Cluster 3 (132 or 11% of cases) represented accidents on dry roads and in outer MSD
locations only. Cluster 5 (88 or 7% of cases) represented only those accidents which occurred
on dry roads and in urban rural areas.

The remaining clusters, Cluster 4 (89 or 8% of cases) and Cluster 6 (72 or 6% of cases)
represented more often drivers crashing at night time and mostly on wet roads. In addition,
most of the accidents of Cluster 4 occurred in inner MSD locations, while all of the accidents
of Cluster 6 occurred in middle MSD locations and more often on weekends.

Comparison between the three Populations

The percentage of drivers aged between 18 to 25 years old in Population 1 was considerably
higher than that of the other two populations, that is 52% compared to about 40% in each
case (Table 4). In contrast, the percentage of drivers over 40 years old in Population 1 (18%)
was lower than its counterparts (30% and 27%, respectively). There were not any substantial
differences by sex of driver in the populations.

In Population 1, accidents involving cars up to ten years old (48%) were less frequent than in
the other populations (around 59% in each case). Accidents during day time were
substantially more frequent in both Population 2 (66%) and Population 3 (66%) compared to
Population 1 (45%). There was a lower proportion of accidents on weekdays in Population 1
(57%) compared to Population 2 (75%) and Population 3 (76%).
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TABLE 3: FIRST SIX CLUSTERS OF DRIVERS HITTING PEDESTRIANS RESULTING IN DEATH OR SERIOUS INJURY.

iiiiiiiilliliiiii liilill~~'.lililiiiili,I~liiiil'iliiii~~ll~ilii
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Cluster 1

mostlydry road 33828.5%28.5%
inner MSD

only
Cluster 2 mostlymostlymostly 31626.7%55.2%

day
middle MSDdry road

Cluster 3
outer MSDdry road 13211.1%66.4%

only
only

Cluster 4
moremostlymostly 897.5%73.9%

niaht
inner MSDwet road

ClusterS
urban ruraldry road 887.4%81.3%

only
only

Cluster 6
moremoremiddle MSDwet road 726.1%87.4%

niaht
weekend onlvonly

0.4% up to 17
33.2%29.9% upt0565.9%75.9%36.7% inner MSD80.1% dry3.1% mini1184100.0%100.0%

Population 3
40% 18-25female29.5% 6-10dayweekday33.8% middle MSD18.9% wet20.8% small

Total
32.7%26-4037.8% 11-2014.4% outer MSD0.3% muddy29.4% compact

Drivers
16.8% 41-5566.8%2.9 over 2034.1%24.1%9% urban rural0.1% snowy19.2% intermediate

10.1% over 55
male niahtweekend6.3% rural ODenroad0.1% icy27.1% large

Definition: "only" - all data cases in the cluster possessed this characteristic.
"more" - the percentage of this characteristic in the cluster is at least 10% greater than the percentage of the same characteristic in total.
"mostly" - this characteristic has satified the "more" condition and more than 75% of the data cases in the cluster possessed this characteristic.
blank - the distribution of the variable characteristics in the cluster is similar to the one in total.



TABLE 4: GROUP PERCENTAGES FOR THE 3 POPULATIONS OF DRIVERS

INVOLVED IN SPEED RELATED ACCIDENTS.

Population 1

Population 2

Population 3

: Drivers running off the road on curves
: Drivers hitting another vehicle in the rear

: Drivers involved in pedestrian accidents resulting in death or serious injury.
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Aae of Driver

Uo to 17 Years Old2.9%0.4%0.4%
18 to 25 Years Old

51.9%39.5%40.0%
26 to 40 Years Old

26.9%30.1%32.7%
41 to 55 Years Old

10.0%16.3%16.8%
over 55 Years Old

8.3%13.7%10.1%

Sex of driver

Female 34.8%42.0%33.2%
Male

65.~1o58.0%66.8%

Age of Car

Up to 5 Years Old24.0%31.3%29.9%
6 to 10 Years Old

23.6%27.~/o29.5%
11 to 20 Years Old

47.6%37.1%37.8%
over 20 Years Old

4.8%4.4%2.9%

Time of Day

DayTime 44.8%66.3%65.9%
NiQhtTime

55.~/o33.7%34.1%

DavofWeek

Weekday 57.1%75.0%75.9%
Weekend

42.9%25.0%24.1%

Location

Inner MSD 5.5%22.8%36.7%
Middle MSD

10.5%36.6%33.8%
OuterMSD

25.~/o18.1%14.4%
Urban Open Road

6.7%10.4%9.0%
Rural Open Road

52.1%12.1%6.3%

Road Condition

Drv Road 65.0%78.~/o80.1%
Wet Road

32.4%21.1%18.9%

Muddy Road
1.4%O.~/o0.3%

SnoWYRoad
0.0%0.0%0.1%

Icy Road
0.5%O.~/o0.1%

Weight of Car

Mini Car 3.6%N/A3.1%
Small Car

21.7%N/A20.8%
Compact Car

31.~/oN/A29.4%
Intermediate Car

21.~/oN/A19.~/o

Large Car
22.1%N/A27.1%

BAC Level

0.000 or 0.010 56.9%74.3%N/A
0.011 to 0.050

3.1%1.9%N/A
0.051 to 0.100

8.6%3.7%N/A
0.101 to 0.150

10.0%4.7%N/A
0.151 to 0.200

10.~/o7.0%N/A
0.201 to 0.250

7.1%6.0%N/A
Over 0.250

4.0%2.3%N/A

Total Cases

4205691184



Accidents in inner MSD locations (23% in Population 2; 37% in Population 3) and in the
middle MSD (37% in Population 2; 34% in Population 3) were more frequent in those
populations than in Population 1 (6% in inner MSD; 11% in middle MSD). In contrast,
accidents on rural open roads in Population 1 (52%) were much more common than for its
counterparts (12% in Population 2; 6% in Population 3).

Accidents on wet roads in Population 1 (32%) were more frequent compared to Population 2
(21%) and Population 3 (19%). There were no substantial differences between the weight of
cars in the two populations which could be compared. The proportion of drivers with zero
BAC in Population 2 (74%) was substantially higher than in Population 1 (57%).

DISCUSSION

In utilising the results, it is important to note that each of the populations analysed was a
biased sub-sample from the corresponding original total population, due to missing data in
some of the important variables used for clustering. However, the biases were not strong.
Below is a list of variables found to have some mild bias for each Population.

Population 1
Age of Car
Sex of Driver
Location

Population 2
Age of Car
Sex of Drivers

Age of Driver

Population 3
Age of Car
Time of Day
Location
Road Condition

The clusters in Tables 1-3 describe apparently speeding drivers involved in crashes in
succinct terms. For each speed related accident type, a relatively small number of clusters
describes the majority of drivers (at least 70% of drivers in the accident population). These
clusters should be priority areas for countermeasures aimed at reducing excessive speeding.

The nature of the countermeasure to be applied will dictate how specifically it can be
focus sed on any particular cluster or group of like clusters. Public education through mass
media publicity can be targeted at specific age groups, sexes, times of day, and locations. In
contrast, speed enforcement has difficulty in targeting specific driver characteristics, but can
be aimed at specific times of day, days of week, locations and road conditions. However,
together these countermeasures can cover most of the important dimensions of the clusters
identified in this study. Speed enforcement supported by mass media publicity should be
focussed on the identified clusters and aimed at deterring excessive speeding behaviour.

CONCLUSION

Eight groups of apparently speeding drivers involved in single-vehicle run-off-road accidents
on curved sections of road were characterised. Six groups for each of drivers hitting the rear
of the other vehicles and drivers hitting pedestrians resulting in death or serious injury were
also identified. Each group represents at least 5% of the corresponding population and is
unique in the characteristics by which it is described.

The most important characteristics for the clustering of drivers involved in speed related
accidents were age, sex, time of day, location, road condition and drivers' BAC level. In
contrast, the age and weight of the car appeared to be relatively unimportant in describing the
clusters.
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The majority of the drivers involved in run-off-road accidents on curves and rear-end crashes

had BAC level of 0.00 or 0.01. However, there was also a substantial group of drivers in the
run-off-road accidents who had very elevated BAC's, suggesting that intoxication may be a
pre-disposing factor for involvement in speed related crashes of this type. It was not possible
to use the driver BAC in the clustering of the severe pedestrian accidents.

Speed enforcement supported by mass media publicity should be focus sed on the identified
clusters and aimed at deterring excessive speeding behaviour.

MAXCAMERON
TERRY MACH
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MONASH UNIVERSITY ACCIDENT RESEARCH CENTRE

ACCIDENT DATA ANALYSIS PROJECT

SEVERE INJURY CLUSTERS: UNRESTRAINED OCCUPANTS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Occupants of cars and station wagons involved in crashes and considered by the

recording Police officer to be unrestrained were clustered into homogeneous groups to

fonn the basis of countenneasures. The occupants were clustered on the basis of their

age, sex, and seating position, and the time of day, day of week, speed zone and location
of the crash. The seven largest clusters covered 69% of the 348 unrestrained occupants
considered.

The total group of unrestrained occupants were 58% male and spanned all age groups
with 39% aged 17 to 25. Drivers represented 41%, left front passengers 26% and rear
passengers 32% of the total. 61% crashed in speed zones up to 75 km/h, and 63% of
their crashes occurred in the Melbourne Statistical Division (MSD) while 28% occurred
on the open road in rural areas. Weekdays accounted for 62% of the unrestrained
occupants, while 59% were involved in crashes during daytime.

The two largest clusters, which together covered 24% of the unrestrained occupants,
were both mostly drivers crashing in speed zones up to 75 km/h, but they differed in
other characteristics. The largest cluster mostly crashed at night and more often at
weekends than the total group of unrestrained occupants. The second largest cluster were
mostly male occupants and mostly crashed during the day. In other respects, these two
clusters resembled the total group of unrestrained occupants.

The other five identified clusters each covered 8-10% of the unrestrained occupants.
Each differed from the total group in relatively unique ways, but the clusters were
homogeneous in themselves.

Integrated enforcement and publicity aimed at encouraging restraint use should be
targeted at each of the clusters. Countermeasures which aim at reducing the impact
severity or preventing the crash involvements of each of the cluster groups should also be
considered.



INTRODUCTION

The Accident Data Analysis Project has the general objective to disaggregate the road
accident problem using mass accident data to find groups of road users, vehicles and road
segments which would be suitable targets for countermeasures. Its specific objectives
include finding severe injury clusters, ie. groups associated with severe injury which are
homogeneous on a number of factors relevant to injury countermeasure design and as
large as possible. Suitable factors could include age, sex, seating position (if vehicle
occupant), restraint or helmet use, crash type, speed zone, and location.

The aim of finding large and homogeneous target groups is that this allows a single
countermeasure to be applied to each group, thus distributing all or some of the costs

more widely and requiring a lower level of effectiveness per target group member for the

countermeasure to be cost-beneficial. With this approach to injury countermeasure
design, the target group does not necessarily need to have a high risk of severe injury per
accident involvement. However, the problem group analysed here (unrestrained
occupants) does have such a risk of severe injury. This means that it is more likely that
effective countermeasures to the number of severe injuries sustained by each target group
(ie. a cluster of the total unrestrained occupants) can be found.

Traditional countermeasures to the problem of unrestrained occupants have included
enforcement of the adult and child restraint laws, public education and promotion of the
value and necessity of restraint use, and sometimes both measures together, all aimed at
encouraging the occupants to become restrained. While this aim is the most obvious and
direct approach to the problem, other countermeasure approaches are possible such as:

reducing the impact severity of crashes in which the unrestrained are involved
(eg. by targeting the speeding of their drivers in circumstances in which
unrestrained occupants cluster), or

preventing the crashes in which the unrestrained are involved (eg. by targeting
crash involvement countermeasures at the circumstances in which unrestrained

occupants cluster).

BACKGROUND

A preliminary analysis of the effect of restraint use on injury severity was carried out on
a file of 12,468 TAC claims by occupants of post-1981 cars and station wagons merged
with Police accident report on the same persons, for crashes which occurred in the period
1983 to June 1988 (Fildes et aI1991). The analysis found that the occupants recorded by
the Police officer as not wearing seat belts were over-represented in the severe injury
categories (death or hospitalisation).

Seat belt worn was recorded by the Police in 98% of all known cases. Fildes et al
suggested that the usage of seat belts is over-reported in the data because the wearing rate
was about 15% higher than reported previously. They investigated the relationship
between seat belt use and other factors and found that the non-wearing injured occupants
were over-represented in crashes in high speed zones and in those involving frontal
impact or rollover. They were also over-represented as front centre or rear seat
passengers, and in compact or large vehicles (this latter result is likely to be compounded
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by differences in speed of impact due to the more frequent use of the large vehicles in
high speed zones). Non-wearing was also over-represented among children, young and
very old adults, and male injured occupants.

Most of the findings of Fildes et al are consistent with the known effects of restraint use

on injury risk and severity, and the usage of restraints in various age groups and seating
positions. However their results combine the effects of each factor on crash

involvement, impact severity, restraint use, restraint protective value, and injury
susceptibility (separating these different effects requires more comprehensive analysis
and data). In addition, their results describe the unrestrained occupants by one factor at a
time. The aim of this study is to cluster the unrestrained occupants into a number of

homogeneous target groups by a number of factors simultaneously. It was decided that
those occupants the Police officer recorded as unrestrained, really were unrestrained in

most cases (those recorded as restrained, for whom there were greater doubts about their
restraint status, were not included in the analysis).

DATA

The file of 12,468 TAC claims merged with Police accident report data used in the
preliminary analysis was extended by adding the Police accident report data for all
persons involved in accidents for which there was at least one matched TAC claim.
This added 18,020 persons to the file.

The additional persons included occupants of pre-1982 vehicles, motorcyclists,
bicyclists and pedestrians. Only the occupants of the vehicles in which the Police
officer recorded the seat belt as not worn were used in the subsequent analysis
(occupants recorded as not wearing child restraints were not included). These

represented 415 persons, who were primarily occupants of passenger cars. If at least
one occupant of the car had a matched TAC claim, details of the vehicle they occupied
were available from the TAC claim data, covering relevant factors such as registered
weight, year of manufacture, point of impact and body type.

The data included descriptions of the person (sex, age and seating position of the car
occupant), the situation (time of day and day of week), the environment (speed zone and
location of the accident) and the vehicle (registered weight) which were used to cluster
the unrestrained occupants. A total of 348 data cases were extracted with known values
of each of these variables (except weight); 245 of these had known registered weight.
For analysis purposes, the quantitative variables were standardized to new variables with
mean of zero and a standard deviation of one, whilst qualitative variables were each first
coded into a set of binary variables and then standardized in the same manner. This
ensured that each variable had equal magnitude and hence equal influence on the process
of grouping cases.

METHOD

Cluster analysis was used to group the unrestrained occupants into clusters. The method
determines the characteristics that unrestrained car occupants share, as well as those in
which they differ, in assigning the data cases into relatively homogeneous groups.
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Both the CLUSTER and QUICK CLUSTER routines in the SPSS-X package were used
(SPSS, 1988; Norusis, 1985). CLUSTER is a more rigorous method, but is more time
consuming than QUICK CLUSTER for anything other than a small number of cases.
CLUSTER was used in preliminary stages to determine the maximum number of clusters
to be specified for QUICK CLUSTER. QUICK CLUSTER was used for efficient

clustering of large number of cases into a requested number of groups.

The 'important' variables for clustering were defined (following PACIFIC
NORTHWEST, 1973) as strongly represented in each of the cluster variables that are

highly dispersed (most clusters contain markedly different values for a given variable).
One of the 'less important' variables, for which sub-groups were less distinct or not
evident, was registered weight. As use of this variable significantly decreased the
number of valid cases, it was removed from the final cluster analysis.

Examination of 30 clusters formed by QUICK CLUSTER (Table 2) showed the necessity
to pool some of the clusters as many had a similar trend. An alternative would have been
to decrease the specified number for QUICK CLUSTER. The initial step was to form 15
clusters by manually combining similar clusters (Table 3). Clusters were combined if:

the same variable characteristics were strongly represented in more than one
cluster,

one or more key variables for clustering had the same value, while most of the
rest were not contradictory,

all variable characteristics were the same or implied similar conclusions.

These were preferred for final analysis to those obtained from QUICK CLUSTER with
16 as the specified number (Table 4), since in the process of pooling extremes, very
small clusters (1 or 2 data cases) or very large clusters (significantly larger than 10% of
the sample) were avoided. In contrast, QUICK CLUSTER with 16 clusters specified
produced such extremes as 52, 54, and 56 member clusters and four clusters with only
two or three members.

A comparison of the results obtained partially manually with those obtained
automatically shows that the two methods produce consistent results (12 matches), and
the manual combination method (with its advantage of avoiding extremes) does not
produce distorted results compared with the automatic method (Table 1). However this
comparison did not compare the relative membership of each matched pair of clusters.
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Table 1: Correspondence between clusters obtained manually after QUICK CLUSTER
(15 clusters from 30 obtained automatically) and automatically from QUICK CLUSTER
(16 clusters).

MANUAL AFfER QUICK CLUSTER-
No.

123456789101112131415
1

X
2 3

X

4 56

X

7

X

8

X

9

X

10

X

11

X

12

X

13

X

14 15

X

16

X

Q
U
I
C
K

C
L
U
S
T
E
R

Key: An x in the cell means that corresponding clusters (e.g 12QC and 3M) match.
Two clusters were considered matched if they had similar tendency and most of
the variables characteristics were the same.

RESULTS

The most satisfactory set of results was the 15 clusters obtained from the 30 clusters
(Table 2) after they were combined manually (Table 3). This was because a relatively
small number of groups contained all of the unrestrained occupants, without any group
having small membership.

The first seven clusters in rank order by number of members covered 69% of the 348
unrestrained occupants considered. These seven clusters are summarized in Table 5,
together with the characteristics of the group as a whole. This table indicates (in
qualitative terms) the way in which each cluster differs from the characteristics of all
unrestrained occupants; blank cells in the table indicate where there is no substantial
difference for a specific variable.

The total group of unrestrained occupants were 58% male and spanned all age groups
with 39% aged 17 to 25. Drivers represented 41 %, left front passengers 26% and rear
passengers 32%. Some 61% crashed in speed zones up to 75 km/h, and 63% of their
crashes occurred in the Melbourne Statistical Division (MSD) while 28% occurred on the
open road in rural areas. Weekdays accounted for 62% of the unrestrained occupants,
while 59% were involved in crashes during daytime.
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Table 5: Clusters of unrestrained occupants involved in Police reported crashes. Seven largest clusters representing 69% of unrestrained occupants.

Variables: SexAgeTime of theDay of theSeating positionSpeed zoneLocationNo. of casesCluster size
day

week
Cluster 6

mostlymoremostly driversup toMSD, mostly4412.6%
night

weekends 75km/hmiddle
onlvCluster 10

mostly male mostly daymostly driversmostly up tourban 4011.5%
75km/hCluster 3

>17 mostly driversmostlymostly open road349.8%
80km/hand aboveCluster 11

more mostly daymostlyrear mostly up toMSD, more outer339.5%
female

weekdays75km/h
Cluster 9

more male mostlymore weekmore left front mostly outer MSD329.2%
night

days(60%); and
drivers (40%)Cluster 12

more mostlymostly left front more inner MSD308.6%
female

weekends
Cluster 15

mostly < 25mostly day rear80km/h andmostly open road277.8%
aboveAll

58% male22.4% <17,58.6% day62.4% week41.1% drivers,60.6% up to62.7% MSD,348100%
unrestrained

38.8% 17-25,days25.6% front,75km/h9.5% urban rural,
occupants

24.1 % 26-55, 31.6% rear27.9%rural open
14.7% >55

passengersroad

Definitions: "mostly" - more than 75% of the data cases in the cluster possessed this characteristic
"more" - the percentage of this characteristic in the cluster substantially greater than the percentage of the same characteristic in total
blank - the distribution of the variable characteristics in the cluster is similar to the one in total



The two largest clusters, cluster 6 (44 or 13% of the unrestrained occupants) and cluster
10 (40 or 12% of cases), both represent drivers crashing in speed zones up to 75km/h in
urban areas, but they differ in other characteristics. Most members of cluster 6 crashed at
night and more often at weekends than average, while in cluster 10 most accidents
occurred during the day and the percentage of the male occupants was greater than in the
total group.

Another large cluster representing drivers was cluster 3 (34 or 10% of cases) with most
accidents in rural open-road areas and most in speed zones 80km/h and above.

The largest cluster representing rear seat passengers was cluster 11 (33 or 10% of the
unrestrained occupants). It has comparatively more members who were female, involved
in crashes only in the MSD, and mostly in speed zones up to 75km/h, on weekdays and
during daytime. Cluster 15 (27 or 8% of cases) also represents rear seat passengers, but
they were mostly aged under 25, involved in crashes in speed zones 80 km/h and above
mostly on the open road, and mostly during daytime.

Cluster 9 (32 or 9% of cases) was a mixture of front seat occupants, with substantially
more left front passengers and more drivers than the total unrestrained occupants. They
mostly crashed at night and mostly in the outer areas of the MSD. This cluster was more
often male and more often crashed on weekdays than the total group of unrestrained
occupants.

Another larger cluster (Cluster 12; 30 or 9% of cases) has more female passengers than
the total group, and they were mostly occupying the left front seat. They were involved
in the accidents mostly on weekends and more often in inner areas of the MSD than
average.

CONCLUSIONS

Seven groups of unrestrained car occupants were identified which collectively represent
nearly 70% of the problem. Each group is homogeneous on a number of factors related
to the person, the situation and the road environment.

The most important variables for clustering were the car occupant related variables - sex,
age and seating position. Variables related to the situation or the environment (speed
zone, location, time of the day and day of the week) differ from cluster to cluster but
usually do not define clear sub-groups. This may be explained by the fact that they have
indirect relationships to the 'important' variables (eg. rear passengers at night) and are
interrelated between each other (eg.location and speed zone).

Each cluster group is a sub-set of unrestrained occupants and as such has a high risk of
severe injury when involved in crashes. One simple countermeasure is to encourage
restraint use by each group by targeting enforcement, public education, or both, at the
group. The homogeneous nature of the groups allows each of these countermeasures to
be targeted on characteristics of the group, provided these are dimensions which can be
varied when implementing the measure. For example, restraint use enforcement can be
targeted at specific times of day, days of week, speed zones and locations, and perhaps at
specific seating positions. Public education through mass media publicity can also be
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targeted at specific age groups, sexes, times of day, and locations. Integrated
enforcement and publicity could have common or overlapping target groups, depending
how specific and how effective a countermeasure is required.

Countermeasures which aim at reducing the impact severity or preventing the crash
involvements of each of the cluster groups should also be considered.
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Table 2: Cluster Configuration (30 dusters)

VARIABLES

Cluster1Cluster2Cluster3
sex

male onlyfemale only
age

<25**
>17

time of the dIIy
mostly * nightday only

day of the week
week days onlyweekend only

BeIIt/ng position
other rearother rearmostly drivers

speed zone
SOkm/h and aboveup to 75kmlhmostly SOkmlh and above

IocIItlon
mostly urban ruralmore outer MSDopen road only

110. of ca•••
3228

VARIABLES

Cluater4ClusterSCluster6
sex

***
More malefemale onlyMore female

IIfIe
<25 <25

time.of the dIIy
night onlyday onlyday only

day of the week
mostly weekdaysmostly week daysweek days only

BeIIt/ng position
centre-front onlymostly driverscentre-rear only

speedzone
up to 75km1h only up to 75kmlh only

IocIItlbn
outer MSD and urban ruralmore inner MSDmiddle MSD(MSD)

.
lIO_otca_

4"
.

21 4
" . VARIABLES

CIuater7CIuster8Cluster9
sex

more femalemale onlyMore male

IIfIe
<2517 to 25

time of the dIIy
day onlyday onlymostly night

day of the week
week days onlymore week days

BeIIt/ng position
centre rear onlyother rearmore left front (60%) and

drivers (37%)tJIHI8dzone
SOkmlh and aboveup to 75kmlh only

IocIItlon
Inner MSD(MSD)middle MSD onlymostly outer MSD

110. of ca•••
3132



VARIABLES Cluster10Cluster11Cluster12
stIIJC

more female

age
<2550%>55

time of the day
mostly daymore night

day of the week
mostly weekendsmostly week daysweekends only

IIIIIItJnll position
centre-rear onlymostly left front and 25%driver9~k left front

speed zone
mostly up to 75km/hmore up to 75km/hmostly up to 75km/h

IocBtlon
inner MSD onlymore open roadmostly inn~r MSD

110.of CB'"
51613

VARIABLES

Cluater13Cluster14Cluster15
stIIJC

more malemale onlymostly female
age

17 to 55<25

time of the day
mostly dayday only

day of the week
more weekends mostly weekdays

IIIIIIIlnll position
more left rear & 37%front rearleft front onlymostly left front

speed zone
up to75kmlh onlymostly 8Okm/hand abovemostly 80km/h and above

100000lon
middle MSD onlyurban rural onlyinner MSD and open road

110.of ca•••
S317~

VARIABLES
Cluster 18-- Clust~r 17Cluster18

IIIIJt
mostly female male only

age
<25

time of the dIIy
mostly dayday onlynight only

day of the week
more week daysmore week daysweekends only

IIIIIIIlnll position
right rear onlyother rearmostly left rear

IIpfIBd zone
mostly up t075km/h8Okm/h and above onlyupt075km/h

100000lon
MSD(more middle and outer)open road onlymore urban rural

110.of CB'"
1169



VARIABLES Cluster 19Cluster 20Cluster 21
seK

more male

age
57%<17,rest<55 <55

time of the day
mostly nightmostly nightmostly night

day of the week
weekends onlymore weekendsmore week days

S8IItIng position
centre-rearmostly driversmostly drivers

spesdzone
mostly 80 km/h and aboveup to 75km/h onlymostly 8Okm/hand above

location
mostly outer MSDmostly middle MSD(MSD)urban nJral

no. olea •••
7446

VARIABLES

Cluster 22Cluster 23Cluster 24
seK

male only
II(JII

>26mostly<25600/0 >55
time of the dIIy

day onlymostly dayday only
day of the week

more week daysmore week days
seating position

centre-front onlyright rear·--mostly right rear and drivers
spesdzone

8Okm/h and above onlySOkm/hand above mostlySOkm/hand above only
location

open roadmostly open roadouterMSD
no. ofea •••

2125~
VARIABLES

Cluater25Cluster-28-CIust8r~
88K

more femalemostly male
age

<25

time of the dlIy
night onlymostly dayday only

day of the week
more weekends mostly week days

seating position
mostly right rearmostly driversmostly drivers

speed zone
up to 75kmlh onlymostly up t075km/hup to 75km/h only

Iot:IItlon
more urban ruralMSD,mostly innerurban rural only

no. ofea •••
83010



VARIABLES
sex
II(JII

time of the day
day of the week
selltlnll position
speed zone
location -
110. of cases

VARIABLES
..x
allfl

time of the day
day of the week
selltlng position

.speedzone
location

110. of cases

Cluster 28
more female

mostly day
mostly week days
mostly left rear
mostly up to 75km/h
MSD. more outer rural
22

TOTAL
58% male
22.4 <17.38.8% 17-25, 24.1%
26-55. 14.7% >55
58.60/0 day
62.40/0 week days
41.1 % drivers, 25.6% front &
31.SOk rear passengers
60.6% up to 75 km/h
62.70/0 MSD, 9.5% urban rural,
27.9% open road
348

Cluster 29

male only
<17

night only
week days only
centre-front only
SOkm/hand above only
urban rural only
1

Cluster 30

530/0<17

mostly day
mostly weekends
mostly left rear
SOkm/hand above only
mostly open road
15

*
mostly - more than 75% of the data cases in the cluster possessed this characteristic

blank * * - the distribution of the variable characteristics in the cluster is similar to the one in total and hence is of no special interest

more * * * - the percentage of this characteristic in the cluster substantially greater than the percentage of the same characteristic in total



Table 3: Configuration of the clusters combined manually (15clusters)

VARIABLES

*
Cluster 2(2,10,6,7,19)Cluster 3 (3,21)Cluster 1(8,17,1)

sex
mostly malemore female

age
<25 >17

time of the dBy day of the week
weekdaysmostly weekend

IIBIIIlng position
other rearmostly centre-rearmostly drivers

spetldzone
mostly up to 75km/hmostly 8Okm/hand above

IocIItlon
MSD.open road only

110.of cs•••
102134

VARIABLES

Cluster 4(4,29)ClusterSCluster 6 (20)
sex

More femaleMore male
age

<25
time of the dBy

night onlyday onlymostly night
day of the week

mostly weekdaysmostly week daysmore weekends

IIIIIItlng position

..•.
centre-front only mostly driversmostly drivers

speed zone
up to 75km/h only

IocIItlon
mostly urban ruralmore inner MSDmostly middle MSD(MSD)

110.of cs_
-5 2144

VARIABLES

- --" ....•

Cluster 7 (11,24) Cluster 8(25,18)CIuster9..sex More male

age
mostly >55<25

time of the day
mostly daynight onlymostly night

day of the week
mostly week daysmostly weekendsmore week days

IIIIIItlng position
mostly left frontrearmore left front (60%) and

drivers (37%)speed zone
up to 75km/h only

IocIItlon
more urban ruralmostly outer MSD

110.of cs•••
211732



IIpIIedzone
IocBtlon

VARIABLES
~
age

time of the day
dIIy of the week
",,'ng poIIltlon

VARIABLES Cluster 10(28,27)Cluster 11(16,28)Cluster 12 (12,15)
sex

mostly malemore femalemore female

age time of the day
mostly daymostly day

day of the week
mostly week daysmostly weekends

IIfIIItlng position
mostly driversrearmostly left front

speed zone
mostly up t075km/hmostly up to 75kmlh

Iot:IItlon
MSD, more outermore inner MSD

110. of ca•••
403330

VARIABLES

Cluster 13Cluster 14 (14,22)Cluster 15 (23,30)
sex

more male

age
>26mostIy<25

time of the day
mostly dayday onlymostly day

day of the week
more weekends

...,Ing position
more left rearfrontrear

spe.sdzone
up to75kmlh onlymostly 8Okm/h and above8Okm/h and above mostly

location
middle MSD onlyurban rural and open roadmostly open road

110. of ca•••
8327

TOTAL
58% male
22.4 <17,38.8% 17·25, 24.1%
26-55,14.7% >55
58.6% day
62.4% week days
41.1% drivers, 25.6% front &
31.6% rear passengers
60.6% up to 75 km/h

62.7% MSD, 9.5% urban r:ural,.. <..... ~,~ ..
27.9% open road·· :.~~~;;~~1f~¥.~;;'.

110. of ca••• 348 ;""r" •• -~ '.-".

Cluster 1(8,17,1) lit-cluster 1 was combined from clusters 8,17,1described in Table2.



Table 4: Configuration of the clusters obtained from QUICK CLUSTER (16clusters)

VARIABLES

Cluster1Cluster2ClusterS
sex

More maleMore female

age

>40
time of the day

day onlymostly daymostly day
day of the W88Ic'

mostly weekendmostly week day
IItIIItlng position

centre-front onlymostly left rear and driversmore left rear

speed zone
BOkmlh and abovemostly SOkmlhand abovemostly up to 75kmlh

IocBtlon
open roadmostly open road, mostly inner MSD

no. of CB'"
22846

VARIABLES

Cluster4ClusterSCluster8
••••

More male

II11II

11 to 19 and 53 to 86(75%)mostly less than 17less than 19 only
time of the day

day onlyday onlynight only
day of the week

mostly weekdays
IItIIItlng position

mostly right rear(75%)···centre-rear onlycentre-front only
speed zone

mostly 80kmlh and above
IocBtlon

mostly outer MSDmore inner MSDurban rural only
no. of CB_

~
16

92

VARIABLES

Cluster7
- .~... -.Clustera Cluster9

••••
More maleMore female

II11II

more >26<3310 to 72

time of the day
mostly daymostly nightday only

day of the week
96% weekdaysweekend only

seating position
88% driverscentre-rear onlyother rear

speed zone
mostly 75kmlh and abovemore 80kmlh and abovemore 80kmlh and above

IocBtlon
more urban ruralmore outer MSDmostly open road

no. of CB_
25109



Cluster12

91.1%week days
left front(48%) and drivers93% SOkmlhand abovemostly open road54

56

CIuster15
More male

mostly weekends

left front(59%) and drivers96% up to 75kmlhmostly middle MSD13
52

urban rural only

CIuster11
More male
161087

day only
mostly week days
83.3% drivers

mostly up to 75kmlh
MSD

CIuster14

Mostly male
mostly 17 t025
mostly night
more weekends

20

Cluster10
More female
4to 19
night only

centre-front only
upt075kmlh
middle and outer(67%)MSD

3

Cluster13
More female
more 171025

mostly night
more weekends
mostly right rear
95% up to 75kmlh
MSC and urban rural

VARIABLES
sex
age
time of the day
day of the week
SfNIIlng position
speed zone
IDCIItIon
no.of ca_
VARIABLES
sex
age
time of the day
day of the week
IItIIItlng position
speed zone
100000lon
no.of ca_

348

VARIABLES
sex
age

time of the day
day of the weeIc
IItIIItlng position

IIpIItId zone
100000lon

:'":-f;~~c,,!rOtca _

Cluster18/
Male only
up to 17

mostly night
week daYs only
other rear only

SOkmlh and above
outer MSC & urban rural(67%)

3

TOTAL
58% male .
22.4 <17,38.8% 17-25, 24.1%
26-55,14.7%:>55
58.6% day
62.4% week days
41.1% drivers, 25.6% front &
31.6% rear passengers
60.6% up to 75 kmlh
62.7% MSD, 9.5% urban rural,
27.9% open road.~;. -,~~~~:; ..
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HIGH RISK GROUP:

DRUNK DRIVERS
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Road user = DRIVERS

Casualties included = KILLED, ADMITTED TO HOSPITAL, INJURED
(ALL CASUALTIES)

Person-based records - all casualties (cases of fatalities or

hospital admissions or injuries as a result of road accidents)
% of % of
all all drunk

sober drunk sober

- rural areas (other than
provincial towns)

- inner and middle MSD

20.7

52.6

29.5

43.2

1. 43

0.82

- provincial towns and the outer MSD ABOUT EQUAL (26 %)

- at night, roads with streetlights 18.5

- Saturdays
Sundays

- Mondays
Tuesdays
Wednesdays

- wet atmospheric conditions

- run off carriageway

- fixed object was struck

- collision with another vehicle

15.1
12.9

13.6
13.6
14.1

16.0

20.8

15.8

77.0

24.6
21.4

7.0
8.6
8.6

12.0

59.8

48.5

37.4

46.7

1. 63
1. 65

0.51
0.63
0.61

0.75

2.88

3.07

0.49

2.52

- at night, roads w/o streetlights 6.6

- not at an intersection 42.0

- cross intersections 33.0
T intersections 21.8

- on curves 13.7

- straight sections of road 85.5

- wet road surfaces 23.7

- weekend nights 7pm - lam 8.9
weekend nights lam - 7am 5.4

- no traffic control present 52.9

- 90-100 km/h speed zones 26.7

- 60 km/h or less speed zones 64.2

23.6

67.3

13.7
16.0

27.4

72.0

18.9

30.2
20.5

78.4

34.6

56.8

3.58

1. 60

0.42
0.73

2.00

0.84

0.80

3.39
3.80

1.48

1.30

0.88

- probationary licence held ABOUT EQUAL (21 %)



- standard licence held

- unlicenced, disqualified or
licence status not known

- < 1 yr driving experience

66.1

9.4

11. 8

53.1

20.9

9.6

0.80

2.22

0.81

- other three classifications of

driving experience: one but
less than two years; two but
less than three years; more
than three years

- articulated or rigid truck

- utility or panel van

- vehicle made before 1969

- vehicle made after 1976

- vehicle made before 1976

- seat belt worn

- seat belt status unknown

- 18-23 years
24-29 years
30-41 years

- 42-53 years
54-65 years
66 years and over

- males
also:

ABOUT EQUAL

2.6

1.20.46

7.1

11.51. 62

10.3

14.91.45

43.0

30.70.71

52.3

64.51.23

85.4

63.10.74

12.0

27.72.31

31.5

37.11.18
16.5

22.41.36
20.6

21. 91.06

12.1

8.10.67
8.9

4.20.47
6.8

1.40.21

55.0

82.41.50

while the majority of sober driver casualties occur in cross
traffic accidents (29.0 %), drunk driver casualties most
commonly occur in off carriageway-struck object accidents
(46.3 %)



Road user = DRIVERS

Casualties included = KILLED, ADMITTED TO HOSPITAL
(SERIOUS CASUALTIES)

Person-based records - serious casualties (cases of fatalities

or hospital admissions as a result of road accidents)
% of % of
all all drunk

sober drunk sober

- rural areas (other than

provincial towns)

- inner and middle MSD

25.7

49.8

34.0

40.2

1.32

0.81

- provincial towns and the outer MSD ABOUT EQUAL (25 %)

- Saturdays
Sundays

- Mondays
Tuesdays
Wednesdays

- wet atmospheric conditions

- run off carriageway

- fixed object was struck

- collision with another vehicle

15.6
12.7

13.3
13.7
14.3

16.1

25.4

19.9

72.5

24.5
21.3

6.9
8.3
8.7

11. 9

63.4

52.0

33.6

1.57
1. 68

0.52
0.61
0.61

0.74

2.50

2.61

0.46

- at night, roads with streetlights 17.8

- at night, roads w/o streetlights 8.7

- not at an intersection 46.8

- cross intersections 30.6
t intersections 19.7

- on curves 15.9

- straight sections of road 83.3

- wet road surfaces 23.4

- weekend nights 7pm - lam 9.3
weekend nights lam - 7am 6.0

- no traffic control present 56.9

- 90-100 km/h speed zones 32.7

- 60 km/h or less speed zones 58.3

43.4

27.0

71.0

11.4
14.8

29.4

69.9

18.6

30.3
20.7

81.0

39.6

51. 9

2.44

3.10

1.52

0.37
0.75

1. 85

0.84

0.79

3.26
3.45

1.42

1.21

0.89

- probationary licence held ABOUT EQUAL (21 %)



- standard licence held

- unlicenced, disqualified or
licence status not known

- < 1 yr driving experience

65.6

10.6

11. 6

53.0

22.0

8.8

0.81

2.08

0.76

- other three classific~tions of

driving experience: one but
less than two years; two but
less than three years; more
than three years

- articulated or rigid truck

- utility or panel van

- vehicle made before 1969

- vehicle made after 1976

- vehicle made before 1976

- seat belt worn

- seat belt status unknown

- 18-23 years
24-29 years
30-41 years

- 42-53 years
54-65 years
66 years and over

- males

also:

ABOUT EQUAL

3.2

1.20.38

7.5

12.21.63

9.9

14.71.48

44.9

31.50.70

50.2

63.91.27

80.7

56.20.70

15.7

31.82.03

30.2

37.11.23
15.3

22.11.44
20.1

22.11.10

12.4

8.00.65
9.6

4.00.42
8.3

1.50.18

57.1

83.21.46

while the majority of sober driver serious casualties occur in
cross traffic accidents (26.6 %), drunk driver serious
casualties most commonly occur in off carriageway-struck
object accidents (49.5 %)

The above points are based on an analysis of records of
fatalities and hospital admissions.

Casualties included = KILLED, ADMITTED TO HOSPITAL,
INJURED

Notable differences with previous analysis that did not
include injured drivers:



In terms of the percentages of serious casualty accidents

(where an accident involves fatalities or hospital admission),

COMPARED TO SOBER DRIVERS, DRUNK DRIVERS ARE:

- overinvolved in serious casualties in rural areas (other
than provincial towns) by a factor of (34.0/25.7) 1.32

- underinvolved in serious casualties in the inner and middle
MSD by a factor of (49.8/40.2) 1.24

- equally involved in serious casualties in provincial towns
and in the outer MSD

- more often serious casualties on

Saturdays (24.5/15.6) 1.57
Sundays (21.3/12.7) 1.68
Fridays (18.1/16.7) 1.08

- less often serious casualties on
Mondays (13.3/6.9) 1.93
Tuesdays (13.7/8.3) 1.65
Wednesdays (14.3/8.7) 1.64

- underinvolved in serious casualties in wet conditions
(16.1/11.9) 1.35

- overinvolved in serious casualties sustained in run off
carriageway accidents (63.4/25.4) 2.50

- over involved in serious casualty accidents where a fixed
object was struck (52.0/19.9) 2.61

- underinvolved in serious casualties resulting from striking
another vehicle (72.5/33.6) 2.16

- overrepresented in serious casualties occurring at night on
roads with streetlights (43.4/17.8) 2.44

- overrepresented in serious casualties occurring at night on
roads with no streetlights (27.0/8.7) 3.10

- overinvolved in serious casualties not occurring at an
intersection (71.0/46.8) 1.52

- underinvolved in serious casualties
at cross intersections
and at t intersections

(30.6/11.4) 2.68
(19.7/14.8) 1.36

- overinvolved in serious casualties that occur in accidents
on curved sections of road (29.4/15.9) 1.85

- there are less drunk driver serious casualties on straight
sections of road (83.3/69.9) 1.19

- there are
casualties r
surfaces (2·

~oportionately less drunk driver serious
11ting from accidents that occur on wet road
'18.6) 1.26



- while the majority of sober driver serious casualties occur

in cross traffic accidents (26.6 %), drunk driver serious

casualties most commonly occur in off carriageway - struck
object accidents (49.5 %)

- overinvolved in serious casualties that occur on

w/e nights bin 7 pm and 1 am (30.3/9.3) 3.26
w/e nights bin 1 am and 7 am (20.7/6.0) 3.45

- overinvolved in serious casualties where no traffic control

was present (81.0/56.9) 1.42

- over involved in serious casualties that occur in 90/100
km/h speed zones (39.6/32.7) 1.21

- under involved in serious casualties that occur in 60 km/h
or less speed zones (58.3/51.9) 1.12

- equally involved in serious casualties where the driver has
a probationary licence (21.4/20.6) 1.04

- under involved in serious casualties where the driver has a
standard licence (65.6/53.0) 1.24

- over involved in serious casualties where the driver is
unlicenced, disqualified or the licence status is not known
(22.0/10.6) 2.08

- under involved in serious casualties where the driver has
less than one year of driving experience (11.6/8.8) 1.32

- approximately equally involved in serious casualties where
the driver falls into one of the other three classifications
of driving experience (one but less than two years; two but
less than three years; and more than three years)

- underinvolved in serious casualties occurring in accidents
where the drunk driver is in control of an articulated or
rigid truck (3.2/1.2) 2.67

- overinvolved in serious casualties where the vehicle driven
was made before 1969 (14.7/9.9) 1.48

- underinvolved in serious casualties where the vehicle driven
was made after 1976 (44.9/31.5) 1.43

- overinvolved in serious casualties where the vehicle driven
was made between 1969 and 1976 (49.2/44.9) 1.10

- overinvolved in serious casualties where the vehicle driven
was made befor 1976 (63.9/50.2) 1.27

- (where the use of prescribed lamps was applicable)

- less often wearing seat belts when serious casualties occur
(80.7/56.2) 1.44



HIGH SEVERITY GROUP:

SEVERELY INJURED DRIVERS

APPENDIXA2



Considering the differences between the results of the

analyses including/excluding injuries to drivers who did not

require hospital admission:

Fatalities and serious injuries requiring hospital admission

(as opposed to injuries not requiring hospital admission) are:

MORE LIKELY TO OCCUR WHEN:

- rural

- run off carriageway

- hit fixed object

- not at intersection

- at night

- on roads without streetlights

- on curves

- where no traffic control present

- in 90-100 km/h zones

LESS LIKELY TO OCCUR WHEN:

- inner/middle MSD

- collision with another vehicle

- at cross intersections

- at T intersections

- on straight sections of road

- in 60 km/h zones

- where seat belt worn



HIGH RISK GROUP:

SPEEDING DRIVERS

APPENDIXA3



SPEED RELATED ANALYSES OF
CASUALTY ACCIDENT DATA

INTRODUCTION

As pointed out in the speeding issues document, pre-crash travel speeds of accident
involved vehicles are not available in the casualty accident database. Therefore, to
explore the characteristics of "speeding" related accidents, it is necessary to make
assumptions about the probabilities of "speeding" being a contributory factor to the crash.

This paper approaches this issue in three ways by analysing;

1. single vehicle run-off-road accidents on straight and curved sections of road
(assuming that higher travel speeds contribute more to crashes on curves)

2. rear end crashes, by comparing the drivers of the hitting vehicle with the drivers
of the vehicles being hit (assuming that the travel speed of the hitting vehicle was
a contributory factor)

3. drivers involved in fatal pedestrian accidents with drivers involved in injury
pedestrian accidents (assuming that a major difference between these two is the
immediate pre-crash travel speed)

All data relate to drivers involved in casualty accidents (not necessarily injured) for the
years 1987 and 1988. The characteristics explored were driver agegroup and sex, time of.
week, road condition, day of week, speed zone and injury severity, and the results most,
clearly present are presented below. It should be noted that analysis focus sed on relati.
proportional differences; this approach controls for exposure differences.

RESULTS

1. Single vehicle run-off-road crashes on straights and curves

there is no difference in the agegroup or sex distribution of drivers involved on
straight and curves. However, the overinvolvement of young (18-25 year old)
drivers in this type of accident is very marked; they comprise some 47% of total
driver involvements on both straights and curves, but only about 19% of licensed
drivers

there is a very similar distribution by time of week on straights and curves

while there is a 2 : 1 ratio in favour of straights for most injury severities, this
ratio is only 1.3 : 1 for drivers killed

while there is little variation by day of week in the straight/curve distribution, a
slightly higher proportion of involvements on curves occur on Saturday and
Sunday (42% c.f. 38% on straights). While both of these figures are higher than
expected on a proportional basis (expected value = 28%), it is not known to what
extent exposure accounts for this finding

driver invoh~ments on curves are more likely in wet road conditions (by a factor
of 1.18 relative to straights in the wet)



2. Rear end crashes

drivers aged 18-25 years comprise 30% of hitting drivers, but only about 26% of
those in the hit vehicle. They are the only age group who are more likely to be in
the hitting than the vehicle being hit

while there is a 50/50 male/female driver split in the vehicle being hit, males
comprise 70% of drivers of the hitting vehicle (i.e. female drivers are almost

twice as likely to be hit than to be the driver of the hitting vehicle)

18-25 year old drivers comprise approximately the the same proportion of hitting
and being hit drivers involved in alcohol times (Le. mainly nighttime), but are
proportionally overinvolved as drivers of hitting vehicles in non-alcohol times (by
a factor of 1.26)

in wet conditions, 18-25 year old drivers are proportionally overinvolved (by a
factor of 1.24) as drivers of hitting vehicles when compared to their proportion of
involvements of drivers being hit in wet conditions

",hile some 85% of driver involvements occur in 60km/h speed zones, there is an
indication that 18-25 year old drivers comprise a greater proportion of hitting
(relative to being hit) drivers as speed zone values increase

3. Fatal and injury struck pedestrian accidents

there is an indication that when drivers aged 40 years or less are involved in
pedestrian casualty accidents, the outcome is more likely to be a fatal accident
than an injury accident (65% of drivers involved in pedestrian injury accidents are
in this age group c.f. 75% in pedestrian fatal accidents)

male drivers comprise some 68% of drivers involved in pedestrian accidents and
these accidents are more likely to be fatal accidents (about 9% of male driver
involvements are in fatals c,f. less than 5% for female drivers)

drivers aged 18-25 years are proportionally overinvolved in fatal pedestrian
accidents in non-alcohol times (by a factor of 1.17), whereanlrivers aged 26-40
show a proportional overinvolvement in fatal accidents in alcohol times (by a
factor of 1.35)

drivers aged 18-25 years are proportionally overinvolved in fatal pedestrian
accidents in wet road conditions. They comprise 47% of drivers involved in such
accidents in wet conditions, but only 32% of drivers in pedestrian injury accidents
in the wet

SUMMARY

For those accidents where speeding is a contributing factor, the characteristics
overinvolved are;

18-25 year oIds drivers
male drivers
overinvolvement is likely to be greater under wet conditions
26-40 year old drivers during alcohol times (for some crashes)
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APPENDIXA4

HIGH RISK GROUPS:

DRUNK AND VERY DRUNK DRIVERS



CHARAClERISTICS OF SERIOUS DRIVER CASUALTIES

BY BLOOD ALCOHOL CONCENTRATION (BAC) LEVEL

NB: The information reported below relate,Sto serious driver casualties (drivers killed or
hospitalised) in 1987 and 1988. Proportions have been derived from three BAC
groups, viz, "sober", known BACs less than 0.051, ~Idrunk",known BACs between
0.051 and 0.15, and "very drunk", known BACs over 0.15.

GENERAL

"drunk" serious driver casualties (sdc's) represent some 10% of total sdc's

"very drunk" sdc's represent a further 12% of total sdc's

therefore, almost 1 in every 4 sdc's has an illegal BAC (38% of drivers killed h~ a

BAC in excess of 0.05: on average, 1 in every 200 drivers on the road has an illegal
BAC)

"DRUNK" (Blood alcohol concentrations between 0.051 and 0.15)

largest single group, 18-25 year olds, represents some 56% of all tidrunk" sdc's

the next largest group, 26-40 year olds, represents some 27% of all "drunk"sdc's

41-55 year olds represent some 9% of "drunk" sdc's

in each age group, there is an 80/20 split in favour of males (c.f. an approximately
50/50 split in "sober: sdc's)

"VERY DRUNK" (BACs over 0.15)

the largest single group, 2640 year olds, represents some 42% of all "very drunk"
sdc's

the next largest group, 18-25 year olds, represents some 38% of "very drunk" sdc's

41-55 year olds represent some 13% of "very drunk" sdc's

in each age group, there is an 85/15 split in favour of males

18 - 25 YEAR OLD SERIOUS DRIVER CASUALTIES

on a licence holder basis, 18-25 year old "drunk" sdc's are overrepresented by a factor
of 4 relative to 26-40 "drunk"sdc's and by afactorof7 relative to 41-55 year old
"drunk"sdc's

the same factors for "very drunk" 18-25 year old sdc's are 2 and 4 respectively

relative to the proportion of 18-25 year old "sober" sdc's, 18-25 year old "drunk" sdc's
show a proportional increase of 5 1% (this is not the case for the "very drunk" group)

"drunk" 18-25 y.o. sdc's are most frequent in rural rural (open road) areas (29%),
followed by middle Melbourne Statistical Division (24%) and outer MSD (23%)

"very drunk" 18-25 y.o. sdc's show a similar locational distribution
-t

"drunk" and "very drunk" 18-25 y.o. sdc's are heavily overrepresented in nightime
crashes relative to "sober" sdc's (for "drunks", the proportional increases are 22% and



,r,

"drunk" and "very drunk" 18-25 y.o. sdc's are heavily overrepresented in nightime
crashes relative to "sober" sdc's (for "drunks", the proportional increases are 22% and
145% for weekday night and weekend night respectively: for "very drunks", the
proportional increases are 42% and 1~6%)

26-40 YEAR OLD SERIOUS DRIVER CASUALTIES .

this age group comprise a similar proportion of "soberll and "drunkll sdc's. However,
"very drunk" sdc's show a proportional increase of 54% c.f. "sober" sdc's

locational distribution is reasonably uniform, although there is a tendency for "sober"
sdc's to occur more frequently in the middle MSD. Conversely, "drunk" and "very
drunk" sdc's are more likely to occur in rural rural areas (proportional increases of
29% and 43% respectively c.f. "sober")

"~26-40 y.o. sdc's show a large proportional increase in nightime crashes c.f.
"sober" (140%), with a more even spread across the week (weekday nights, 37%,
weekend nights, 43%)

"very drunk" sdc's show a much greater concentration on weekend nights (a 208%
proportional increase)


